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Notice is hereby given of the following meeting:

REGULAR MEETING OF THE
LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE
April 8, 2019 at 12:00 p.m.
Committee Room 2, City Hall

AGENDA
ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA
MOTION to amend/approve the Land Use and Planning Committee agenda.
REVIEW AND ADOPTION OF CONSENT AGENDA
MOTION to amend/approve the Land Use and Planning Committee consent
agenda.
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
1.

Adoption of the Minutes of March 11, 2018 LUPC Meeting

PRESENTATIONS
2.

No Items

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
3.

No Items

DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES MEMOS FOR ACTION
4.

No Items

REPORTS FOR ACTION
5.
6.
7.

515 Fourth Street: Heritage Revitalization Agreement – Preliminary Report
422 Eighth Street: Heritage Revitalization Agreement – Preliminary
Application Review
719 Colborne Street: Rezoning of RT-2D Property to Allow for Addition of a
Secondary Suite and Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit – Preliminary Application
Review
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CONSENT AGENDA
8.

1209 – 1217 Eighth Avenue: Rezoning and Development Permit for Infill
Townhouses – Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 8099, 2019 for Two Readings
9. 825 McBride Boulevard:
Development Inquiry for a Mixed Use
Retail/Residential Project – Preliminary Application Review
10. 909 First Street: Rezoning and Development Permit for Infill Townhouses –
Preliminary Application Review
11. 45 East Eighth Avenue: Rezoning and Development Permit for Infill
Townhouses – Preliminary Application Review
DIRECTOR’S / MANAGER’S REPORT (Oral Report)
12.

No Items

NEW BUSINESS
13. No Items
CORRESPONDENCE
14. No Items
NEXT MEETING
Monday, May 6, 2019
ADJOURNMENT
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REGULAR MEETING OF THE
LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE
March 11, 2019 at 11:30 a.m.
Committee Room 2, City Hall

MINUTES
PRESENT:
Mayor Jonathan Cote
Councilor Chuck Puchmayr
Councillor Mary Trentadue
GUESTS:
Mr. Robert Billard
Mr. James Burton
Ms. Rosa Salcido

- Project Architect, Principal, Billard Architecture
- Project Architect, Birmingham & Wood Architects
- Architect, Vivid Green Architecture

STAFF:
Ms. Emilie Adin
Ms. Jackie Teed
Ms. Lisa Leblanc
Mr. Rupinder Basi
Mr. Hardev Gill
Ms. Dilys Huang
Ms. Christine Edward
Ms. Britney Quail
Mr. Mike Watson
Ms. Carilyn Cook

- Director of Development Services
- Manager of Planning
- Manager, Transportation
- Senior Planner
- Planning Technician
- Planning Technician
- Transportation Analyst
- Heritage Planner
- Planner
- Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 11:35 a.m.

ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the February 4, 2019 Land Use and Planning Committee agenda be adopted
as circulated.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.
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REVIEW AND ADOPTION OF CONSENT AGENDA
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT Item 11 be removed from the Consent Agenda; and,
THAT the recommendations for items remaining in the Land Use and Planning
Committee Consent Agenda be adopted by consent.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
1.

Adoption of the Minutes of February 4, 2018 LUPC Meeting
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the February 4, 2019 Land Use and Planning Committee meeting minutes be
adopted as circulated.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.

PRESENTATIONS
2.

There were no items.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
3.

There were no items.

DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES MEMOS FOR ACTION
4.

There were no items.

REPORTS FOR ACTION
5.

48 Begbie Street (Arundel Mansion): Rezoning and Development Permit for
Building Addition and Hotel Conversion – Preliminary Application Review
Emilie Adin, Director of Development Services, provided a short presentation
outlining the report of March 11, 2019.
In response to questions from the Committee, Mr. Billard provided the following
comments:
• A glass atrium will facilitate natural lighting in the building. The roof and south
façade will be glazed glass, with other types of glass being utilized for various
other aspects of the atrium;
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• Communication will be undertaken with TransLink and the existing fire escape
will be removed as it will no longer be needed;
• Currently, there are no long-term rentals in the facility as customers stay on a day
by day basis; however, an audit will be undertaken for confirmation.
A
housekeeper lives on-site, while other staff reside offsite;
• The owners will work alongside the City regarding the taxation, business license,
etc.;
• The intent of the project is to preserve the existing building with the additional six
storeys helping to ensure its protection and revitalization; and,
• Patrons will have the option of staying in the 1920s version of the hotel, which
includes an elevator and fixtures that create a step back in time, or in the modern
portion of the building.
In response to a question from the Committee, staff advised that legal counsel would
be sought with respect to taxation of new hotels.
Discussion ensued, and the Committee provided the following comments:
• Consultation needs to be made with the applicant regarding the future site’s
acceptability with respect to the Municipal & Regional Tax Program (MRDT);
• This is an interesting project that checks a few of the City’s objectives, including
being in close proximity to the Anvil Centre; and,
• This project has an important heritage component to it and will also fill the need
for hotel rooms in the downtown area.
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee endorse the recommendations
summarized in the Feedback from LUPC Section in this report and direct staff to
include that and other feedback from LUPC in the Pre-Application Review letter to
the applicant.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.
6.

513 Seventh Street: Rezoning and Development Permit for a Mixed Use High
Rise Building – Preliminary Application Review
Jackie Teed, Manager of Planning, commenced with a short presentation outlining
the above-noted report dated March 11, 2019.
Discussion ensued, and the Committee provided the following comments:
• This is a very walkable area of the City, the architecture of the building is
aesthetically pleasing, and the setback is dealt with in a nice and creative way;
• Affordable housing must be included in the plans and it must connect with the
City’s family friendly and inclusionary policies;
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• The City must stay the course with respect to the Affordable Housing Policy and
future conversations should include how to offer affordable home ownership to
people like seniors who may want to downsize, etc.;
• BC Housing recently presented their new affordable home ownership program to
the City’s Affordable Housing Task Force. It is an interesting model and
something that staff could look into; and,
• A co-housing unit in North Vancouver includes two or three units that need to be
sold at below market value every time they come up for sale. The initiative
seems to work very well and is something that New Westminster should consider.
THAT Land Use and Planning Committee endorse the recommendations
summarized in the Feedback Section (Section 9) of this report and instruct staff to
include feedback from LUPC in the Pre-application letter to the applicant.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.
7.

909 – 915 Twelfth Street: Rezoning and Development Permit for a Residential
Mid Rise Building - Preliminary Application Review
Ms. Teed provided a short overview of the reported dated March 11, 2019.
In response to questions from the Committee, Ms. Salcido provided the following
comments:
• While implementing retail space on the ground floor was not initially considered,
it could be looked at although it would take away from the townhouses; and,
• Consolidation with the lane at the rear will allow creation of greenspace for the
tenants.
In response to questions from the Committee, staff provided the following
comments:
• With respect to displacement of tenants, the City’s Tenant Relocation Policy
would be applied and, in addition, the application would require a profile of the
existing tenants;
• As the Official Community Plan (OCP) does not require commercial space at this
location, additional residential space was added; and,
• Pricing of the units would not be in direct correlation with constructions costs;
they would be determined more by the current market value.
Discussion ensued, and the Committee provided the following comments:
• The sensitivity to the single family dwelling that may be adversely affected by
this development is appreciated;
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• Small businesses that are affected or may be affected by the zoning are concerned
about how developments such as this may affect their future; and,
• The idea of having the townhouses at the back, stepping down into the single
family neighbourhood is interesting and should be further pursued. The
townhomes on the front side to create more vibrancy on the street is also
appreciated.
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee endorse the recommendations
summarized in the Feedback section (Section 9) of this report and instruct staff to
include that and other feedback from LUPC in the pre-application letter to the
applicant.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.
8.

101 Jardine Street (Sather Boatworks): Heritage Revitalization Agreement –
Preliminary Application Review
Ms. Teed summarized the above-noted report dated March 11, 2019.
In response to questions from the Committee, Mr. Burton provided the following
comments:
• As the heritage consultants on the project, they would advocate for a use that is
least disruptive to the existing structure; and,
• Currently, the space is being used for marine oriented storage. It is proposed that
this use be continued.
In response to questions from the Committee, staff provided the following
comments:
• It is hoped that the space will be more active than current, and part of staff’s
request for the formal HRA application includes that a business plan be provided
showing the intentions for an active use of the building beyond storage;
• Through work with the applicant, staff would explore a site configuration that
would provide the City with a dedication to have open space on the west side of
the dyke, and have the Queensborough Perimeter Trail (QPT) in place, while at
the same time support an industrial or commercial marine use in the building.
This would be further elucidated in the formal application; and,
• Staff will confirm with the Engineering Department that the dyke reserve would
allow future work to be in keeping with the new flood plain regulations.
Discussion ensued, and the Committee provided the following comments:
• The industrial marine aspect of this site is preferable over encouraging more
recreational boat use which is found to be a very polluting pastime;
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• The City needs to maintain and improve pedestrian access to the QPT, including
the associated greenspace; and,
• Aesthetically, the building needs some work but it could potentially be a
landmark for the Queensborough neighbourhood.
THAT The Land Use and Planning Committee endorse the recommendations
summarized in the Feedback Section (Section 8) of this report and instruct staff to
include feedback from the LUPC in the Pre-Application Letter to the applicant.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.
9.

631 Second Street:
Application Review

Heritage Revitalization Agreement – Preliminary

Ms. Adin summarized the above-noted report dated March 11, 2019.
In response to questions from the Committee, staff provided the following
comments:
• While basement suites are not currently planned for either the heritage house or
infill house proposed for 631 Second Street, they could be considered in the
future if parking, etc., allows; and,
• As this is a preliminary application, it has not gone to the Community Heritage
Commission (CHC). If it becomes a formal HRA application, it will then go to
the CHC for review and feedback as per the standard development application
review process.
Discussion ensued, and the Committee provided the following comments:
• One Committee member was in favour of the compact lot option as these lots
may be more affordable; however, another Committee member voiced concern
that approving a smaller lot size may be precedent setting and preferred the
carriage house option to the compact lot option;
• A member expressed concern that the CHC may be missing an opportunity to
provide feedback on future projects that may not yet be at an HRA stage,
suggesting that perhaps the policy needs some fine tuning in that respect;
• The City needs to work with the applicant to reduce the size and FSR of the infill
house in a way that will still achieve the applicant’s goals; and,
• Committee members requested that, due to the similarities between 631 & 632
Second Street, both reports be forwarded to Council for further discussion with
the inclusion of additional information with respect to the detached duplex (Item
9, Option B).
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THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee refer Item 9 – 631 Second Street:
Heritage Revitalization Agreement – Preliminary Application Review and Item 11 –
632 Second Street: Heritage Revitalization Agreement – Preliminary Application
Review to Council to be reviewed for future direction, with the inclusion of
additional information with respect to the detached duplex, and the differences
between the two applications (Item 9, Option B).
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.
CONSENT AGENDA
10. 515 Fourth Street:
Application Review

Heritage Revitalization Agreement - Preliminary

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC) endorse the recommendations
summarized in the Feedback section (Section 8) of this report and instruct staff to
include feedback from LUPC in the Pre-Application Review Letter to the applicant.
ADOPTED BY CONSENT.
12.

218 Queen’s Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Heritage
Designations – Bylaw for Consideration of Readings
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommends that Council consider
Heritage Revitalization Agreement (218 Queens Avenue) Bylaw No. 8064, 2019 for
First and Second Reading, and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on April 29,
2019.
ADOPTED BY CONSENT.

13. 1005 Ewen Avenue: Bylaw for Consideration of Readings
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council consider
Zoning Amendment Bylaw 8103, 2019 for First and Second Readings and forward
the bylaw to a Public Hearing on April 29, 2019.
ADOPTED BY CONSENT.
ITEMS REMOVED FROM THE CONSENT AGENDA
11. 632 Second Street: Heritage Revitalization Agreement – Preliminary Report
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that staff proceed with
processing the Heritage Revitalization Agreement proposal at 632 Second Street as
outlined in Section 7 of this report once the proposal has been revised to reduce the
size of the infill house to a Floor Space Ratio of no more than 0.65.
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Heritage Revitalization Agreement –

DIRECTOR’S / MANAGER’S REPORT (Oral Report)
12. There were no items.
NEW BUSINESS
13. There were no items.
CORRESPONDENCE
14. There were no items.
NEXT MEETING
Monday, April 8, 2019
ADJOURNMENT
ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 12:43 p.m.

MAYOR JONATHAN COTE
CHAIR

CARILYN COOK
COMMITTEE CLERK
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

4/8/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

HER00716

Item #:

24/2019

Subject:

515 Fourth Street: Heritage Revitalization Agreement - Preliminary
Report

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee instruct staff to proceed with
processing the Heritage Revitalization Agreement proposal at 515 Fourth Street as
outlined in Section 9 of this report, once the proposal has been revised to reduce the
floor space ratio to no more than 0.8 FSR.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) application has been received for 515 Fourth
Street in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The proposal includes restoration
and Heritage Designation of the protected 1940 Rankin House, in exchange for conversion of
the house to a stratified duplex and the construction of a third, stratified infill house of 1,304
sq. ft. (121 sq.m.). The proposal would not increase the number of dwelling units allowed on
the site, but would allow a different tenure (i.e. stratification for individual ownership) and
different distribution of floor space between the buildings than is currently permitted in the
property’s RS-4 zoning. A site plan and architectural renderings are included in this report as
Attachment 1. This proposal was previously reviewed by the LUPC on March 11, 2019 as a
PAR.
The tenure change and density flexibility were endorsed by the LUPC as part of the PAR
application on March 11, 2019. The application also requests a density above 0.8 floor space
ratio (FSR), which was not supported by the LUPC in their previous review. The property
already has a higher FSR allowance through the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
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program, and as such additional increase is not considered reasonable. Two new relaxations
are being requested (front yard setback and reduced parking requirements) on which staff are
seeking feedback. However, the proposed siting relaxations, tenure change, parking
accommodation, and flexibility on density allocation between the two buildings are
considered appropriate private benefits relative to the site’s heritage value and the scope of
restoration work proposed.
1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to request feedback from the Land Use and Planning Committee
regarding density, setback, and parking, and instructions to proceed with processing the
application for the subject site as outlined in this report.
2. POLICY AND REGULATION
2.1 Official Community Plan Land Use Designation
The Official Community Plan (OCP) designation for this site is Residential: Detached and
Semi-Detached which allows low density residential, primarily in the form of single
detached dwellings with secondary suites, duplexes, and accessory dwelling units (e.g.
laneway house, carriage house). The OCP also indicates that, through a Heritage
Revitalization Agreement (HRA), a property may be eligible for incentives such as a smaller
minimum lot size, an increase in density, or reduced parking requirements, which would
make it viable to conserve assets with heritage merit. The proposed application is consistent
with the OCP designation for this site.
2.2 Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
The subject property is protected under the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The
proposed Heritage Designation and HRA would provide a higher level of protection, design
control, and development regulations than the Heritage Conservation Area. The additional
protection and sensitive infill proposed is consistent with the goals of the Heritage
Conservation Area.
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines
The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines are the basis for assessing
projects within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The evaluation is based on an examination
of the existing character of the surrounding area and the building itself. The guidelines aim to
respect the integrity of historic buildings, while ensuring new construction is sympathet ic to
the character of the neighbourhood. The application has been evaluated against these design
guidelines.
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2.3 Zoning Bylaw
The existing zoning for the site is RS-4 Queen’s Park Single Detached Dwelling District.
The intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings with secondary suites and a
laneway or carriage house. In this zone, the maximum floor space ratio (FSR) for principal
houses which are protected under the Heritage Conservation Area is 0.7. An additional 10%
of the lot area is available for a laneway or carriage house. The proposed application would
require relaxations to the Zoning Bylaw. As such, a Heritage Revitalization Agreement is
required to permit the proposal.
2.4 Heritage Revitalization Agreement
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City and
a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-term legal
protection through a Heritage Designation Bylaw and exterior restoration, certain zoning
relaxations are considered. An HRA does not change the zoning of the property, rather it
adds a new layer which identifies the elements of the zone that are being varied or
supplemented. An HRA is not legally precedent setting as each one is unique to a specific
site.
Heritage Related Design Guidelines
Council endorsed The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage conservation projects within the city. These
are national guidelines for best practice in heritage restoration, rehabilitation, and design.
The goal of the Standards and Guidelines is to promote heritage conservation best practice
while ensuring respectful and sensitive new construction. HRA applications are evaluated
against these guidelines.
2.5 Heritage Designation
A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that places long-term legal
protection on the land title of a property. Any changes to a protected heritage property must
first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a Heritage Alteration
Permit (HAP). Future development is no longer entitled, but could be permitted by Council
with an HAP.
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BACKGROUND
3.1 Previous Land Use and Planning Committee Feedback
This project was previously proposed as a PAR, and was reviewed by the LUPC at the
March 11, 2019 meeting. The PAR report was adopted on consent at the meeting. Through
that report, LUPC members endorsed the following aspects of the proposal:
1)
2)
3)
4)

the change in tenure,
a reduction in the overall density relaxation (to no more than 0.8 FSR),
flexibility in allocating density between the two buildings, and
a reduced front yard setback, to match the neighbouring house.

In the current HRA application, the change in tenure, the proposed allocation of density
between the buildings, and request for density over 0.8 FSR have remained unchanged from
the PAR application. Since the PAR application, the project has been revised, and a new
front yard setback is proposed, as is a reduction in the number of parking spaces provided on
site. These elements of the project proposal as well as the proposed density are outlined in
the discussion section of this report.
3.2 Site Characteristics and Context
The property is located on the corner of Fourth Street and Regina Street in the northern end
of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, an area of single-detached dwellings. Both Regina
Street and Fourth Street are classified as local roads. The property is two blocks east of the
Uptown commercial area, four blocks west of Queen’s Park and three blocks south-east of
Herbert Spencer Elementary School. A Site Context Map has been provided in
Attachment 2.
3.3 Heritage Value
The Rankin House at 515 Fourth Street was built in 1940 and is a good example of the
Storybook style, common to the Queen’s Park neighbourhood and wartime residential
development in Western Canada. There is moderate social, historic, and aesthetic heritage
value to the house. The Statement of Significance is included this report as Attachme nt 3.
3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Project Overview and statistics
The application proposes to retain and restore the 1940 Rankin House, and agrees to
increased heritage protection through a Designation Bylaw. In exchange for this community
benefit, the application proposes the heritage house be converted to a stratified duplex
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(approximately 1,800 sq.ft./ 168 sq.m. for each unit), and the construction of a 1,304 sq.ft.
(121sq.m.) infill house at the rear of the property, also stratified. Staff would recommend a
common property strata.
Both duplex units are proposed to have three bedrooms. The infill house is also proposed to
have three bedrooms. Each unit would be provided with private outdoor space, averaging
approximately 350 sq.ft. (27.87 sq.m.). Only two parking spaces are proposed for the site,
per the property’s RS-4 zone.
A site plan, architectural drawings, and 3D renderings are included in this report as
Attachment 1. Summaries of the site’s proposed statistics are in tables below, where the
relaxations proposed are highlighted in grey:
Table 1: Overall Project Statistics
Characteristic Zoning
Requirement
Site Area
6,000 sq.ft. min.
(557.5 sq.m.)
Gross Floor
4,835sq.ft. max.
Space
(449 sq.m.)
Density
0.8 FSR max.
Site Coverage
Off-Street
Parking

45% max.
2 spaces

Heritage
Duplex
---

Infill
House
---

3,612 sq.ft.
(336 sq.m.)
0.6 FSR

1,304 sq.ft.
(121 sq.m.)
0.22%
Site Area
12%
0 spaces

26%
2 spaces

Table 2: Proposed Setbacks
Setback
Zoning Minimum
Heritage Duplex
Front Yard
19 ft.
(5.8 m.)
Rear Yard
Side Yard (Left)
Side Yard (Right)
Infill House
Front Yard
Rear Yard
Side Yard (Left)
Building Separation
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Project
Total
6,044 sq.ft.
(562 sq.m.)
4,916 sq.ft.
(457 sq.m.)
0.81 FSR

Relaxation

38%
2 spaces

-----

--81 sq.ft.
(7.5 sq.m.)
0.01 FSR

Proposed

Relaxation

10 ft.

(3 m.)

19.8 ft. (6 m.)
5.0 ft. (1.5 m.)
5.0 ft. (1.5 m.)

40 ft.
8.6 ft.
5.0 ft.

(12 m.)
(2.6 m.)
(1.5 m.)

9 ft. (2.7
m.)
-------

5.0 ft.
4 ft.
4 ft.
13 ft.

10 ft.
6.6 ft.
4 ft.
17 ft.

(3 m.)
(2 m.)
(1.2 m.)
(5 m.)

---------

(1.5 m.)
(1.2 m.)
(1.2 m.)
(4 m.)

5
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4.2 Heritage House Duplex
The Rankin House is proposed to be raised and moved on the site towards the corner of
Fourth and Regina Streets. An addition of approximately 545sq.ft (51 sq.m.) of living space
would also be added to the rear of the house, which includes the conversion of a previously
existing attached garage into residential floor space. A relaxation to the Zoning Bylaw for
front yard setback would be required for the duplex.
The heritage house is proposed to be converted to a stratified duplex, which would require
additional fire-rating, insulation, and sprinklering of the building. As such, there is likely to
be substantial change to the interior of the building. A Heritage Conservation Plan, detailing
the proposed restoration work, and the interventions required for the proposal, has been
prepared and is being reviewed by staff. Special attention to the conservation work proposed
for this building would be needed, as the BC Building Code implications to stratifying an
existing house are substantial. Additionally, further consideration against best practices for
heritage conservation and for compliance with the Standards and Guidelines will be
integrated in the development application review process.
4.3 Infill Dwelling
The architectural plans provided (Attachment 1) show the infill building’s design. The
design is generally consistent with the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Design
Guidelines for new construction. Infill houses, although larger than laneway or carriage
houses, are evaluated against the City’s guidelines for the latter. The design is generally
consistent with the City’s laneway and carriage house development permit area guidelines as
private open space and sufficient separation between the infill and the principal dwelling are
provided, and light, privacy and overlook guidelines are generally followed. The design of
the infill would be further reviewed by staff and the Community Heritage Co mmission as
part of the development application review process.
5. ANALYSIS
5.1 Overall Evaluation
When Council considers entering into an HRA with a property owner, one of the objectives
is to balance the benefits to the property owner with the benefits to the public. In this
proposal, the heritage benefit to the community is the restoration of the heritage house, a
maintenance plan to secure the house into the future, and the increased protection provided
by a Heritage Designation Bylaw. The house is of moderate heritage value and good
integrity. The application requests four types of relaxations:
1) front yard setback for the duplex,
2) tenure change to stratification for all three units,
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3) flexibility of density allocation between the buildings on the site, and
4) increased overall site density.
The first three relaxations are considered to provide reasonable private benefits relative to
the site’s heritage value and the scope of restoration work proposed. Additionally, the overall
proposal is reasonable, given that:
1) it does not increase the total number of dwelling units permitted on the site;
2) it generally follows the intent of the City’s infill housing guidelines; and
3) it would provide ground-oriented, family-friendly (3 bedroom), “missing middle”
housing forms.
However, additional density has already been provided to the site through the recently
implemented incentives for the Heritage Conservation Area program. At that time, other
incentives, such as stratification of infill houses, were identified as elements to remain in the
HRA program stream for this area. As such, the provision of an even greater density
relaxation is not considered reasonable, particularly when combined with the other three
relaxations and the moderate heritage value of the building. This evaluation was provided to
the LUPC in their review of the PAR application, who instructed the density be reduced. The
overall evaluation is discussed in the following sections.
5.2 Change in Tenure
The number of units would not exceed the number available under the site’s RS-4 zone.
However, the proposal is to stratify the three units, rather than provide one as a primary
residence and two as secondary rental units, per the zoning. Providing stratification as a
tenure option is a relaxation that is reasonable to be considered through an HRA, particularly
in Queen’s Park where density incentives have already been provided through the Heritage
Conservation Area program.
The overall project is consistent with Official Community Plan (OCP) land use designat ion
for the site. Additionally, the proposal is meeting intent of the City’s family-friendly policy
and goals of providing greater “missing middle” housing forms (laneway/carriage houses,
town/row houses, duplexes and triplexes). The infill types proposed (duplex and infill house)
are generally consistent with the intent of the design guidelines for similar housing forms and
would result in buildings consistent with the site’s scale and neighbourhood context. As
such, stratification is considered an appropriate relaxation in this case.
The LUPC supported further exploring an HRA with three stratified units on this site on
March 11, 2019.
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5.3 Density Flexibility
The principal dwelling would be smaller than otherwise permitted (proposed at 0.60 FSR,
whereas 0.7 FSR would be permitted). However, the infill house is proposed at larger than
permitted for a laneway or carriage house. Relaxations to the Zoning Bylaw would be
required to allow flexibility to allocate the difference in FSR from one building t o another.
The result would be a transfer of approximately 425 sq.ft. (39.5 sq.m.) from the duplex to the
infill house. Allowing this flexibility is considered reasonable, as it would not increase the
overall building bulk for the site, and a smaller, more sensitive addition on the heritage house
is more consistent with heritage conservation best practice.
The LUPC supported an HRA where some density was transferred from the principal
dwelling to the infill house, to an overall site maximum of 0.8 FSR, on March 11, 2019.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1 Density Relaxation
A total of 0.8 FSR is permitted under the current zoning (0.7 for the principal dwelling and
0.1 for a carriage house). The proposal would exceed the total building square footage
permitted by 0.01 FSR. Additional density has recently been provided to the site through the
Heritage Conservation Area program (an increase from 0.5 FSR to 0.7 FSR, plus up to 0.1
FSR for a laneway or carriage house). As such, the provision of an even greater density
relaxation is not considered reasonable, particularly when combined with the other three
relaxations being requested. Further density would also increase the building bulk on-site
which is not consistent with the goals to of the infill housing guidelines for low-density
residential neighbourhoods.
Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to reduce the total density of the
proposal to not more than 0.8 FSR, consistent with the LUPC instructions on March 11,
2019?
6.2 Front Yard Setback
The current HRA proposal includes a relaxation to the front yard setback for the heritage
duplex from 19 ft. (5.8m.) to 10 ft. (3 m.): a difference of 9 ft. (2.7 m.). The previous PAR
application, reviewed on March 11, 2019, also included a relaxation. However, the pre vious
relaxation was to 14.25 ft. (4.4 m.): a difference of 4.75 ft. (1.5 m.) from the requirement.
Staff supported the previous front yard setback relaxation, as it would bring the building to
the same setback as the only neighbour on the 400 block of Fourth Street (between Regina
Street and Brandon Street). The change is summarized in Table 3 below:
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Table 3: Proposed Change in Front Yard Setback Relaxation
Zoning Minimum Proposed
Previous PAR application
19 ft. (5.8 m.)
14.25 ft. (4.4 m.)
Current HRA application
19 ft. (5.8 m.)
10 ft.
(3 m.)
Increase in relaxation requested

9

Relaxation
4.75 ft. (1.5 m.)
9 ft.
(2.7 m.)
4.25 ft. (1.3 m.)

The relaxation is substantial; nearly half the required setback. Graphic representation of the
reduced setback is provided as Attachment 4. The additional relaxation provides greater
building both between the infill house to the neighbour on Regina Street and the infill house
and the duplex, it and provides space for the two on-site parking spaces. As the property also
has a large landscaped boulevard along Fourth Street, and the setback is within 5 ft. (1.5 m.)
of the setbacks of the surrounding houses, staff considers the request reasonable.
Does LUPC support that staff proceed with processing th e application with the proposed
increased relaxation in the front yard setback?
6.3 Parking
The PAR application proposed three parking spaces: one for each stratified unit. One parking
space was proposed as a parking pad adjacent to the infill house, and two parking spaces
were proposed in a sub-grade attached garage in the heritage house. The Transportation
Division expressed concern with the proposed driveway slope to the attached garage, and at
their meeting on March 11, 2019, the LUPC supported that staff continue to work with the
applicant to find an alternative solution.
The current HRA application proposes two parking pads located between the duplex and the
infill house, accessed off Regina Street. In the property’s RS-4 zone, two on-site parking
spaces are required between three permitted units (principal dwelling, secondary suite, and
laneway/carriage house). Transportation staff supports this approach.
Does the LUPC support that staff proceed with processing the application with two parking
spaces?
7. CONSULTATION
The applicant would be required to undertake public consultation as part of the HRA
application process. Consultation includes an applicant-led public open house, a presentation
to the local residents association, presentation to the Community Heritage Commission and
the Advisory Planning Commission, and a Public Hearing. The review process and timeline,
including consultation is further detailed in the section below.
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8. REVIEW PROCESS
The anticipated next steps in the application review process include:
Project Milestone
Inter-departmental review with project team and other City
departments
Preliminary report to the LUPC
Review by the Community Heritage Commission
Applicant-led Public Open House
Presentation to the Queen’s Park Residents Association
Review by the Advisory Planning Commission
LUPC final review and referral of application to Council for
consideration of First and Second Readings of proposed Bylaws
Council consideration of First and Second Readings of proposed
Bylaws
Public Hearing and Council consideration of Third Reading of
proposed Bylaws
Council consideration of Final Reading and Adoption of proposed
Bylaws

Projected Date
March 2019
April 8, 2019
(we are here)
May 2019
June 2019
June 2019
September 2019
October 2019
October 2019
November 2019
December 2019

9. FEEDBACK FROM THE LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE
At the March 11, 2019 LUPC meeting, when the application was presented as a PAR, the
LUPC supported:
1) The stratification of three units on the site;
2) That the project density should not exceed 0.8 FSR; and
3) That density be transferred from the principal dwelling to the infill house.
Staff is now requesting general feedback from the LUPC on the formal HRA proposal, as
well as comments specifically on the following:
1) Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to reduce the total density of
the proposal to not more than 0.8 FSR, consistent with the LUPC instructions on
March 11, 2019?
2) Does LUPC support that staff proceed with processing the application with the
proposed increased relaxation in the front yard setback?
3) Does the LUPC support that staff proceed with processing the application with two
parking spaces?
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10. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The City has a project-based team approach for reviewing development applications. A staffled project team has been assigned to review this proposed project.
11. OPTIONS
The following options are offered for the LUPC’s consideration:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee instruct staff to proceed with pro cessing
the Heritage Revitalization Agreement proposal at 515 Fourth Street as outlined in
Section 9 of this report, once the proposal has been revised to reduce the floor space
ratio to no more than 0.8FSR;
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee instruct staff to proceed with processing
the Heritage Revitalization Agreement proposal at 515 Fourth Street as outlined in
Section 8 of this report;
3. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1: Site Plan and Renderings
2: Site Context Map
3: Statement of Significance and Current Photographs
4: Proposed Setback Graphic

This report has been prepared by:
Britney Quail, Heritage Planner
This report was reviewed by:
Jackie Teed, Manager of Planning

For:
Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services
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Attachment 1
Site Plan, Architectural Drawings, and
Renderings
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Attachment 2
Site Context Map
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515 Fourth Street

1: 1,500
0.1
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_10N
CNW GIS Services

0
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0.1 Kilometers

This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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Statement of Significance
David & Gertrude Rankin House - 1940
515 Fourth Street, Queen’s Park - New Westminster, BC

Prepared by Elana Zysblat, CAHP :: Ance Building Services :: December 2018
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Statement of Significance :: 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster

December 2018

Statement of Significance

Description of Historic Place
The David and Gertrude Rankin House is a one-and-one-half storey, wood-framed dwelling located on
the southeast corner of Fourth and Regina Streets in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood of New
Westminster. The ell-shaped building is set back in its lot leaving a generous front yard, and features a
side-gabled roof intersecting with a front-gabled wing.
Heritage Values of Historic Place
Built in 1940, the David and Gertrude Rankin House is historically significant for its connection to the
interwar development period in historic Queen’s Park, a neighbourhood considered the most
prestigious residential area of New Westminster. Although Queen’s Park character is often defined by
its turn-of-the 20th century Victorian and Edwardian homes, this house is significant for its association
with a later wave of residential development which introduced new Revival architectural styles to the
neighbourhood and filled in the remaining unbuilt lots, sometimes through subdivision of larger
properties.
This house has social heritage value as the purpose-built, Rankin family residence. Scottish-born David
Muir Rankin (1886-1963) worked at the BC Distillery for his entire career, retiring as a foreman. the BC
Distillery was a wine and spirits plant which operated on Braid street from 1904 until 1978 and was an
key local business in New Westminster’s industrial, riverfront economy. Following the Rankins, the Dr.
Walter R. Brewster family, also linked to a key New Westminster institution, called this building home.
Brewster was the physician for the BC Penitentiary which operated in the Sapperton neighbourhood
for over 100 years from 1878 until 1980.
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Statement of Significance :: 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster

December 2018

Aesthetically, this building is significant as a good example of the late 1930s and early 1940s
residential architectural trend for Classic Revival styles - a favoured aesthetic in Queen’s Park. The
subject house illustrates the English Cottage Revival with Cape Cod elements, a style which evokes
the informal charm of a country cottage, and typically features wide, low asymmetrical forms with
prominent gable roofs and divided-light windows.
The house is valued for its continuous use as a single-family dwelling and home for only three local
families since construction. The Rankin family resided here for 7 years until 1947, followed by Dr.
Walter and Margaret Brewster (12 years 1948-1960) followed by the family of lawyer Lawrence
Pilkington and wife Audrey (over 50 years 1962-2018).
Character Defining Elements
•

Location on the corner of Fourth and Regina Streets in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood of New
Westminster

•

Siting towards the front (north) of the lot with deep front yard

•

Continuous residential use since 1940

•

Residential form, scale and massing as expressed by its one-and-one-half storey height

•

Ell-shaped plan with side-gabled roof intersecting with a front-gabled wing. All gable ends feature
boxed-corner returns.

•

Two canted bays (on Fourth and Regina elevations), twin Cape Cod-style gabled dormers on front
facing main roof and a single dormer on rear facing main roof.

•

Front entrance porch with pointed conical roof, and curving concrete stairs and a curved walkway
leading from the corner to the front door

•

Original wide-plank (8”) horizontal wood siding under current vinyl cladding

•

Original window openings with projecting wood sills. Original triple assembly wood sash pictures
windows with divided upper sashes or leaded glass with segmented top centre windows on Fourth
and Regina facing elevations. Single assembly leaded-glass wood sashes on facade elevation in
the upper storey. Original octagonal wood sash windows with leaded glass in the living room on
either side of the chimney.

•

One internal brick chimney (rear plane of main roof) and one end-wall brick chimney (southern side
elevation).
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Statement of Significance :: 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster

December 2018

Fire insurance maps 1912 and 1957
left: partial view of plate
120 from Goad atlas for
Vancouver (New
Westminster vol III) 1912.
source: Library &
Archives of Canada

The above partial view of a 1912 fire insurance map for New Westminster, shows the subject house’s
immediate area from Sixth to Fifth Avenues (top to bottom) and from Fourth to Second Streets (left to
right). Most of the immediate lots have been developed on the eve of World War I, but there will be a
halt in construction from 1913 until the 1920s and 30s due to the lasting economic downturn sparked
by the War. The subject property, undeveloped in 1912, is outlined in red. By 1957, the date of the
subsequent fire insurance map (below), all the lots had been filled in including the subject lot which
was re-subdivided in 1930 along with its neighbour to the south (509 Fourth St. developed in 1930), to
front Fourth Street and to include a portion of the adjacent lot 14.
left: partial view of plates 42
and 43, fire insurance map
for New Westminster - 1957.
source: New Westminster
Public Library Special
Collections
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Statement of Significance :: 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster

December 2018

Interwar residential development in Queen’s Park
In the interwar years Queen’s Park saw a significant wave of residential development, partially involving
subdivision of some of the larger lots and the introduction of new houses, but in many cases involving
the demolition of the original 1880s or 1890s homes and their replacement with Revival style houses.
Some of this era’s houses were designed by renowned local architects, but many were simply copied
from house plan catalogues of the time. Examples of this Revival homes development period can be
seen on either side of the subject house at 323 Fourth Street (1923) and at 509 Fourth Street (1930).
Below are examples of house plan models from two home catalogues of the era - one of many
countless house plan catalogues that influenced house designs such as that of the subject house. The
design we today refer to as English Revival was often marketed as "Modern English" or “English
Bungalow” in the catalogues, and were highly popular models.

The Wilmore - Gordon Van Tine
Company 1940.
source: antiquehomestyle.com

The Ellison - Sears Roebuck 1936.
source: antiquehomestyle.com
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Statement of Significance :: 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster

December 2018

Residents/owners at 515 Fourth Street
1941-1947: David M. & Gertrude Rankin (blender and then foreman at BC Distillery)
also Gordon M. Rankin (mill worker Thomson & Clarke in 1941, and corporal with RCAF in 1945.
1948 - 1958: Dr. Walter R. & Margaret A. Brewster (BC Penitentiary physician)
1959 - 1961: No information available
1962 - 2002: Lawrence & Audrey M. Pilkington (lawyer - Lawrence passed away in 1997)

Research Resources
Ancestry.ca: 1940s-70s Municipal Voter’s Lists, and Canada Census 1921
New Westminster Public Library: Historic directories, Fire insurance maps, tax assessment roles
New Westminster Archives: 515 Forth Street building file and archival photographs
City of New Westminster: Building permit records, Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton & Barman - 2009), Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study (Planning
Division - March 2014), Queens Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study http://www.newwestcity.ca/business/
planning_development/heritage/articles/3106.php
BC Archives: Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages
(1859-1872) and baptisms (1836-1888)
Publications:
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses
of the City as it was. Dundurn.
Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors 1870-1960. Norton & Co.
New York.
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster.
Site visit and interview with current owner September 2018
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Statement of Significance :: 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster

December 2018

Archival Photographs
Hostage Jean Young is
escorted to the B.C.
Penitentiary gates by
penitentiary physician Dr. W. R.
Brewster, and Chris Conway,
prison classification officer in
1972.
source: New Westminster
Museum and Archives
IHP10001-1845 and
IHP10001-1847
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Statement of Significance :: 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster

December 2018

Current Photographs
front view

rear view
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Statement of Significance :: 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster

December 2018

side view (south)

side view (north)
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Statement of Significance :: 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster

December 2018

original wood siding and
window trim, as visible
below the back porch, a
portion of the house that
was never covered in vinyl
siding.

context view with its neighbours to the south dating from 1930.
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Attachment 4
Proposed Setback Graphic
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::

515 Fourth Street New Westminster, BC

::

March 2019

Relocation impacts
The proposed new location of 515 Fourth Street (see footprint in red on aerial below) increases
the visibility and prominence of the historic house from both Fourth and Regina Streets and
aligns in siting with the Revival style historic houses on either side - the 1930 house at 509 Fourth
Street and the 1928 house at 323 Regina Street (outlined in red on the aerial below).

Aerial source: google maps satellite view.
Proposed new location of 515 Fourth and current locations of next door houses applied by author.
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

4/8/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

PAR01340

Item #:

18/2019

Subject:

422 Eighth Street: Heritage Revitalization Agreement - Preliminary
Application Review

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee endorse the recommendations
summarized in Section 9 of this report, and direct staff to include that and other
feedback from the Land Use and Planning Committee in the pre-application review
letter to the applicant.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The applicant has submitted a pre-application review (PAR) inquiry for a Heritage
Revitalization Agreement (HRA) at 422 Eighth Street. The proposal includes relocating and
converting into three townhouse units the existing heritage house, and constructing a new
three storey building with four townhouse units for a total of seven units on the property. An
overall Floor Space Ratio of 1.31 is proposed. In exchange, the heritage house is proposed to
be restored and placed under long term legal heritage protection.
Should this PAR inquiry proceed to a formal application, HRA and Development Permit
applications would be required. Staff is seeking general feedback regarding the proposal
from the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC), as well as specific feedback regarding
the following:
 Building siting, massing, and design
 Parking and site access
 Open space
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1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek preliminary feedback from the LUPC on the preapplication review inquiry for the subject site.
2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan
The subject property is designated (RGO) Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing,
which is described, in part, as follows:
Purpose: To allow a mix of ground oriented infill housing forms which are complementary
to the existing neighbourhood character. Generally forms with a higher number of units are
expected to be located on larger properties. Units can be attached, detached or a
combination of the two.
Principal Forms and Uses: Single detached dwellings, single detached dwellings on a
compact lot, duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, townhouses, rowhouses and
other equivalent ground oriented housing forms. Lots with single detached dwellings may
also include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory dwelling unit.
Maximum Density: Low density multiple unit residential.
Heritage Assets: Through a Heritage Revitalization Agreement, or similar tool, a property
may be eligible for incentives such as a smaller minimum lot size, an increase in density, or
reduced parking requirements, which would make it viable to conserve assets with heritage
merit. A Heritage Revitalization Agreement may also be used to formalize an existing, larger
scale land use such as a low rise or a place of worship.
The proposed development is consistent with the intent of the RGO land use designation and
therefore, no OCP amendment would be required for this proposed development.
2.2 Development Permit Area
The subject property is located within the Ground Oriented Development Permit Area (DPA
1.2), which encourages the design of new buildings to be complementary with surrounding
housing. Since infill townhouses are proposed, the project would be subject to DPA 1.3
(Infill Townhouses and Rowhouses), which encourages small scale infill projects that are
complementary to the existing single detached dwelling context through appropriate building
form, scale, and location. Should the applicant make a formal submission, a Development
Permit application will be reviewed concurrently with the Heritage Revitalization Agreement
application.
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2.3 Zoning Bylaw
The subject property is currently zoned Single Detached Residential (RS-1). The intent of
this district is to allow single detached dwellings, secondary suites, and laneway or carriage
houses in residential neighbourhoods. The proposal would not be consistent with the current
zoning, and as such, a Heritage Revitalization Agreement is required.
2.4 Heritage Revitalization Agreements
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City and
a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-term legal
protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, such as an increase in density
or smaller lot size, may be considered. An HRA does not change the zoning of the property,
but rather, it adds a new layer that identifies the elements of the zone that are being relaxed
or supplemented. An HRA is not precedent-setting as each one is unique to a specific site.
2.5 Heritage Revitalization Agreements Policy
The City has a Heritage Policy for the Use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements that has
the following objectives:
 Ensure that the HRA policy is integrated with other important City policies.
 Ensure that HRAs are used appropriately, and that they balance both public and
private benefits.
 Establish a follow-up procedure to ensure that heritage conservation work is
completed as promised.
2.6 Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada
Council endorsed the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects within the city. These are national
guidelines for best practice in heritage conservation and design. HRA proposals are
evaluated against these guidelines.
2.7 Heritage Designation Bylaw
A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a Heritage
Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that
places long-term legal protection on the land title of a property. Any changes to a protected
heritage property must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a
Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP). Future development is no longer entitled, but could be
permitted by Council with a HAP.
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2.8 Family-Friendly Housing Policy
Fewer than 10 dwelling units are proposed, and as such, the project would be not subject to
the Family-Friendly Housing Policy requirements. However, the proposal is considered
family-friendly since all of the units each contain two or three bedrooms.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context
The subject site is located in the Brow of the Hill neighbourhood at the north-west corner of
Eighth Street and St. Andrews Street. The site has an approximate area of 606.75 sq. m.
(6,531 sq. ft.), and contains an existing 1892 two storey with basement single detached
dwelling. The site has a general slope from Eighth Street down toward the rear of the
property.
The property is surrounded by a mix of housing forms, including single detached dwellings
and a duplex dwelling to the north, and low rise apartment buildings to the west, south, and
east across Eighth Street. There is also a high rise apartment building developed in the 1960s
to the south-west.
Eighth Street is designated as a collector road and utilized by transit route #123 along the
Frequent Transit Network, and St. Andrews Street is designated as a local road. A site
context map is included in this report as Attachment 1, and Table 1 provides a summary of
the current site statistics:
Table 1: Existing Site Statistics
Total Site Area
Lot Frontage
Lot Depth
Total Floor Area
Floor Space Ratio
Site Coverage

Existing Statistics
606.75 sq. m. (6,531 sq. ft.)
15.1 m. (49.5 ft.)
40.2 m. (131.9 ft.)
315 sq. m. (3,393 sq. ft.)
0.519
18.09%

3.2 Heritage Value
The Cooksley Residence was constructed in 1892 and is one of the oldest remaining houses
in the Brow of the Hill neighbourhood. The building is a good example of the
neighbourhood’s late Victorian-era development. Based on the applicant’s Heritage
Conservation Plan, which includes a Statement of Significance, the house is valued for its
age, Victorian architecture features, and association with a prominent New Westminster
resident (Attachment 2).
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4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project proposes the relocation and conversion of the property’s existing 1892 Cooksley
Residence into three townhouse units (one unit on each level), and the construction of a new
three storey building with four infill townhouse units at the rear of the property. An overall
FSR of 1.31 is proposed for the site. In exchange, the applicant proposes to r estore the
heritage house and protect it under a Heritage Designation Bylaw.
In terms of site configuration, the heritage house is proposed to be shifted closer to Eighth
Street and to the interior side property line. Proposed open space for the units wit hin the
heritage house is located to the south of the building. For the townhouse units in the new
building, their main entries are proposed to be oriented toward the interior side property line,
with access to St. Andrews Street via a walkway between the two buildings. A 1.53 m. (5 ft.)
building separation distance is proposed between the heritage house and the new building.
The proposal currently includes a total of six off-street parking spaces, all located within an
underground parkade below the new building with access via a half-width driveway (i.e. two
vehicles cannot pass each other) off of St. Andrews Street. The applicant’s preliminary
drawings (select pages) are included in this report as Attachment 3.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Overall Evaluation
The proposal is generally consistent with the land use designation of the Official Community
Plan, and the proposed protection and restoration of the Cooksley Residence through an
HRA in exchange for development of infill townhouses is reasonable, particularly give n the
age, value, and integrity of the heritage building.
However, the project as currently proposed is not consistent with the related design
guidelines, heritage best practices, or site access expectations. These aspects would need to
be resolved prior to submission of a formal HRA for Council consideration, particularly
including:
 Siting of both buildings
 Massing and design of the infill building, including subordination to the heritage
building, and transition to the surrounding context
 Urban design, including relationship to the public street, and the livability of private
open space
 Site access and parking
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5.2 Heritage Benefit
When Council considers entering into a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) with a
property owner, one of the objectives is to balance the benefits to the property owner with
the benefits to the public. In this proposal, the heritage benefit to the community is protection
of the Cooksley Residence with a Heritage Designation Bylaw as well as rehabilitation and
restoration of the building’s character defining elements and significant architectural
features. Staff considers the restoration and long term protection of the building through an
HRA to be reasonable. However, the project as currently proposed would need revisions to
appropriately achieve the City’s livability, urban density, and transportation goals.
5.3 Building Siting, Massing, and Design
The siting of both buildings, and the massing and design of the infill building will require
revisions to meet the City’s policies and guidelines related to livability, urban design, and
heritage, as follows:
 The heritage house should be raised, to be at or slightly above grade of the new
sidewalk which will be required to be raised to match the street elevation.
 The separation distance between the on-site buildings would need to be increased as
the new proposed townhouse building is sited too close to the rear of the heritage
building.
 The proposed front setback of the relocated heritage house would need to be increased
so that it is more consistent with the other dwellings along the block.
 The heritage house should be sited toward St. Andrews Street where it would be more
prominent, and allow the entrance of a unit to activate the street.
 The design of the infill building should be more sympathetic and compatible with the
heritage building, e.g. through fenestration patterns.
 All of the main entrances to units need to be fronting and activating the street.
 The massing of the new building would need to be reduced to avoid overwhelming the
heritage house.
 The townhouse units in the new building should step down to follow the site’s
existing topography and reduce the retaining walls on St. Andrews Street and
similarly, transitions to neighbouring properties should also be considered.
 Overall, the infill townhouse building should align with the Infill Townhouse and
Rowhouse DPA principles more closely.
Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to revise the building siting, massing,
and design, consistent with the comments in this report, as part of a formal HRA
application?
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5.4 Off-Street Parking
The applicant is currently proposing a total of six off-street parking spaces in an underground
parkade for seven proposed townhouse units. Given that the proposal consists of infill
townhouse units, the project as currently proposed would require seven resident stalls (one
space per unit) and one visitor stall (0.1 space per unit), of which one stall would need to be
designated as accessible. If a parking variance is required, justification for the relaxation, in
terms of the proposed development’s parking demand and potential impacts on on-street
parking of adjacent streets, would be required for further consideration. Preliminary plans
also do not show bicycle parking and on-site access for the heritage townhouse units to the
parkade, which would need to be addressed in future submissions.
Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to provide the required parking or a
rationale for a reduction to the required parking, consistent with the comments in this
report, as part of a formal HRA application?
5.5 Site Access
Consistent with City practice for properties fronting collector streets, a new 6.0 m. (19.69 ft.)
full width lane is expected along the rear of the lots along Eighth Street. This would facilitate
the future removal of the existing driveway accesses off Eighth Street, which is subject to
higher traffic volumes. Accordingly, a 3.0 m. (9.84 ft.) wide dedication along the rear lot line
of the subject property would be required. This half lane would be used as the driveway for
the subject site until such time as the full lane width could be constructed. However, the
width of the proposed driveway off of St. Andrews Street as currently proposed is not
supported and would need to be revised. Technical analysis confirming that vehicles can
manoeuver between the street and the underground parking would need to be provided.
Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to address site access, consistent with
the comments in this report, as part of a formal HRA application?
5.6 Open Space
Private open space for the heritage townhouse units is proposed along St. Andrews Street,
with a circuitous path from the open space to each of the units. Further design consideration
is required to ensure that individual open space is sited adjacent to and directly accessible
from each unit. Open space for the units in the infill building is provided via patios and
decks. Stormwater retention and detention solutions should also be explored. The location,
functionality, and aesthetics of outdoor space for the proposed project will be further
evaluated as part of subsequent formal applications.
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Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to revise the location of open space
for the units in the heritage house, consistent with the comments in this report, as part of a
formal HRA application?
5.7 Tree Protection and Replacement
Should the proponent proceed with formal applications, there are trees located at the subject
property that would need to be considered through a Tree Permit application. An arborist
report has been provided by the applicant, which would be reviewed by the City arborist to
ensure compliance with Tree Protection Bylaw requirements. In terms of off -site trees, there
are existing boulevard trees along the Eighth Street frontage. Their retention potential would
need to be further explored in consideration of any engineering requirements, such as
potential regrading of the boulevard and site.
6. CONSULTATION
Following the PAR stage, should the proponent decide to submit formal applications, they
would be required to undertake public consultation as per the City’s process for HRA
applications. Consultation includes a presentation to the Brow of the Hill Residents
Association, a community open house, presentations to the New Westminster Design Panel
and the Advisory Planning Commission, and a public hearing.
7. REVIEW PROCESS
This PAR inquiry has been circulated to the Development Services (Building, Integrated
Services), Engineering Services, Electrical Operations, and Parks and Recreation
Departments for review and comment. Feedback from the LUPC and staff will be
incorporated into a PAR letter that would be forwarded to the applicant.
8. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The City has a project team-based approach for reviewing development applications. A staffled project team has conducted an initial review of the proposal and will continue with a
more detailed review if the proponents proceed with submitting formal applications.
9. FEEDBACK FROM LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE
Staff is seeking general feedback from the LUPC on the proposal, as well as specific
feedback regarding building siting, massing, and design; parking and site access; and open
space.
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Staff is also seeking support from the LUPC on the following recommendations:
1. Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to revise the building siting,
massing, and design, consistent with the comments in this report, as part of a formal
HRA application?
2. Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to provide the required parking
or a rationale for a reduction to the required parking, consistent with the comments in
this report, as part of a formal HRA application?
3. Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to address site access,
consistent with the comments in this report, as part of a formal HRA application?
4. Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant to revise the location of open
space for the units in the heritage house, consistent with the comments in this report,
as part of a formal HRA application?
10. OPTIONS
The following options are offered for consideration of the LUPC:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee endorse the recommendations
summarized in Section 9 of this report, and direct staff to include that and other
feedback from the Land Use and Planning Committee in the pre-application review
letter to the applicant.
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Site Context Map
Attachment 2: Heritage Conservation Plan
Attachment 3: Preliminary Plans
This report was prepared by:
Dilys Huang, Planning Technician
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
HISTORIC NAME: 		
CIVIC ADDRESS: 		
ORIGINAL OWNER: 		
ORIGINAL OCCUPANT:
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION:

Cooksley Residence
422 Eighth Street, New Westminster, BC
Peter Latham
William T. Cooksley
circa 1892

The Cooksley Residence, located at 422 Eighth
Street, is a significant heritage resource in the Brow
of the Hill neighbourhood of New Westminster.
A proposed development scheme for this property
has been prepared by Jordan Kutev Architects. The
major proposed interventions of the overall project
are to: relocate the historic structure within the
property; restore exterior wall and roof cladding of
the historic structure and rear extension; preserve
and repair existing original wood windows and
doors, and replace metal windows with new, wood
windows to match original; rehabilitate the frontentry porch and interior of the historic structure,
from two to three dwelling units; seismic upgrading
of the historic structure; and construct a detached
three-storey infill townhouse at the rear of the site.
This Conservation Plan is based on Parks Canada’s
Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada. It outlines the
preservation, restoration, and rehabilitation that will
occur as part of the proposed development.
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2.0 HISTORIC CONTEXT
Brow of the Hill is one of New Westminster’s earliest
suburban residential neighbourhoods. Colonel
Moody’s 1859 plan for the city earmarked this area
as a neighbourhood for working class housing,
spurred by the transfer of St. Andrew’s Square to the
city in 1884, which was a catalyst for surrounding
private landowners to subdivide their land into
smaller lots. As a result, many of the homes in the
neighbourhood tended to be smaller and were
constructed using modest materials. Today, the Brow

of the Hill area remains significant for its working
class history and the architecture that supported it.
Early single-family homes, some dating back to the
1880s, typically housed people who held a variety
of blue-collar jobs, yet the area also witnessed the
construction of larger dwellings for prominent New
Westminster residents in the 1890s, such as Peter
Latham’s property at 422 Eighth Street. Latham was
the first landscape gardener and ranger for Queen’s
Park.

1899 Fire Insurance Map showing the Cooksley Residence on Lot 23
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HISTORIC CONTEXT

Aerial view of Uptown New Westminster; Moody Park at upper right and location of Cooksley Residence noted, 1960s, New Westminster Museum & Archives (NWMA) IHP7339

View of part of Brow of the Hill looking down Eighth Street at Sixth Avenue, location of Cooksley Residence noted, 1971, NWMA
IHP9563-0675
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HISTORIC CONTEXT

William T. Cooksley, the City Treasurer in New
Westminster from 1888 to 1895, rented the Eighth
Street residence from its construction, circa 1892,
until his death in 1913. He would later become a wellknown journalist and photographer, contributing
to the documentation of many significant events,
places, and people across the Lower Mainland
and travelling to various Canadian and American
cities to give lectures on the attributes of British
Columbia. The Cooksley Residence remains intact
as one of the early professional-class homes in the
neighbourhood.
Development in Brow of the Hill tended to occur
in waves, depending mainly on economic activity,
and based on the subdivision of the original, larger
suburban lots into smaller single-family parcels.
After an economic pause leading up to the turn
of the twentieth century, another wave of home
building began in 1910, when sewers, sidewalks,
curbs and paved streets were installed. A subsequent
wave of development occurred through the 1920s,
before it was again halted, this time due to the
Great Depression and the ensuing Second World
War. It would not be until the postwar period that
real estate development would again resume in
earnest in the neighbourhood, eventually leading
to the construction of apartment buildings and
the conversion of many single-family homes into
multiple dwelling units. The Cooksley Residence has
stood on busy Eighth Street for well over a century,
even as the neighbourhood has significantly grown.
The house remains an excellent example of the
area’s earliest suburban development.
Obituary for William T. Cooksley, Vancouver Daily World, May
28, 1913
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3.0 STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
COOKSLEY RESIDENCE
422 EIGHTH STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER, BC
Description of the Historic Place
The Cooksley Residence is a two-storey, woodframe, late Victorian-era house situated on the
corner of Eighth Street and St. Andrews Street in
the historic Brow of the Hill neighbourhood of
New Westminster. The house is characterized by
its pyramidal roof structure, its projecting arched
roof over the front entryway, and its clinker brick
chimneys.
Heritage Value of the Historic Place
The Cooksley Residence is valued as one of the oldest
remaining houses in New Westminster’s Brow of
the Hill neighbourhood and for its association with
original tenant and prominent resident, William T.
Cooksley. The house is also significant for its late
Victorian-era architecture.
Constructed circa 1892, the Cooksley Residence is
significant as an example of the Brow of the Hill’s
Victorian-era development. Initially planned by
Colonel Moody as a neighbourhood for the working
class, Brow of the Hill is characterized by its steep
topography and expansive views of the Fraser River.
The neighbourhood began to develop in the late
1880s with the construction of modest homes,
many of them built on a speculative or rental
basis, attracting workers from downtown. By 1892,
streets in the area were cleared and graded and 167
dwellings, the Cooksley Residence among them,
were connected to water and electrical systems.
The Interurban Railway was also established along
12th Avenue during this time, which precipitated a
significant increase in area residential, commercial
and industrial development. Like other homes in the
area, the Cooksley Residence was constructed as a
rental property by a prominent local citizen, a trend
echoed by Herbert Gilley of Gilley Bros. Building
Materials and John Hendry, president of B.C. Mills
Timber and Trading Co. This particular house was
developed by Peter Latham, the first landscape
gardener and park ranger for Queen’s Park and the

designer of the grounds of Ontario’s government
house and legislative buildings; Latham leased this
residence and lived in nearby Queen’s Park.
The Cooksley Residence is valued for its association
with long-term tenant William T. Cooksley. Cooksley
arrived in British Columbia from his native England
in 1886, employed as a construction foreman with
the Canadian Pacific Railway. In 1888, Cooksley
became the City Treasurer of New Westminster, a
position he held until 1895. Cooksley rented the
Eighth Street house from Peter Latham in 1892,
remaining until his death in 1913. Following his
City position, Cooksley went on to become a wellknown journalist and photographer, contributing
to the documentation of many significant events,
places, and people across the Lower Mainland and
travelling to various Canadian and American cities
to give lectures on the attributes of British Columbia.
Many of Cooksley’s photographs continue to be
distributed and referenced today.
The Cooksley Residence is additionally valued for
its late Victorian-era architecture. Hallmarks of the
style on the house are modest, but are displayed in
its verticality, pyramidal roof structure with gabled
wall dormer and cutaway bay window, decorative
scrollcut brackets, and the arched roof over the
front entryway. The house was altered over the
years, as it was adapted to meet changing resident
needs; architects Gardiner & Mercer designed
a basement addition to the house in 1919, while
the mid-twentieth century saw the establishment
of an additional rental suite and the construction
of a carport. Despite later alterations, the Cooksley
Residence remains a good example of Victorian era
house design.
Character-Defining Elements
Elements that define the heritage character of the
Cooksley Residence are its:
• location in the Brow of the Hill
neighbourhood, part of a grouping of houses
of similar age and style;
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use as a rental property since the 1890s;
residential form, scale and massing as
exemplified by its two-storey height, full
basement, and pyramidal roof with gabled
wall dormer;
wood-frame construction;
Victorian-era architectural details including its
vertical massing; cutaway bay window; and
decorative scrollcut brackets;
original wooden-sash windows with horns
including: single and paired assemblies with
multi-pane upper sashes; and casement
windows; and
one exterior clinker brick chimney and one
central interior clinker brick chimney.
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4.0 CONSERVATION GUIDELINES
4.1 STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

STANDARDS

The Cooksley Residence is a municipally designated
building, and is a significant historical resource in
the City of New Westminster. The Parks Canada’s
Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada is the source used to
assess the appropriate level of conservation and
intervention. Under the Standards & Guidelines,
the work proposed for the Cooksley Residence
includes aspects of preservation, restoration and
rehabilitation.

Standards relating to all Conservation Projects
1. Conserve the heritage value of a historic place.
Do not remove, replace, or substantially alter
its intact or repairable character-defining
elements. Do not move a part of a historic
place if its current location is a characterdefining element.
2. Conserve changes to a historic place, which
over time, have become character-defining
elements in their own right.
3. Conserve heritage value by adopting an
approach calling for minimal intervention.
4. Recognize each historic place as a physical
record of its time, place and use. Do not create
a false sense of historical development by
adding elements from other historic places or
other properties or by combining features of
the same property that never coexisted.
5. Find a use for a historic place that requires
minimal or no change to its character defining
elements.
6. Protect and, if necessary, stabilize a historic
place until any subsequent intervention
is undertaken. Protect and preserve
archaeological resources in place. Where there
is potential for disturbance of archaeological
resources, take mitigation measures to limit
damage and loss of information.
7. Evaluate the existing condition of characterdefining element to determine the appropriate
intervention needed. Use the gentlest means
possible for any intervention. Respect heritage
value when undertaking an intervention.
8. Maintain character-defining elements on
an ongoing basis. Repair character-defining
element by reinforcing the materials using
recognized conservation methods. Replace in
kind any extensively deteriorated or missing
parts of character-defining elements, where
there are surviving prototypes.

Preservation: the action or process of
protecting, maintaining, and/or stabilizing
the existing materials, form, and integrity
of a historic place or of an individual
component, while protecting its heritage
value.
Restoration: the action or process of
accurately revealing, recovering or
representing the state of a historic place or
of an individual component, as it appeared
at a particular period in its history, while
protecting its heritage value.
Rehabilitation: the action or process
of making possible a continuing or
compatible contemporary use of a historic
place or an individual component, through
repair, alterations, and/or additions, while
protecting its heritage value.
Interventions to the Cooksley Residence should be
based upon the Standards outlined in the Standards
& Guidelines, which are conservation principles
of best practice. The following General Standards
should be followed when carrying out any work to
an historic property.
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CONSERVATION GUIDELINES

9. Make any intervention needed to preserve
character-defining elements physically and
visually compatible with the historic place and
identifiable upon close inspection. Document
any intervention for future reference.
Additional Standards relating to Rehabilitation
10. Repair rather than replace character-defining
elements. Where character-defining elements
are too severely deteriorated to repair, and
where sufficient physical evidence exists,
replace them with new elements that match
the forms, materials and detailing of sound
versions of the same elements. Where there is
insufficient physical evidence, make the form,
material and detailing of the new elements
compatible with the character of the historic
place.
11. Conserve the heritage value and characterdefining elements when creating any new
additions to a historic place and any related
new construction. Make the new work
physically and visually compatible with,
subordinate to and distinguishable from the
historic place.
12. Create any new additions or related new
construction so that the essential form and
integrity of a historic place will not be
impaired if the new work is removed in the
future.
Additional Standards relating to Restoration
13. Repair rather than replace character-defining
elements from the restoration period. Where
character-defining elements are too severely
deteriorated to repair and where sufficient
physical evidence exists, replace them with
new elements that match the forms, materials
and detailing of sound versions of the same
elements.
14. Replace missing features from the restoration
period with new features whose forms,
materials and detailing are based on sufficient
physical, documentary and/or oral evidence.

8

4.2 CONSERVATION REFERENCES
The proposed work entails the preservation,
rehabilitation, and restoration of the exterior of the
Cooksley Residence. The following conservation
resources should be referred to:
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada, Parks Canada, 2010.
http://www.historicplaces.ca/en/pages/standardsnormes/document.aspx
National Park Service, Technical Preservation
Services. Preservation Briefs:
Preservation Brief 1: Assessing Cleaning and
Water-Repellent Treatments for Historic Masonry
Buildings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/1cleaning-water-repellent.htm
Preservation Brief 2: Repointing Mortar Joints in
Historic Masonry Buildings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/2repoint-mortar-joints.htm
Preservation Brief 4: Roofing for Historic Buildings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/4roofing.htm
Preservation Brief 9: The Repair of Historic Wooden
Windows.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/9wooden-windows.htm
Preservation Brief 10: Exterior Paint Problems on
Historic Woodwork.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/
briefs/10-paint-problems.htm
Preservation Brief 19: The Repair and Replacement
of Historic Wood Shingle Roofs.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/
briefs/19-wooden-shingle-roofs.htm
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Preservation Brief 37: Appropriate Methods of
Reducing Lead-Paint Hazards in Historic Housing.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/
briefs/37-lead-paint-hazards.htm
Preservation Brief 41: The Seismic Retrofit of
Historic Buildings: Keeping Preservation in the
Forefront.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/
briefs/41-seismic-retrofit.htm
Preservation Brief 45: Preserving Historic Wooden
Porches.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/
briefs/45-wooden-porches.htm

•
•
•
•

Due to the proposed addition to the historic building,
all new visible construction will be considered
a modern addition to the historic structure. The
Standards & Guidelines list recommendations for
new additions to historic places. The proposed
design scheme should follow these principles:
•

Preservation Brief 47: Maintaining the Exterior of
Small and Medium Size Historic Buildings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/
briefs/47-maintaining-exteriors.htm

4.3 GENERAL CONSERVATION
STRATEGY
The primary intent is to preserve the existing historic
structure, while undertaking a rehabilitation that
will upgrade its structure and services to increase
its functionality for residential uses. As part of the
scope of work, character-defining elements will be
preserved, while missing or deteriorated elements
will be restored.
Proposed Redevelopment Scheme
The development scheme for this property has been
prepared Jordan Kutev Architects, and the major
proposed interventions of the overall project are to:
• relocate of the historic structure within the
property site;
• restore exterior wall and roof cladding of the
historic structure and early addition to the rear;
• preserve and repair existing original wood
windows and doors, and replace metal
windows with new, wood windows to match
original;

rehabilitate the interior of the historic structure,
from two to three dwelling units;
reinstate a historically appropriate front-entry
porch;
seismic upgrading of the historic structure;
construct a detached three-storey infill
townhouse at the rear of the property site.

•

•

Designing a new addition in a manner that
draws a clear distinction between what is
historic and what is new.
Design for the new work may be contemporary
or may reference design motifs from the
historic place. In either case, it should be
compatible in terms of mass, materials,
relationship of solids to voids, and colour, yet
be distinguishable from the historic place.
The new additions should be physically and
visually compatible with, subordinate to and
distinguishable from the preserved historic
façade.

An addition should be subordinate to the historic
place. This is best understood to mean that the
addition must not detract from the historic place
or impair its heritage value. Subordination is not
a question of size; a small, ill-conceived addition
could adversely affect an historic place more than a
large, well-designed addition.
Additions or new construction should be visually
compatible with, yet distinguishable from, the
historic place. To accomplish this, an appropriate
balance must be struck between mere imitation
of the existing form and pointed contrast, thus
complementing the historic place in a manner that
respects its heritage value.
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Relocation of Historic Building
The relocation of an historic building on an existing
lot is the least intrusive relocation approach with
regards to loss of historic context and invasive work
to the structure. The following Relocation Guidelines
should be implemented for the relocation of the
Cooksley Residence:
• A relocation plan should be prepared prior
to relocation that ensures that the least
destructive method of relocation will be used.
• Alterations to the historic structure proposed
to further the relocation process should be
evaluated in accordance with the Conservation
Plan and reviewed by the Heritage Consultant.
This can involve removal of later additions
that are not enhancing the heritage value and
historic appearance of the heritage house; for
example, the concrete corner addition.
• Only an experienced and qualified contractor
shall undertake the physical relocation of the
historic structure.
• Preserve historic fabric of the exterior
elevations including the wood-frame structure
with stucco siding, wood sash windows
and jerkin-headed roof structure as much
as possible. Preserve brick chimney and
projecting vent in situ and relocate with
the main structure if possible. Alternatively
reconstruct chimney with salvaged bricks
to match historic appearance, if unable to
relocate with the historic building due to
structural reasons.
• Appropriate foundation materials shall be used
at the new site, which can include reinforced
concrete foundations and floor slab. The final
relative location to grade should match the
original as closely as possible, taking into
account applicable codes.
• Provide utility installations for electricity,
communication and other service connections
underground if possible. All installations
located above ground should be incorporated
harmoniously into the design concept for the
relocated structure.
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4.4 SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
Heritage conservation and sustainable development
can go hand in hand with the mutual effort of all
stakeholders. In a practical context, the conservation
and re-use of historic and existing structures
contributes to environmental sustainability by
reducing solid waste disposal, saving embodied
energy, and conserving historic materials that are
often less consumptive of energy than many new
replacement materials.
In 2016, the Federal Provincial Territorial Ministers of
Culture & Heritage in Canada (FPTMCHC) published
a document entitled, Building Resilience: Practical
Guidelines for the Retrofit and Rehabilitation of
Buildings in Canada that is “intended to establish
a common pan-Canadian ‘how-to’ approach for
practitioners, professionals, building owners, and
operators alike.”
The following is an excerpt from the introduction of
the document:
[Building Resilience] is intended to
serve as a “sustainable building toolkit”
that will enhance understanding of
the environmental benefits of heritage
conservation and of the strong
interrelationship between natural and
built heritage conservation. Intended as a
useful set of best practices, the guidelines
in Building Resilience can be applied
to existing and traditionally constructed
buildings as well as formally recognized
heritage places.
These guidelines are primarily aimed at
assisting designers, owners, and builders in
providing existing buildings with increased
levels of sustainability while protecting
character-defining elements and, thus,
their heritage value. The guidelines are
also intended for a broader audience of
architects, building developers, owners,
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custodians and managers, contractors,
crafts and trades people, energy
advisers and sustainability specialists,
engineers, heritage professionals, and
officials responsible for built heritage
and the existing built environment at all
jurisdictional levels.

4.5 ALTERNATE COMPLIANCE

Building Resilience is not meant to
provide case-specific advice. It is
intended to provide guidance with some
measure of flexibility, acknowledging
the difficulty of evaluating the impact of
every scenario and the realities of projects
where buildings may contain inherently
sustainable elements but limited or no
heritage value. All interventions must be
evaluated based on their unique context,
on a case-by-case basis, by experts
equipped with the necessary knowledge
and experience to ensure a balanced
consideration of heritage value and
sustainable rehabilitation measures.

4.5.1 BRITISH COLUMBIA BUILDING CODE

Building Resilience can be read as a standalone document, but it may also further
illustrate and build on the sustainability
considerations in the Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada.

The Cooksley Residence may be eligible for
heritage variances that will enable a higher degree
of heritage conservation and retention of original
material, including considerations available under
the following municipal legislation.

Building Code upgrading ensures life safety and
long-term protection for historic resources. It is
important to consider heritage buildings on a caseby-case basis, as the blanket application of Code
requirements do not recognize the individual
requirements and inherent strengths of each
building. Over the past few years, a number of
equivalencies have been developed and adopted
in the British Columbia Building Code that enable
more sensitive and appropriate heritage building
upgrades. For example, the use of sprinklers in a
heritage structure helps to satisfy fire separation
and exiting requirements. Table A-1.1.1.1., found in
Appendix A of the Code, outlines the “Alternative
Compliance Methods for Heritage Buildings.”
Given that Code compliance is such a significant
factor in the conservation of heritage buildings, the
most important consideration is to provide viable
economic methods of achieving building upgrades.
In addition to the equivalencies offered under the
current Code, the City can also accept the report of
a Building Code Engineer as to acceptable levels of
code performance.

4.5.2 ENERGY EFFICIENCY ACT
The provincial Energy Efficiency Act (Energy
Efficiency Standards Regulation) was amended in
2009 to exempt buildings protected through heritage
designation or listed on a community heritage
register from compliance with the regulations.
Energy Efficiency standards therefore do not apply to
windows, glazing products, door slabs or products
installed in heritage buildings. This means that
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exemptions can be allowed to energy upgrading
measures that would destroy heritage characterdefining elements such as original windows and
doors.
These provisions do not preclude that heritage
buildings must be made more energy efficient,
but they do allow a more sensitive approach of
alternate compliance to individual situations and a
higher degree of retained integrity. Increased energy
performance can be provided through non-intrusive
methods of alternate compliance, such as improved
insulation and mechanical systems. Please refer to
the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada for further detail about
“Energy Efficiency Considerations.”

4.5.3 HOMEOWNER PROTECTION ACT
The Homeowner Protection Act was implemented in
1998 as a means to strengthen consumer protection
for the purchase of new homes. The act was passed
following a commission of enquiry into the leaky
condo crisis, and was intended on protecting
homeowners by ensuring home warranty insurance
was provided on new construction, covering two
years on labour and materials, five years on the
building envelope and 10 years on the structure
of the home. As the Act was intended to regulate
new construction, considerations were not taken of
buildings that have remained in sound condition for
a many number of years that already far exceeded
what the HPA requires for a warranty on a new
home. The act did not take into consideration the
protection of heritage projects, and consequently
resulted in the loss of significant heritage fabric
through the requirement of new windows and
rainscreen wall assemblies on residential heritage
rehabilitation projects. An example being the
requirement to remove original wooden siding
that has successfully protected the building for 100
years, and replace it with a rainscreen assembly
that is only warrantied for five years. Not only was
valuable heritage fabric lost, but new materials will
likely not last nearly as long as the original.

12

Amendments to the Homeowner Protection Act
Regulation made in 2010 allow for exemptions for
heritage sites from the need to fully conform to the
BC Building Code under certain conditions, thus
removing some of the barriers to compliance that
previously conflicted with heritage conservation
standards and guidelines. The changes comprised:
1. an amendment to the Homeowner Protection
Act Regulation, BC Reg. 29/99 that allows a
warranty provider, in the case of a commercial
to residential conversion, to exclude
components of the building that have heritage
value from the requirement for a warranty, and
2. clarification of the definition of ‘substantial
reconstruction.’ The latter clarification explains
that 75% of a home must be reconstructed
for it to be considered a ‘new home’ under
the Homeowner Protection Act, thus enabling
single-family dwelling to multi-family and
strata conversions with a maximum of 75%
reconstruction to be exempt from home
warranty insurance. The definition of a heritage
building is consistent with that under the
Energy Efficiency Act.
The Cooksley Residence falls into the second
category, as the proposed project involves retaining
a high degree of the original structure and less
than 75% of the house will be reconstructed.
Consequently, this project is not considered a
substantial reconstruction as per the amended
definition in the Homeowners Protection Act, and
will be exempt from the requirement of a warranty.
This amendment will enable a higher degree of
retention and preservation of original fenestration,
siding and woodwork.
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4.6 SITE PROTECTION & STABILIZATION
It is the responsibility of the owner to ensure the heritage
resource is protected from damage at all times. At any
time that the building is left vacant, it should be secured
against unauthorized access or damage through the
use of appropriate fencing and security measures.
Additional measures to be taken include:
•
•
•

Are smoke and fire detectors in working order?
Are wall openings boarded up and exterior
doors securely fastened once the building is
vacant?
Have the following been removed from the
interior: trash, hazardous materials such as
inflammable liquids, poisons, and paints and
canned goods that could freeze and burst?

The heritage resource should be protected from
movement and other damage at all times during
demolition, excavation and construction work.
Install monitoring devices to document and assess
cracks and possible settlement of the masonry
façade.
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5.0 CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS
A condition review of the Cooksley Residence
was carried out during a number of site visits in
July 2017. In addition to the visual review of the
exterior of the building, paint samples were taken
from exterior building materials and examined.
The recommendations for the preservation,
rehabilitation, and restoration of the historic façades
are based on the site review, material samples
and archival documents that provide valuable
information about the original appearance of the
historic building.

5.1 SITE

The following chapter describes the materials,
physical condition and recommended conservation
strategy for the Cooksley Residence based on Parks
Canada Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada.

As part of the proposed redevelopment scheme, the
heritage resource will be relocated towards Eighth
Street. The rest of the site will be rehabilitated to
allow for a three-storey detached infill townhouse at
the rear of the property site. All heritage resources
within the site should be protected from damage or
destruction at all times. Reference Section 4.6: Site
Protection for further information.

The Cooksley Residence is located at 422 Eighth
Street in the Brow of the Hill neighbourhood of
New Westminster, at the corner of Eighth Street
and St. Andrews Street. The historic residence is
set back to the front, side, and rear property lines,
characterized by surrounding mature vegetation,
and a later detached carport at the rear (west) of the
property site, which is accessible through a pathway
along the side elevation to the north.
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Conservation Strategy: Rehabilitation
• Relocate the historic structure within the
property lines. All rehabilitation work should
occur within the property lines.
• Retain the main frontages on Eighth Street and
St. Andrews Streets.
• Design a new infill structure to the west that
is “physically and visually compatible with,
subordinate to, and distinguishable from the
historic place” as recommended in Standard
11.

5.2 OVERALL FORM, SCALE & MASSING
The Cooksley Residence features a residential
form, scale, and massing that is characterized by:
its double-storey height, with full basement; a
rectangular plan; and a pyramidal roof, with gabled
wall dormer, and two clinker brick chimneys.
The rear extension to the house have been altered
over time. The 1899 Fire Insurance Map show
a single-storey extension to the rear with a fullwidth verandah. A preliminary review of archival
materials did not provide additional information on
its original configuration. However, it appears that
the overall form, scale, and massing of the doublestorey structure retained its integrity.
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Partial rear (west) and front (south) elevation of Cooksley Residence, as viewed from St. Andrews Street.

Rear elevation to the west, as seen from the rear yard. Note side setback to the north.
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The exterior wall cladding of the rear extension at
the north and south elevations are contiguous to
the original structure, but their corresponding roof
structures allow for visual distinction between one
and the other.
As part of the proposed redevelopment scheme, the
overall residential form, scale, and massing of the
heritage resource will be preserved. It is important
to note that the restoration of the roof cladding and
exterior walls provide the opportunity to provide
visual and physical distinguishability between
the double-storey structure and rear extension, if
desired.

Detail photo showing rear entry to basement.

Conservation Strategy: Preservation
• Preserve the overall form, scale and massing of
the historic structure.
• The historic street façades along Eighth Street
and St. Andrews Street should be retained.
• Restore exterior roof and wall cladding in a
manner that would improve the visual and
physical distinguishability of original structure
from the rear extension.

5.3 FOUNDATIONS
The Cooksley Residence is characterized by
concrete foundation walls, clad in similar cedar
shingles at all elevations. Some areas have been
rehabilitated over the years, including an addition
to the basement at the north and west corner of the
rear extension.
As part of the proposed redevelopment scheme,
the relocation of the house would require new,
reinforced concrete foundation walls. Further
investigation and design coordination with the
Architect is required to ensure appropriate detailing
the interface between existing wood-frame walls
and the new concrete foundation walls. Careful
attention should be executed to ensure the exterior
wood-frame walls above grade, particularly the
street façades, are not damaged during rehabilitation
work.
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Gable wall at front elevation facing Eighth Street, showing existing original woodwork detailing, and original wood window assemblies;
note that existing, exterior cladding (wood shingles) are not original.

Photo showing existing original bracket at southeast corner of
the historic front facade along Eighth Street.
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Photo showing existing original horizontal drop siding within the
entry vestibule, including original wood trims.
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Conservation Strategy: Rehabilitation
• The proposed new concrete foundation walls
should match original in appearance, as
viewed from the exterior.
• To ensure the prolonged preservation of the
new foundations, all landscaping should be
separated from the foundations at grade by a
course of gravel or decorative stones, which
help prevent splash back and assist drainage.
New vegetation may assist in concealing the
newly exposed foundations, if desired.

5.4 EXTERIOR WOOD-FRAME WALLS
The Cooksley Residence features original woodframe construction, characterized by late Victorianera woodwork detailing. The historic structure
would have been constructed from quality local
materials that were produced in local sawmills
around the vicinity.
The preliminary condition assessment was limited
to visual observation of the exterior walls from the
ground level, and through window openings from
select interior spaces at the upper level; further
investigation is required to confirm the construction
assembly and structural integrity of the existing
wood-frame walls.
The exterior wood-frame walls of the Cooksley
Residence are characterized by large, square cedar
shakes at all elevations, with the exception of the
exterior walls within the entry vestibule that are
characterized by horizontal drop siding. The existing
cedar shakes do not appear original, and show signs
of heavy deterioration in the form of peeling paint,
cupping, splitting, biological growth, and staining
in localized areas. In contrast, the horizontal drop
siding and wood surround trims within the entry
vestibules appear to be in good condition, which
could be attributed to its location and minimal
exposure to natural elements.

The Cooksley Residence features original late
Victorian-era architectural woodwork detailing
such as decorative scroll-cut brackets, and exterior
surround trims for windows and doors. These
elements contribute to the historic character of the
heritage resource, and should be preserved.
As part of the proposed redevelopment scheme,
the later square cedar shakes will be removed to
determine if additional horizontal drop siding is
extant beneath. If there are any surviving original
materials in good condition, all efforts will be made
to retain them in situ, and provide in-kind repair as
necessary. Otherwise, the exterior wall cladding of
the original wood-frame walls should be restored to
match the surviving horizontal drop siding as exist
within the entry vestibule.
Conservation Strategy: Restoration
• Due to the integrity of wood-frame structure,
the exterior walls should be preserved through
retention and in-situ repair work.
• Preserve the original wood-frame structure of
the historic building.
• Preserve all original siding, as possible, and
clean surface for repainting.
• Replace damaged siding to match existing in
material, size, profile and thickness.
• Any existing trim should be preserved, and
new material that is visually physically
compatible with the original should be
reinstated when original fabric is missing.
Combed and/or textured lumber is not
acceptable. Hardi-plank or other cementitious
boards are not acceptable.
• Design structural or seismic upgrades so as to
minimize the impact to the character-defining
elements.
• Utilize Alternate Compliance Methods
outlined in the BCBC for fire and spatial
separations including installation of sprinklers
where possible.
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•

Cleaning procedures should be undertaken
with non-destructive methods. Areas with
biological growth should be cleaned using
a soft, natural bristle brush, without water,
to remove dirt and other material. If a more
intense cleaning is required, this can be
accomplished with warm water, mild detergent
(such as D/2 Biological Solution®) and a soft
bristle brush. High-pressure power washing,
abrasive cleaning or sandblasting should not
be allowed under any circumstances.

5.5 FENESTRATION
Windows, doors and storefronts are
among the most conspicuous feature of
any building. In addition to their function
— providing light, views, fresh air and
access to the building — their arrangement
and design is fundamental to the building’s
appearance and heritage value. Each
element of fenestration is, in itself, a
complex assembly whose function and
operation must be considered as part of its
conservation.
– Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada.

Existing deteriorated condition of double-hung wood windows
at ground floor level facing east towards Eighth Street. Note bay
window assemblies include multi-light upper sash with integral
sash horns.
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Detail photos showing wood window trims from interior and
exterior. Note heavy deterioration at exterior of the historic
house.
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5.5.1 WINDOWS & TRIMS
The Cooksley Residence features a variety of
original single and paired wooden-sash windows
with integral horns, in double-hung and casement
configuration. The double-hung windows are
characterized by single or multi-paned upper
sashes: the bay windows at the ground floor level
have a six-over-one configuration; the upper floor
windows have a sixteen-over-one configuration.
In general, the existing wood windows and trims
appear to be in fair to poor condition, with varying
degrees of deterioration in the form of: putty failure,
paint blistering; cracking and checking of wood
members; and broken sash cords and window
hardware (or missing altogether).
Some of the window openings, particularly at the
rear extension, are characterized by unsympathetic,
replacement wood window assemblies These should
be replaced with new wood window assemblies
that are sympathetic to the original character of the
heritage resource. A complete survey of existing,
original wood window assemblies is required to
assess their existing condition, and to determine the
appropriate intervention required for each wood
window.
Conservation Strategy: Investigation &
Preservation
• Inspect for condition and complete detailed
inventory to determine extent of recommended
repair or replacement.
• Retain existing historic window sash; repair as
required; install replacement matching sash
where missing or beyond repair.
• Preserve and repair as required, using in kind
repair techniques where feasible.
• Overhaul, tighten/reinforce joints. Repair
frame, trim and counterbalances.
• Each window should be made weather tight by
re-puttying and weather-stripping as necessary.
Existing condition of typical replacement wood window
assemblies at later, rear addition, as viewed from outside (top)
and inside (bottom).
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•

•
•

Retain historic glass, where possible. Where
broken glass exists in historic wood-sash
windows, the broken glass should be replaced.
When removing broken glass, the exterior
putty should be carefully chipped off with
a chisel and the glazier’s points should be
removed. The wood where the new glass will
be rested on should be scraped and cleaned
well, and given a coat of linseed oil to prevent
the wood from absorbing the oil from the
new putty. The new glass should be cut 1/161/8th smaller than the opening to allow for
expansion and irregularities in the opening,
to ensure the glazing does not crack due to
natural forces. Window repairs should be
undertaken by a contractor skilled in heritage
restoration.
Replacement glass to be single glazing, and
visually and physically compatible with
existing.
Prime and repaint as required in appropriate
colour, based on colour schedule devised by
Heritage Consultant.

5.5.2 DOORS
The Cooksley Residence features original door
openings, but the front door assembly has
been replaced at some point in time. Further
investigation is required to determine if other wood
door assemblies are original. If not, they should
be replaced with wood door assemblies that are
sympathetic to the historic character of the Cooksley
Residence.
Conservation Strategy: Investigation &
Rehabilitation
• Rehabilitate front entry door with a
sympathetic, compatible new wooden entry
assembly.
• Preserve and repair any early door assemblies
• Ensure that any new doors are visually
compatible with the historic character of the
building.
Photos showing rehabilitated main entrance along Eighth Street
with unsympathetic arched canopy above: with exterior door
to vestibule closed (top); with exterior door to vestibule open,
showing replacement main entrance doors beyond (bottom).
COOKSLEY RESIDENCE: 422 EIGHTH STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER, BC
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5.6 ROOF
The Cooksley Residence features a pyramidal roof
structure, with gabled wall dormer to the front (east
elevation), and hipped roof extension to the rear
(west elevation). The roof is characterized by a small
overhang with closed soffits, including decorative
scroll cut brackets at the historic front facade to the
east. The roof is currently clad with unsympathetic
asphalt shingles that do not appear to be original.

Where asphalt shingles have heavily deteriorated
at south elevation of the original pyramidal roof
structure, surviving cedar shingles appear to be in fair
to poor condition. Further investigation is required to
determine if extant cedar shingles are original. The
pyramidal roof structure and its cedar shingle cladding
contribute to the historic character of the Cooksley
Residence, and should be restored to match original
configuration.

Photos showing typical existing condition of replacement asphalt roof shingles with original cedar shingle roof cladding underneath.
Note original clinker brick chimneys (one interior and one exterior) that will be restored and/or preserved in situ.
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Underside of front gable roof extension with closed soffits, decorative scroll brackets, and missing finial.

Photo showing interface between old, original house and later, rear extension (with lower roof overhang)

Typical condition of clinker bricks at south elevation.

Later, unsympathetic tongue-and-groove soffit under roof
overhang at southeast corner above bay window.
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As part of the proposed rehabilitation scheme, the
existing wood-frame roof structure will be preserved
and existing wood detailing will be retained, as
possible. The existing asphalt shingles are not original
and should be replaced with cedar shingles based
on existing original materials. All existing wood trim
will be assessed, and repaired as required. Any wood
elements beyond repair should be replaced in-kind
with physically and visually consistent material to
match original.
Conservation Recommendation: Preservation or
Restoration
• Preserve the roof structure in its current
configuration, as expressed by its pyramidal
shape with front gabled wall dormer to the
east and lower, hipped roof extension to the
rear (west).
• Roofing membrane and cladding system
should be restored with cedar shingles.
• Retain any original roof elements in wood that
are in good condition, and repair as necessary.
• Design and install adequate rainwater disposal
system and ensure proper drainage from the
site is maintained. Aluminum in appropriate
colours is also acceptable. Paint or provide
specification of drainage system elements
according to colour schedule devised by
Heritage Consultant.

5.6.1 BRICK CHIMNEYS
The Cooksley Reidence features two original brick
chimneys: one interior (centrally located) and one
external (at south elevation facing St. Andrews
Street). The chimneys are characterized by red
clinker brick masonry units, a unique type of brick
units known for their irregular shape, varying hues,
and dense composition caused by overfiring of clay
in excessive temperatures.
In general, the clinker brick chimneys appear to be
in good condition, with evidences of weathering
in the form of some efflorescence, minor spalling,
discolouration, mortar loss, and some biological
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growth along the mortar joints. These existing
elements contribute to the historic character of the
heritage resource, and should be retained in situ,
and repaired as necessary.
Conservation Recommendation: Preservation
• Preserve the chimneys in their original
configuration. If the chimneys cannot be
relocated with the building, document,
dismantle and rebuild to match existing
appearance.
• Chimneys may require structural stabilization.
• Investigate condition of brickwork. If required,
brickwork may be repointed and cleaned
using a natural bristle brush and mild rinse
detergent.

5.7 FRONT-ENTRY PORCH
The inset front entry porch has been enclosed.
Further investigation will be required to determine
whether or not original elements remain behind
later additions.
Conservation Recommendation: Rehabilitation
• Carefully remove later elements to expose any
original features such as columns, balustrades,
etc.
• Restore original elements and soffits as
required.
• For any missing elements, determine
appropriate replacement features.
• Uprgare to include accessibility to the side in a
sympathetic manner.

5.8 EXTERIOR COLOUR SCHEDULE
Part of the restoration process is to finish the
building in historically appropriate paint colours.
The following preliminary colour scheme has been
derived by the Heritage Consultant, based on onsite paint sampling and microscopic paint analysis.
The colours have been matched to Benjamin
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Moore’s Historical True Colours Palette. Further onsite analysis is required for final colour confirmation
once access is available.
Prior to final paint application, samples of these
colours should be placed on the building to be
viewed in natural light. Final colour selection
can then be verified. Matching to any other paint
company products should be verified by the
Heritage Consultant.

5.9 INTERIOR WOOD TRIMS
The Cooksley Residence features original interior
window and door surround trims that appear to be
in good condition. These elements contribute to
the historic character of the heritage resource, and
all efforts should be made to ensure that they are
retained in situ, or salvaged and reinstated for reuse,
as possible.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation
• Preserve the original wood trim, where
possible.
• Consider stripping and refinishing the painted
wood trim to match original.

Conservation Recommendation: Restoration

PRELIMINARY COLOUR TABLE**: COOKSLEY RESIDENCE, 422 EIGHTH STREET,
NEW WESTMINSTER, BC
Element

Colour*

Code

Sample

Finish

Wood Window
Frames & Sashes

Pendrell Red

VC-29

High Gloss

Horizontal drop
siding

Pendrell Verdigris

VC-22

Eggshell

Pendrell Green

VC-18

Flat

Wood Trims &
Detailing

*Paint colours matched from Benjamin Moore’s Historical Vancouver True Colours
** The following is a placeholder historic scheme to be confirmed upon further investigation and paint
analysis.
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6.0 MAINTENANCE PLAN
A Maintenance Plan should be adopted by the
property owner, who is responsible for the long-term
protection of the heritage features of the Cooksley
Residence. The Maintenance Plan should include
provisions for:
• Copies of the Maintenance Plan and this
Conservation Report to be incorporated into
the terms of reference for the management and
maintenance contract for the building;
• Cyclical maintenance procedures to be
adopted as outlined below;
• Record drawings and photos of the building
to be kept by the management / maintenance
contractor; and
• Records of all maintenance procedures to be
kept by the owner.
A thorough maintenance plan will ensure the
integrity of the Cooksley Residence is preserved.
If existing materials are regularly maintained and
deterioration is significantly reduced or prevented,
the integrity of materials and workmanship of the
building will be protected. Proper maintenance is
the most cost effective method of extending the life
of a building, and preserving its character-defining
elements. The survival of historic buildings in good
condition is primarily due to regular upkeep and the
preservation of historic materials.

6.1 MAINTENANCE GUIDELINES
A maintenance schedule should be formulated
that adheres to the Standards & Guidelines for
the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada. As
defined by the Standards & Guidelines, maintenance
is defined as:
Routine, cyclical, non-destructive actions
necessary to slow the deterioration
of a historic place. It entails periodic
inspection; routine, cyclical, nondestructive cleaning; minor repair and
refinishing operations; replacement of
damaged or deteriorated materials that are
impractical to save.
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The assumption that newly renovated buildings
become immune to deterioration and require
less maintenance is a falsehood. Rather, newly
renovated buildings require heightened vigilance to
spot errors in construction where previous problems
had not occurred, and where deterioration may gain
a foothold.
Routine maintenance keeps water out of the
building, which is the single most damaging element
to a heritage building. Maintenance also prevents
damage by sun, wind, snow, frost and all weather;
prevents damage by insects and vermin; and
aids in protecting all parts of the building against
deterioration. The effort and expense expended on
an aggressive maintenance will not only lead to a
higher degree of preservation, but also over time
potentially save large amount of money otherwise
required for later repairs.

6.2 PERMITTING
Repair activities, such as simple in-kind repair of
materials, or repainting in the same colour, should
be exempt from requiring city permits. Other more
intensive activities will require the issuance of a
Heritage Alteration Permit.

6.3 ROUTINE, CYCLICAL AND NONDESTRUCTIVE CLEANING
Following the Standards & Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, be
mindful of the principle that recommends “using
the gentlest means possible”. Any cleaning
procedures should be undertaken on a routine basis
and should be undertaken with non-destructive
methods. Cleaning should be limited to the exterior
material such as concrete and stucco wall surfaces
and wood elements such as storefront frames. All of
these elements are usually easily cleaned, simply
with a soft, natural bristle brush, without water, to
remove dirt and other material. If a more intensive
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cleaning is required, this can be accomplished
with warm water, mild detergent and a soft bristle
brush. High-pressure washing, sandblasting or other
abrasive cleaning should not be undertaken under
any circumstances.

6.4 REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT OF
DETERIORATED MATERIALS
Interventions such as repairs and replacements
must conform to the Standards & Guidelines for
the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada.
The building’s character-defining elements –
characteristics of the building that contribute to its
heritage value (and identified in the Statement of
Significance) such as materials, form, configuration,
etc. - must be conserved, referencing the following
principles to guide interventions:
• An approach of minimal intervention must be
adopted - where intervention is carried out it
will be by the least intrusive and most gentle
means possible.
• Repair rather than replace character-defining
elements.
• Repair character-defining elements using
recognized conservation methods.
• Replace ‘in kind’ extensively deteriorated or
missing parts of character-defining elements.
• Make interventions physically and visually
compatible with the historic place.

6.5 INSPECTIONS
Inspections are a key element in the maintenance
plan, and should be carried out by a qualified
person or firm, preferably with experience in the
assessment of heritage buildings. These inspections
should be conducted on a regular and timely
schedule. The inspection should address all aspects
of the building including exterior, interior and
site conditions. It makes good sense to inspect a
building in wet weather, as well as in dry, in order
to see how water runs off – or through – a building.

From this inspection, an inspection report should
be compiled that will include notes, sketches and
observations. It is helpful for the inspector to have
copies of the building’s elevation drawings on which
to mark areas of concern such as cracks, staining and
rot. These observations can then be included in the
report. The report need not be overly complicated
or formal, but must be thorough, clear and concise.
Issues of concern, taken from the report should then
be entered in a log book so that corrective action
can be documented and tracked. Major issues of
concern should be extracted from the report by the
property manager.
An appropriate schedule for regular, periodic
inspections would be twice a year, preferably
during spring and fall. The spring inspection should
be more rigorous since in spring moisture-related
deterioration is most visible, and because needed
work, such as painting, can be completed during
the good weather in summer. The fall inspection
should focus on seasonal issues such as weathersealants, mechanical (heating) systems and drainage
issues. Comprehensive inspections should occur at
five-year periods, comparing records from previous
inspections and the original work, particularly in
monitoring structural movement and durability of
utilities. Inspections should also occur after major
storms.

6.6 INFORMATION FILE
The building should have its own information file
where an inspection report can be filed. This file
should also contain the log book that itemizes
problems and corrective action. Additionally, this
file should contain building plans, building permits,
heritage reports, photographs and other relevant
documentation so that a complete understanding of
the building and its evolution is readily available,
which will aid in determining appropriate
interventions when needed.
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The file should also contain a list outlining the
finishes and materials used, and information
detailing where they are available (store, supplier).
The building owner should keep on hand a stock of
spare materials for minor repairs.

6.6.1 LOG BOOK
The maintenance log book is an important
maintenance tool that should be kept to record
all maintenance activities, recurring problems
and building observations and will assist in the
overall maintenance planning of the building.
Routine maintenance work should be noted in the
maintenance log to keep track of past and plan
future activities. All items noted on the maintenance
log should indicate the date, problem, type of repair,
location and all other observations and information
pertaining to each specific maintenance activity.
Each log should include the full list of recommended
maintenance and inspection areas noted in this
Maintenance Plan, to ensure a record of all activities
is maintained. A full record of these activities will
help in planning future repairs and provide valuable
building information for all parties involved in the
overall maintenance and operation of the building,
and will provide essential information for long term
programming and determining of future budgets.
It will also serve as a reminded to amend the
maintenance and inspection activities should new
issues be discovered or previous recommendations
prove inaccurate.
The log book will also indicate unexpectedly
repeated repairs, which may help in solving more
serious problems that may arise in the historic
building. The log book is a living document that will
require constant adding to, and should be kept in
the information file along with other documentation
noted in section 6.6 Information File.
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6.7 EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE
Water, in all its forms and sources (rain, snow, frost,
rising ground water, leaking pipes, back-splash,
etc.) is the single most damaging element to historic
buildings.
The most common place for water to enter a
building is through the roof. Keeping roofs repaired
or renewed is the most cost-effective maintenance
option. Evidence of a small interior leak should
be viewed as a warning for a much larger and
worrisome water damage problem elsewhere and
should be fixed immediately.

6.7.1 INSPECTION CHECKLIST
The following checklist considers a wide range
of potential problems specific to the Cooksley
Residence, such as water/moisture penetration,
material deterioration and structural deterioration.
This does not include interior inspections.
EXTERIOR INSPECTION
Site Inspection:
☐☐ Is the lot well drained? Is there pooling of
water?
☐☐ Does water drain away from foundation?
Foundation
☐☐ Moisture: Is rising damp present?
☐☐ Is there back splashing from ground to structure?
☐☐ Is any moisture problem general or local?
☐☐ Is damp proof course present?
☐☐ Are there shrinkage cracks in the foundation?
☐☐ Are there movement cracks in the foundation?
☐☐ Is crack monitoring required?
☐☐ Is uneven foundation settlement evident?
☐☐ Are foundation crawl space vents clear and
working?
☐☐ Do foundation openings (doors and windows)
show: rust; rot; insect attack; paint failure; soil
build-up;
☐☐ Deflection of lintels?
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Masonry
☐☐ Are moisture problems present? (Rising damp,
rain penetration, condensation, water run-off
from roof?)
☐☐ Is spalling from freezing present? Location?
☐☐ Is efflorescence present? Location?
☐☐ Is spalling from sub-florescence present? Location?
☐☐ Need for pointing repair? Condition of existing
pointing and re-pointing?
☐☐ Is bedding mortar sound?
☐☐ Are there cracks due to shrinking and expansion?
☐☐ Are there cracks due to structural movement?
☐☐ Are there unexplained cracks?
☐☐ Do cracks require continued monitoring?
☐☐ Are there signs of steel or iron corrosion?
☐☐ Are there stains present? Rust, copper, organic,
paints, oils / tars? Cause?
☐☐ Does the surface need cleaning?
Wood Elements
☐☐ Are there moisture problems present? (Rising
damp, rain penetration, condensation moisture
from plants, water run-off from roof, sills, or
ledges?)
☐☐ Is wood in direct contact with the ground?
☐☐ Is there insect attack present? Where and probable source?
☐☐ Is there fungal attack present? Where and
probable source?
☐☐ Are there any other forms of biological attack?
(Moss, birds, etc.) Where and probable source?
☐☐ Is any wood surface damaged from UV radiation? (bleached surface, loose surface fibres)
☐☐ Is any wood warped, cupped or twisted?
☐☐ Is any wood split? Are there loose knots?
☐☐ Are nails pulling loose or rusted?
☐☐ Is there any staining of wood elements?
Source?
Condition of Exterior Painted Materials
☐☐ Paint shows: blistering, sagging or wrinkling,
alligatoring, peeling. Cause?
☐☐ Paint cleanliness?

Porches:
☐☐ Are steps safe? Handrails secure?
☐☐ Do any support columns show rot at their
bases?
☐☐ Attachment – are porches, steps, etc. securely
connected to the building?
Windows
☐☐ Is there glass cracked or missing?
☐☐ If the glazing is puttied has it gone brittle and
cracked? Fallen out? Painted to shed water?
☐☐ Is there condensation or water damage to the
paint?
☐☐ Are the sashes easy to operate? If hinged, do
they swing freely?
☐☐ Is the frame free from distortion?
☐☐ Do sills show weathering or deterioration?
☐☐ Are drip mouldings/flashing above the windows properly shedding water?
☐☐ Is the caulking between the frame and the
cladding in good condition?
Doors
☐☐ Do the doors create a good seal when closed?
☐☐ Are the hinges sprung? In need of lubrication?
☐☐ Do locks and latches work freely?
☐☐ If glazed, is the glass in good condition? Does
the putty need repair?
☐☐ Are door frames wicking up water? Where?
Why?
☐☐ Are door frames caulked at the cladding? Is the
caulking in good condition?
☐☐ What is the condition of the sill?
Gutters and Downspouts
☐☐ Are downspouts leaking? Clogged? Are there
holes or corrosion? (Water against structure)
☐☐ Are downspouts complete without any missing
sections? Are they properly connected?
☐☐ Is the water being effectively carried away
from the downspout by a drainage system?
☐☐ Do downspouts drain completely away?
Roof
☐☐ Are there water blockage points?
☐☐ Is the leading edge of the roof wet?
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☐☐ Is there evidence of biological attack? (Fungus,
moss, birds, insects)
☐☐ Are wood shingles wind damaged or severely
weathered? Are they cupped or split or lifting?
☐☐ Are the nails sound? Are there loose or missing
shingles?
☐☐ Are flashings well seated?
☐☐ Does the soffit show any signs of water damage? Insect or bird infestation?
INTERIOR INSPECTION
Basement
☐☐ Are there signs of moisture damage to the
walls? Is masonry cracked, discoloured, spalling?
☐☐ Is wood cracked, peeling rotting? Does it appear wet when surroundings are dry?
☐☐ Are there signs of past flooding, or leaks from
the floor above? Is the floor damp?
☐☐ Are walls even or buckling or cracked? Is the
floor cracked or heaved?
☐☐ Are there signs of insect or rodent infestation?

6.7.2 MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME
INSPECTION CYCLE:
Daily
• Observations noted during cleaning (cracks;
damp, dripping pipes; malfunctioning
hardware; etc.) to be noted in log book or
building file.

Annually (Spring)
• Inspect concrete for cracks, deterioration.
• Inspect metal elements, especially in areas that
may trap water.
• Inspect windows for paint and glazing
compound failure, corrosion and wood decay
and proper operation.
• Complete annual inspection and report.
• Clean out of all perimeter drains and rainwater
systems.
• Touch up worn paint on the building’s exterior.
• Check for plant, insect or animal infestation.
• Routine cleaning, as required.
Five-Year Cycle
• A full inspection report should be undertaken
every five years comparing records from
previous inspections and the original work,
particularly monitoring structural movement
and durability of utilities.
• Repaint windows every five to fifteen years.
Ten-Year Cycle
• Check condition of roof every ten years after
last replacement.
Twenty-Year Cycle
• Confirm condition of roof and estimate effective
lifespan. Replace when required.
Major Maintenance Work (as required)
• Thorough repainting, downspout and drain
replacement; replacement of deteriorated
building materials; etc.

Semi-annually
• Semi-annual inspection and report with
special focus on seasonal issues.
• Thorough cleaning of drainage system to cope
with winter rains and summer storms
• Check condition of weather sealants (Fall).
• Clean the exterior using a soft bristle broom/
brush.
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APPENDIX A: RESEARCH SUMMARY
ADDRESS: 422 Eighth Street, New Westminster, British Columbia
LEGAL ADDRESS: Lot 1 of Lot 23, Suburban Block 7, Plan 2620
ORIGINAL OWNER: Peter Latham
ORIGINAL TENANT: William T. Cooksley
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: circa 1892
BRITISH COLUMBIA VITAL EVENT:
Person: William T. Cooksley
Event Type: Death
Event Date: May 27, 1913
Event Place: Harrison Hot Springs
Age at Death: 56
Registration Number: 1913-09-088507

1982 image of the Cooksley Residence, IHP14419, City of New Westminster Archives
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Preliminary Plans
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

4/8/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

PAR01343

Item #:

20/2019

Subject:

719 Colborne Street: Rezoning of RT-2D Property to Allow for Addition
of a Secondary Suite and Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit Preliminary Application Review

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee provide preliminary feedback on the
proposal, including on the questions outlined in Section 9 of this report, and instruct
staff to include that and other feedback from staff in the pre -application review letter
to the applicant.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The applicant has submitted a Pre-Application Review (PAR) to rezone 719 Colborne Street
to allow for two additional dwelling units on the lot, currently zoned Single Detached
Dwelling Districts (Compact Lots) RT-2D. The proposal includes the conversion of an
existing room above the garage into a detached accessory dwelling unit and the conversion
of the lower level of the principal dwelling into a secondary suite.
Staff is seeking general feedback regarding the proposal from the Land Use and Planning
Committee (LUPC), as well as specific feedback regarding:





Inclusion of two additional dwelling units on a compact lot
Proposed size of secondary suite
Required private outdoor space for the rental units
Parking requirements
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1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek preliminary feedback from the LUPC on the Pre Application Review for the subject site.
2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan
The subject properties are designated (RGO) Residential Ground Oriented Housing which is
described, in part, as follows:
Purpose: To allow a mix of ground oriented infill housing forms which are
complementary to the existing neighbourhood character. Generally forms with a
higher number of units are expected to be located on larger properties. Units can be
attached, detached or a combination of the two.
Principal Forms and Uses: Single detached dwellings, single detached dwellings on a
compact lot, duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, townhouses,
rowhouses and other equivalent ground oriented housing forms. Lots with single
detached dwellings may also include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory
dwelling unit.
Complementary Uses: Home based businesses, small scale local commercial uses
(e.g. corner stores), small scale institutional uses (e.g. child care, care facilities),
utilities, transportation corridors, parks, open space, and community facilities.
Maximum Density: Low density multiple unit residential.
The proposal is consistent with the Official Community Plan (OCP) land use designation and
no OCP amendment would be required.
2.2 Development Permit Area
The subject property is located within the Mainland Ground Oriented Housing DPA
(DPA1.2) which is intended to ensure the design is complementary to surrounding housing
and to encourage innovative infill housing. A Minor Development Permit would be required
for the proposed development in order to review the private open space for the rental units,
as well as any exterior upgrades and changes, and landscaping elements, should they be
proposed.
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2.3 Zoning Bylaw
The subject property is currently zoned Single Detached Dwelling Districts (Compact Lots)
(RT-2D). The intent of this zone is to “to allow single family residential development on
compact lots.” The applicant is proposing to rezone to a Comprehensive Development (CD)
District with the RT-2D zone as a reference base. The RT-2D zone allows for a second story
to be constructed within the roofline of the detached accessory building to maximum height
of 15 feet (4.57 metres) measured from the finished floor of the building.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context
The subject property fronts Colborne Street and backs onto Park Crescent and Terry Hughes
Park, in the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood. The site is approximately 384 sq. m. (4,133
sq.ft.) and contains an existing single detached dwelling with a detached two car garage with
habitable space above as shown in Attachment 4. The house was constructed in 2001.
The subject property is primarily surrounded by Single-Detached Dwellings zoned RS-1 or
RT-2D, with one low-rise apartment zoned RM-5A located at the corner of Colborne Street
and Seventh Avenue. The adjacent properties to the north west of the subject site have the
same configuration, with habitable space above the detached garage.
4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Project Description
The applicant has submitted a Pre-Application Review (PAR) to rezone 719 Colborne Street
to allow for two additional dwelling units on the lot, currently zoned Single Detached
Dwelling Districts (Compact Lots) RT-2D. The proposal includes the conversion of an
existing room above the garage into a detached accessory dwelling unit and the conversion
of the lower level of the principal dwelling into a secondary suite. The proposed
development would retain the current dwelling and accessory structures on the site without
any changes to the exterior, the existing 0.617 FSR or the two off-street parking spaces
within the detached garage. A rezoning to a Comprehensive Development zone would be
required in order to permit the two additional accessory dwelling units being proposed. The
applicant’s Letter of Intent and preliminary drawings are included in this report as
Attachments 2 and 3.
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4.2 Project Statistics

Site Area (gross)
Site Frontage

Permitted / Required Under RT-2D
Zoning
3,000 sq.ft. (278.70 sq.m.)
No less than 10% of perimeter

Setbacks
Front Yard

10 feet (3.05m depth)

14.00 ft.

Rear Yard

Not less than twenty percent (20%) of
the depth of the site but need not
exceed 25 feet (7.62 metres)

51.60 ft. (15.72m) or
35% of site depth

Side Yard

Total of both side yards must not be
less than 7 feet (2.13 metres)

8.40 ft. (2.55m) total

35% (for buildings with two habitable
levels above grade)

22.11%

15% of site area for Detached
accessory building
Principal Building (27 feet)

10.65% (440 sq. ft.)

Site Coverage

Building Height

Off-Street Parking

Not to exceed two storeys or a height
of 15 feet for Detached accessory
buildings.
1 (current use)
3 (proposed use)

Current/Proposed
4,133 sq.ft. (384 sq.m.)
8.65m (28.38ft) or
8.00% of perimeter*

26.92 ft.
14.20 ft., 2 storeys
2 spaces

*This may have been approved as part of a variance or development permit for the
original project, which would be confirmed through review of a formal application.
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DISCUSSION

5.1 Additional Accessory Dwelling Units
Currently the RT-2D zone does not permit secondary suites or detached accessory dwelling
units. Consideration of their addition to the subject site is considered reasonable given that:
1. The size of the subject site (4,133 sq. /383.96 sq.m.) is consistent with the minimum
lot size of the RS-5 Single Detached Residential Districts (Small Lots) zone (4,000 sq.
ft. /371.61sq.m.). The RS-5 zone permits a laneway house as well as a secondary
suite.
2. The proposed units would be constructed within the existing principle and accessory
buildings with no added massing.
3. The proposed project increases housing choice in the neighbourhood by adding two
additional units to the neighbourhood, which is consistent with the intent of the
Residential Ground Oriented designation that encourages a mix of ground-oriented
infill housing options.
Does the LUPC support that staff work with the applicant to bring forward a rezoning
application to permit the addition of two dwelling units provided the proposal is consistent
with relevant design guidelines for liveability?
5.2 Size of Detached Accessory Unit
The current application states that the proposed detached accessory dwelling unit is to be
325.6 sq.ft. (30.25 sq.m.), but the minimum size for a secondary suite is 350 sq.ft. (32.52
sq.m.), or 7% smaller than permitted. Given the proposed unit would be close to the
permitted size, and the proposal would not add any additional floor space to the existing
building, the proposal is considered reasonable.
Does the LUPC support that staff work with the applicant to bring forward a formal
rezoning application including the proposed smaller than permitted rental unit?
5.3 Private Open Space
All detached accessory dwelling units under the Laneway and Carriage House Design
Guidelines are expected to have 160 square feet (14.86 sq.m.) of private open space, and 80
square feet (7.43 sq.m.) of private open space is required for secondary suites. The proposal
currently indicates only 80 sq.ft. (7.43 sq.m.) total of private open space, which would be
allocated to the detached accessory dwelling unit, which would need to be addressed in a
formal application. The location, functionality, and aesthetics of required outdoor space for
the proposed development would be evaluated as part of subsequent formal applications.
Agenda Item 20/2019
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Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant they should include the required
outdoor space for both rental units as part of a formal rezoning applica tion?
5.4 Off-Street Parking and Site Access
Generally the Zoning Bylaw requires two parking spaces for properties with a
laneway/carriage house and secondary suite. The RT-2D zone would require three parking
spaces for the three dwelling units. It would be considered reasonable from a Zoning Bylaw
perspective to allow the proposed two parking spaces; however this would have to be
reviewed and approved by the Transportation Division as part of a formal application.
Does the LUPC support that staff work with the applicant to bring forward a formal
rezoning application with two parking spaces, subject to further review by staff?
5.5 Development Permit Guidelines
A Minor Development Permit would be required to ensure the private open space and other
aspects of the rental units meet liveability expectations, and should other external changes to
the property be proposed. The application would be evaluated against the Laneway and
Carriage House Development Permit Guidelines and the Design Standards and Guidelines
for Houses with Secondary Suites, and possibly the Residential Infill Townhouse Guidelines,
as appropriate.
5.6 Tree Protection and Replacement
There are some off-site trees at 719 Colborne Street that would require an Arborist Report
and Tree Permit Application as part of a formal zoning application. Staff would work with
the applicant to retain as many healthy trees as possible and ensure compliance with Tree
Protection Bylaw requirements.
6. CONSULTATION
Following the PAR stage, should the proponents decide to submit a formal application, they
would be required to undertake public consultation as part of the Rezoning application
process. Consultation includes a presentation to the Glenbrooke North Residents
Association, a community open house, a presentation to the Advisory Planning Commission
and other City committees as required, and a public hearing.
7. REVIEW PROCESS
Feedback from the LUPC and staff will be incorporated into a PAR letter that would be
forwarded to the applicant. Should the proponents decide to submit a formal application, the
proposed project will be reviewed in accordance with the City’s Rezoning application review
process.
Agenda Item 20/2019
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8. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
This PAR inquiry has been circulated to the Engineering, Development Services, Fire, Parks
and Recreation, and Electrical Departments for review and comment. The City has a project
team-based approach for reviewing development applications. A staff-led project team has
conducted an initial review of the proposal and will continue with a more detailed review if
the proponents proceed with submitting formal applications.
9. FEEDBACK FROM LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE (LUPC)
Staff is seeking general feedback from the LUPC on the proposal, as well as comments
specifically on the following:
1. That staff work with the applicant to bring forward a rezoning application to permit
the addition of two dwelling units provided the proposal is consistent with relevant
design guidelines for liveability?
2. That staff work with the applicant to bring forward a formal rezoning application the
proposed smaller than permitted rental unit?
3. That staff advise the applicant they should include the required outdoor space for
both rental units as part of a formal rezoning application?
4. That staff work with the applicant to bring forward a formal rezoning application with
two parking spaces, subject to further review by staff?
10. OPTIONS
The following options are offered for consideration of the LUPC:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide preliminary feedback on the
proposal, including on the questions outlined in Section 9 of this report, and instruct
staff to include that and other feedback from staff in the pre-application review letter
to the applicant.
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.
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Attachment
Attachment

1: Site Context Map
2: Applicant's Letter of Intent
3: Preliminary Plans
4: Photo of existing detached accessory building

This report has been prepared by:
Cameron Barker, Planning Assistant
This report was reviewed by:
Jackie Teed, Manager of Planning

For:
Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services
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This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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Applicant's Letter of
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Attachment 3
Preliminary Plans
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Attachment 4
Photo of Existing Detached
Accessory Building
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

4/8/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

REZ00158

Item #:

19/2019

Subject:

1209 - 1217 Eighth Avenue: Rezoning and Development Permi t for Infill
Townhouses - Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 8099, 2019 for Two
Readings

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council consider
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 8099, 2019 for First and Second Readings and
forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on May 27, 2019.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Rezoning and Development Permit applications have been received to facilitate the
construction of a 22-unit, ground-oriented townhouse development for five properties
located at 1209-1217 Eighth Avenue. The development is proposed to consist of two and
three storey townhouse units spread across four buildings, with an overall Floor Space Ratio
(FSR) of 1.00.
The applicant has undertaken public consultation for the project in November 2018. The
proposal has been reviewed by the New Westminster Design Panel in December 2018 and by
the Advisory Planning Commission in March 2019, and was supported by both committees.
1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to request that the Land Use and Planning Committee
recommend that Council consider Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 8099, 2019 for First and
Second Readings and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing on May 27, 2019.
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2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan
The subject properties are designated (RGO) Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing,
which is described, in part, as follows:
Purpose: To allow a mix of ground oriented infill housing forms which are
complementary to the existing neighbourhood character. Generally forms with a
higher number of units are expected to be located on larger properties. Units can be
attached, detached or a combination of the two.
Principal Forms and Uses: Single detached dwellings, single detached dwellings on a
compact lot, duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, townhouses,
rowhouses and other equivalent ground oriented housing forms. Lots with single
detached dwellings may also include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory
dwelling unit.
Maximum Density: Low density multiple unit residential.
The proposed development is consistent with the intent of the RGO land use designation and
therefore, no Official Community Plan (OCP) amendment would be required for this
proposed development.
2.2 Development Permit Area
The subject site is located within the Ground Oriented Housing Development Permit Area
(DPA 1.2) and is subject to DPA 1.3 (Infill Townhouses and Rowhouses), which encourages
small scale infill projects that are complementary to the existing single detached dwelling
context through appropriate building form, scale, and location. The proposal is being
evaluated against the Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse Development Permit Area guidelines
concurrently with the review of the Rezoning application.
The DPA 1.3 guidelines can be accessed via:
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/DPAs___1.3_Infill_Townho use_and_Ro
whouses.pdf
Should Council adopt the proposed rezoning, the Development Permit would be brought
forward for consideration of issuance.
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2.3 Zoning Bylaw
The subject properties are currently zoned Neighbourhood Single Detached Residential
(NR-1), and would need to be rezoned to support the proposed development. The
development is proposed to be in general conformance with the Infill Townhouse and
Rowhouse Residential (RT) zone; however, the applicant is proposing a total FSR of 1.00
above grade. As such, a new Comprehensive Development (1200 Block Eighth Avenue
Townhouses) zone (CD-86) is proposed to facilitate the development.
A copy of the proposed Zoning Amendment Bylaw is attached as Appendix A.
2.4 Family-Friendly Housing Policy
As per the City’s Family-Friendly Housing Policy, the development would be required to
provide a minimum of 30% two and three bedroom units, of which at least 10% of the
overall number of units would need to contain three or more bedrooms. Based on the
applicant’s submission, all of the proposed units would have at least two bedrooms, and 20
out of the 22 proposed units (91%) would have a minimum of three bedrooms, exceeding the
minimum requirements.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context
The subject site, consisting of five lots, is located in the West End neighbourhood on Eighth
Avenue between Twelfth Street and Thirteenth Street. The properties have an approximate
combined total area of 2,697 sq. m. (29,035 sq. ft.) and slope down toward Eighth Avenue.
The lots currently contain single detached dwellings.
The subject site is predominantly surrounded by other single detached dwellings, including a
newly constructed house on the adjacent property to the west. There is also a duplex
dwelling to the south across Eighth Avenue. Beyond the single detached residential property
to the east (1207 Eighth Avenue) are three properties zoned Community Commercial
(Medium Rise) (C-2A) that are currently occupied by one-storey commercial buildings.
These commercial lots and 1207 Eighth Avenue are designated (ML) Mixed Use – Low Rise
in the OCP, and a rezoning proposal for a four-storey mixed use building could be
considered on these lots.
Eighth Avenue, which fronts the subject site, is designated as a collector road and is utilized
by transit route #128.
A site context map is included in this report as Appendix B.
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4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Project Description
The proposed development consists of 22 ground-oriented infill townhouse units. The
proposed units are in four buildings ranging in height from two to three storeys, each of
which run parallel to Eighth Avenue. There is also a proposed common amenity area and a
central courtyard that runs horizontally across the site. Plans indicate an overall density of
1.00 FSR above grade. Individual townhouse units range from approximately 92.1 sq. m.
(992 sq. ft.) to 134.8 sq. m. (1,451 sq. ft.).
The applicant is proposing a total of 25 off-street parking spaces that are accessed off of the
lane. These parking stalls include 22 resident spaces and three visitor spaces, of which two
are designated as accessible. The parking area is connected to the central courtyard via stair
access through the common amenity area and via a ramped walkway along the easterly
property line. The project includes 34 bicycle parking spaces, consisting of 28 shared spaces
within bicycle lockers along the central courtyard and six spaces via bicycle racks.
The applicant’s architectural and landscape drawings are attached as Appendix C.
4.2 Project Statistics:

Existing Site Area
Site Frontage
Average Lot Depth
Total FSR Inclusive of
Basement
Total FSR Excluding
Basement
Building Height
Residential Units
Unit Mix and FamilyFriendly Housing
Off-Street Parking
Overall
Resident
Visitor
Bicycle Parking

Agenda Item 19/2019

Permitted / Required if
Under RT Zoning
-

2,697 sq. m. (29,035 sq. ft.)
67.07 m. (220.05 ft.)
40.24 m. (132.01 ft.)

1.00 FSR
0.85 FSR

1.00 FSR
1.00 FSR

10.67 m. (35 ft.)
2 and 3 bedroom units:
Minimum 30%
3 or more bedroom units:
Minimum 10%

8.82 m. to 9.6 m. (28.95 ft. to 31.5 ft.)
22 units
1 bedroom units: 0 (0%)
2 bedroom units: 2 (9%)
3 bedroom units: 9 (41%)
3 bedroom + den units: 11 (50%)

25 spaces (2 accessible)
22 spaces
3 spaces
22 spaces

25 spaces (2 accessible)
22 spaces
3 spaces
34 spaces (28 long term shared & 6
short term)

Proposed
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Adjacent Development Potential
The property located directly to the west of the subject site (1219 Eighth Avenue) is
currently zoned Neighbourhood Single Detached Residential (NR-1). A new single detached
dwelling was recently constructed on this site and, as such, the current proposal does not
include this property. While the proposed development would render 1219 Eighth Avenue a
‘locked-in lot’ as per the Zoning Bylaw, there would remain the opportunity for this lot to be
redeveloped under the (RGO) Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing land use
designation with other forms of infill housing in the future.
The property located directly to the east of the subject site (120 7 Eighth Avenue) contains a
single detached dwelling. This site has not been included in the current proposal as it, along
with the three abutting properties fronting Twelfth Street, are designated (ML) Mixed Use –
Low Rise, with the intention that these lots could be consolidated for future consideration of
a low rise building. This is consistent with the intent of the OCP designation, which
addresses the development constraint of shallow lots on Twelfth Street.
Accordingly, a site-specific amendment to the ‘locked-in lot’ zoning provision is proposed
for the subject properties (refer to Zoning Amendment Bylaw in Appendix A).
5.2 Proposed Density and Raising of Rear Buildings
The Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse Residential (RT) zone allows for an above grade FSR
of 0.85 and an overall FSR of 1.00 including basement. The purpose of this regulation is to
ensure that the massing of buildings is suitable to the surrounding low density residential
context of infill townhouse projects.
The RT zone also specifies how far out of the ground a basement can be. The height was
chosen to both facilitate privacy on the main level, by having living space slightly above the
sidewalk level, while still minimizing the amount of stairs to this level and achieving active,
well-designed streetscape. The height of the basement out of the ground also facilitates the
creation of actual ‘basement’ space, intended to be used as bonus space such as a recreation
room, and to discourage conversion to secondary suites which are not permitte d in this zone.
The floorplans of the proposed units situate the living room and kitchen on the basement
level of the buildings. Given this, the applicant is proposing to raise the two buildings at the
back of the site above grade. This would provide better natural lighting and livability for this
level and would not be convertible to a secondary suite due to this being primary living space
for the units. As a result, the density distribution would change so that the overall 1.00 FSR
is all above grade.
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It should be noted that the change in the above grade FSR does not meet the intent of the RT
zoning density regulations in terms of limiting the above grade massing. Therefore, the
applicant’s request is considered a site-specific pilot project, which would allow staff an
opportunity to evaluate its appropriateness and outcome as part of the infill housing
monitoring program. Through this evaluation, staff would determine if this approach should
be considered for other projects. If so, staff would propose an amendment to the RT zoning
district, which would be presented to Council at the conclusion of the monitoring program.
Staff recommends that no other projects take this approach until the further analysis is
complete.
5.3 Off-Street Parking
The applications propose a total of 25 off-street parking spaces, as per minimum Zoning
Bylaw requirements. The initial submission at the Preliminary Application Review stage
proposed a higher number of parking spaces; however, as the parking area was previously
encroaching into the central courtyard, the reduced parking allows for an increase in the
amount and quality of the outdoor open space.
The applicant has also since incorporated bicycle parking spaces, consisting of a mix of
bicycle lockers along the central courtyard and bicycle racks near the site entrance and at the
end of the courtyard.
At their presentation to the Advisory Planning Commission, the applicant indicated that there
may be further discussions with car-sharing companies at a later stage. However, the
proposal currently does not include car-sharing parking spaces, which are not required for
this application.
5.4 Open Space and Trees
A centralized common amenity area is proposed to the south of the parking area between the
two rear buildings. It includes benches, tables, and in response to the Land Use and Planning
Committee, a children’s play space that incorporates natural play elements. Open space for
individual townhouse units is provided through private patios, gardens, and decks.
Based on the submitted arborist report, which has been reviewed by the City’s arborist staff,
the development includes the proposed removal of six trees on site (four protected and two
undersized) and the retention of one tree on the neighbouring property to the east. The
applicant is proposing a total of 20 new trees on the subject site, as shown on the landscape
drawings, exceeding the Tree Bylaw’s requirements for replacement trees.
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5.5 Voluntary Amenity Contributions
Where a property is not required to fund amenities through density bonus, the City accepts
Voluntary Amenity Contributions (VACs) as part of development proposals requesting an
increase in development entitlements (e.g. additional density, land use changes, variances
resulting in a substantial increase in floor space that cannot be achieved under existing
zoning). As such, the applicant is offering a VAC as part of the proposed Rezoning
application in the amount of $51,500, which staff considers reasonable.
6. CONSULTATION
6.1 Public Consultation
As part of the public consultation process, the applicant has undertaken the following:
 Public Open House at the New Westminster Secondary School Library from 6:00 pm
to 8:00 pm on November 22, 2018
 Presentation to the West End Residents’ Association on November 27, 201 8
A summary of the two above events, including the feedback received and the responses
offered by the applicant team, are provided in the applicant’s Public Consultation Summary
Report (Appendix D).
6.2 New Westminster Design Panel
The applicant presented the proposed project to the New Westminster Design Panel (NWDP)
on December 11, 2018.
A copy of the NWDP Report can be accessed via the following link (refer to Item 4.1):
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/AGENDA_PACKAGE_PART_1(v1)___
December_11_2018.pdf
A copy of the NWDP Meeting Minutes can be accessed via the following link (refer to Item
4.1):
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/NWDP_2018_Dec_11_Minutes.pdf
The following resolution was put forth by the Panel:
MOVED
THAT the project return to New Westminster Design Panel with further design
development addressing the concerns raised by the Panel.
NOT SECONDED.
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the New Westminster Design Panel support the project, with consideration of
the panel’s comments in regards to:
 Wood material choice;
 Parking layout and its relationship to lane and planting;
 A review of the stairs down from driveway to the courtyard.
CARRIED.
Chris Block and Meredith Mitchell voted against the motion.
The applicant has since provided some additional information or made the following changes
to the proposal:
 Changing the woodgrain steel siding to fibre cement lap siding
 Incorporating a change in material texture and colour to the side building elevations to
animate the previously blank end facades
 Adding a landing break midway through the stairs that connect between the parking
area and the central courtyard as well as additional breaks along the walkways
 Adding wheel stops for all parking stalls
 Showing vehicle placement and turning movements for the visitor stall adjacent to the
common amenity area
 Incorporating an area for play sand to the children’s play area to encourage informal
play
6.3 Advisory Planning Commission
The Advisory Planning Commission reviewed the proposed project on March 19, 2019 and
following discussion, recommended support:
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Advisory Planning Commission recommend that Council approve the 1209 1217 Eighth Avenue rezoning and development permit applications for a 22 unit infill
townhouse project.
CARRIED
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
A draft copy of the minutes from this meeting is attached as Appendix E.
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7. REVIEW PROCESS
The proposed project has completed the following steps in the application review process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Preliminary report to the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC) (October 1,
2018)
Preliminary information report to Council (November 19, 2018)
Inter-departmental review with project team and other City departments (as
required)
Applicant-led Public Open House (November 22, 2018)
Presentation to the West End Residents’ Association (November 27, 2018)
Review by the New Westminster Design Panel (December 11, 2018)
Review by the Advisory Planning Commission (March 19, 2019)

The following are anticipated next steps:
8.

LUPC referral of applications to Council for consideration of First and Second
Readings of proposed Zoning Amendment Bylaw (we are here)
9. Report to Council for consideration of First and Second Readings of proposed
Zoning Amendment Bylaw and to schedule a Public Hearing (April 2019)
10. Public Hearing and Council consideration of Third Reading of proposed Zoning
Amendment Bylaw (May 2019)
11. Council consideration of Final Reading and Adoption of proposed Zoning
Amendment Bylaw (TBD)
12. Council consideration of Development Permit issuance (TBD)
8. ADOPTION AND SERVICING REQUIREMENTS
8.1 Adoption Requirements
Items that will need to be addressed by the applicant prior to the adoption of Zoning
Amendment Bylaw No. 8099, 2019 include, but not limited to, the following:
 Registration of a Section 219 Restrictive Covenant for off-street parking
 Registration of the lane Statutory Right of Way
 Submission of a detailed Landscape Cost Estimate and provision of 125% of cost
estimate as security for landscaping
 Payment of Voluntary Amenity Contribution
 Preliminary civil drawing review and initiating work with Engineering Services on a
Works and Services Agreement, as per the attached memo (Appendix F)
 Any other required documentation
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8.2 Site Servicing and Off-Site Improvements
The proposal has been reviewed by the City’s Engineering Services Department regarding
required site servicing and off-site improvements. The attached Engineering Services Memo
(Appendix F) outlines the improvements that would be required to facilitate the proposed
development. Such improvements would need to be provided in accordance with City
standards, as determined by the Director of Engineering.
9. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The City has now initiated a project-based team approach for reviewing development
applications. A staff-led project team has been assigned to review this proposed project.
10. OPTIONS
The following options are offered for the LUPC’s consideration:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council consider Zoning
Amendment Bylaw No. 8099, 2019 for First and Second Readings and forward the
Bylaw to a Public Hearing on May 27, 2019.
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix

A: Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 8099, 2019
B: Site Context Map
C: Architectural and Landscape Drawings
D: Public Consultation Summary Report
E: Draft Copy of March 19, 2019 Advisory Planning Commission Meeting
Minutes
Appendix F: Engineering Services Memo
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For:
Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services
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Appendix A
Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 8099, 2019
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CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER
ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW NO. 8099, 2019
A Bylaw to Amend Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001.

WHEREAS the Council has adopted a zoning bylaw under Part 14 of the Local Government Act,
and wishes to amend the bylaw; and
THE CITY COUNCIL of the City of New Westminster, in open meeting assembled, ENACTS
AS FOLLOWS:
1.

This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 8099,
2019”.

2.

Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001 is hereby amended as follows:
a) Adding as section 1086 the regulations attached to this Bylaw as Schedule A;
b) Rezoning the lands which are situated within the City of New Westminster, British
Columbia and included in the table below from Neighbourhood Single Detached
Residential Districts (NR-1) to Comprehensive Development District (1200 Block
Eighth Avenue Townhouses) (CD-86), and amending the Zoning Map annexed as
Appendix “A” to Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001 to reflect this rezoning.
Address
1209 Eighth Avenue
1211 Eighth Avenue
1213 Eighth Avenue
1215 Eighth Avenue
1217 Eighth Avenue

PID
003-785-785
007-561-733
011-086-041
003-002-675
011-086-068

Legal Description
Lot 15 Suburban Block 12 Plan 4325
Lot 16 Suburban Block 12 Plan 4325
Lot 17 Suburban Block 12 Plan 4325
Lot 18 Suburban Block 12 Plan 4325
Lot 19 Suburban Block 12 Plan 4325

GIVEN FIRST READING this ___________ day of __________________, 2019.

GIVEN SECOND READING this ___________ day of __________________, 2019.

PUBLIC HEARING held this ___________ day of __________________, 2019.

GIVEN THIRD READING this ___________ day of __________________, 2019.
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ADOPTED and the Seal of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster affixed this
___________ day of __________________, 2019.

______________________________
MAYOR, JONATHAN X. COTE

______________________________
JACQUE KILLAWEE, CITY CLERK
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Schedule A to Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 8099, 2019
Comprehensive Development District (1200 Block Eighth Avenue Townhouses) (CD-86)
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Comprehensive Development District (1200 Block Eighth
Avenue Townhouses) (CD-86)
The intent of this district is to, in combination with the design
guidelines for infill townhouse and rowhouse within the Official
Community Plan, allow 22 infill townhouse units.

Permitted Principal and Accessory Uses
1086 .2

In the CD-86 District, the principal and accessory uses permitted in the
Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse Residential District (RT) zone and no
other uses, shall be permitted.

Density
1086 .3

The total floor space ratio shall not exceed 1.00.

Principal Building Height
1086 .4

All principal buildings and structures as shown on the plans attached to
this district as Supplementary Plans #1 and #2 shall not exceed the
following heights as measured from averaged, existing grade at the
four corners of the building to the highest point of the building:
Building

Building Height

Building 1

9.58 metres (31.43 feet)

Building 2

9.6 metres (31.5 feet)

Building 3

8.82 metres (28.95 feet)

Building 4

8.97 metres (29.42 feet)

Detached Accessory Building Regulations
1086 .5

Detached accessory buildings shall be in accordance with the Infill
Townhouse and Rowhouse Residential District (RT) zone.
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Off-Street Parking and Loading Requirements
1086 .6

Off-street automobile parking shall be provided in accordance with the
Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse Residential District (RT) zone.

1086 .7

Off-street bicycle parking shall be provided in accordance with the
Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse Residential District (RT) zone.

1086 .8

Off-street loading shall be provided in accordance with the Infill
Townhouse and Rowhouse Residential District (RT) zone.

Locked-in Lot
1086 .9

The Locked-in Lot provision under Section 170 of this bylaw shall not
apply.
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Appendix B
Site Context Map
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Mixed Use – Low
Rise Designated
Properties

Subject Site
Newly Constructed
Single Detached
Dwelling
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Appendix C
Architectural and
Landscape Drawings
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CIVIC ADDRESS
1209, 1211, 1213, 1215, 1217 EIGHTH AVENUE
NEW WESTMINSTER, BC

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
LOT 15 THROUGH 19, BLOCK 12, PLAN 4325

REVISIONS
MOODY PARK

LOT AREA
LOT AREA (Ha.)
LOT AREA (SF)

0.270 Ha
(29,035 SF)

-

11278.4 SF (38.8%)

4.27 M (14')/ 5.79 M (19')
7.62 M (25')
1.83 M (6')
1.83 M (6')

4.27 M (14')/ 5.79 M (19')
7.62 M (25')
1.83 M (6')
1.83 M (6')

BUILDING 1

10.67 M (35')

3 STOREYS (31.4')

BUILDING 2

10.67 M (35')

3 STOREYS (31.5')

BUILDING 3

10.67 M (35')

3 STOREYS (28.9')

BUILDING 4

10.67 M (35')

3 STOREYS (29.4')
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PROPOSED PROJECT

JAN. 19, 2018
AUG. 2, 2018
SEPT. 18, 2018
OCT. 25, 2018
NOV. 28, 2018
JAN. 29, 2019
FEB. 13, 2019

T

SITE COVERAGE

EE

SITE COVERAGE

ISSUED FOR PRE-APPLICATION
ISSUED FOR REZONING/DP
ISSUED FOR CITY REVIEW
RE-ISSUED FOR REZONING/DP
ISSUED FOR NWDP
RE-ISSUED FOR REZONING/DP
ISSUED FOR APC

SETBACKS
FRONT (EIGHTH AVENUE)
REAR (LANE)
SIDE #1 (1219)
SIDE #2 (1209)

13
S
TR

BUILDING HEIGHT

E

L
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EE
T

180-270 SF PER UNIT
866 SF

ST

160 SF PER UNIT
-

E
2

1.00
0.00

A
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T

0.85
0.15
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E

29,008 SF
0 SF
29,008 SF

E

-
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V

1

TR

0
2
9
11
22

E

T

EI
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-
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E

14

NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL UNITS
ONE-BEDROOM UNITS
TWO-BEDROOM UNITS
THREE-BEDROOM UNITS
THREE-BEDROOM + DEN UNITS
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNITS

A

TOTAL BUILDING FLOOR AREA
RESIDENTIAL (ABOVE GRADE)
RESIDENTIAL (BELOW GRADE)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL

DENSITY
FLOOR SPACE RATIO (FSR) ABOVE GRADE
FLOOR SPACE RATIO (FSR) BASEMENT

7

TH

A

V

E

N

U

E

AMENITY SPACE
PRIVATE OURDOOR SPACE AREA
COMMON OURDOOR SPACE AREA

PARKING
RESIDENT SPACES
PARKADE (1 PER UNIT)
SMALL CAR (Max. 30%)
ACCESSIBLE (2 PER 40 STALLS PROVIDED)
TOTAL RESIDENT SPACES

22
7
2

0
19
1
2

22

22

-

-

6

SMALL CAR
TOTAL VISITOR SPACES
TOTAL REQUIRED SPACES

3

3
3

25

25

28

28

6

6

BICYCLE SPACES
RESIDENT SPACES (1.25 PER UNIT)
VISITOR SPACES

DRAWING LIST
COVER SHEET

N

U

E

ARCHITECTURAL

AREA CALCULATIONS
UNIT AREA TOTALS
UNIT TYPE

QUANTITY IN
PHASE 1

QUANTITY IN
PHASE 2

QUANTITY IN
PHASE 3

TOTAL QUANTITY

A
AE
B
BE
C
C2

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

8
3
6
3
1
1

TOTAL

0

0

0

22

UNIT FLOOR AREA UNIT FLOOR AREA
(GROSS)
(NET)
1,435.6
1,450.6
1,236.2
1,250.1
1,011.9
991.8

TOTAL FLOOR
AREA (GROSS)

TOTAL FLOOR
AREA (NET)

1,435.6
1,450.6
1,236.2
1,250.1
1,011.9
991.8

11,485
4,352
7,417
3,750
1,012
992

11,485
4,352
7,417
3,750
1,012
992

TOTAL AREA:

29,008 SF

29,008 SF
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Existing Tree Summary
1 tree exists on neighbouring site - to be retained and protected
6 trees exist on site and are to be removed
4 of the 6 for removal are 20cm Dbh or greater
Compensation planting at 2 trees for each 1 removed.
Tree #1 (Holly) to be replaced at 1:1 ratio.

concrete lids

Compensation requirement = 3 @ 2:1 ratio = 6 trees
Compensation requirement = 1 @ 1:1 ratio = 1 tree
Total comepnsation trees = 6 + 1 = 7 total
20 new trees proposed. Refer to planting plan and plant list.
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3'-0"

updated January 29, 2019
COMMON NAME

SIZE

Metal gate
posts: 50mm box section with welded cap
top and bottom rail: 38mm box section
3" aluminum slats with 1/2" spacing
flange plate for attachment to post footing or concrete paving
All welded construction, aluminum.
Black posts and rails, with grey slats
Gates to be 900 wide with two hinges,
self closing with lockable latch

SPACING

4

Acer palmatum Osakazuki

Green Japanese Maple

2.0m tall, multi stem

3

Acer rubrum Red Sunset

Red Sunset Red Maple

4

Cornus florida Rubra

Pink Flowering Dogwood

6cm Cal, WB
2.0m Std. Street tree
2.25m tall, multi stem

3

Magnolia Galaxy

Galaxy Magnolia

6cm Cal, WB

3'-0"

SYMBOL QTY. BOTANICAL NAME
TREES

Pathway paving or landscape

6cm Cal, WB
path paving

Street trees to be confirmed through separate off-site application
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44.01

Yard and Patio268.06
Dimensions
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271.56
272.02t
268.27
268.49 272.08t
16'-0"

270.90
269.01
268.56

SYMBOL QTY. BOTANICAL NAME
SHRUBS
12
Arbutus undeo Compacta
56
Azalea japonica Hino Crimson
30
Calluna vulgaris
v
11
Cornus stolonifera
6
Euonymus alata 'Compactus'
72
Hydrangea macrophylla FP
12
Mahonia aquifolium
12
Physocarpus opulifolius Diabolo
10
Pieris japonica compacta
77
Polystichum munitum
66
Potentilla fruiticosa Red Ace
55
Rhododendron 'Ramapo'
39
Rhododendron Vulcan
80
Sarcococca H. Humilis
16
Skimmia j. macrophylla M + F
43
Spiraea x Bumalda Gold Flame
6
Weigelia florida MW

COMMON NAME

SIZE

SPACING

Compact Strawberry Bush
Hino Crimson Azalea
Pink Heather
Red Twig Dogwood
Dwarf Burning Bush
Forever Pink Hydrangea
Oregon Grape
Diabolo Ninebark
Dwarf Pieris
Western Sword Fern
Red Ace Shrubby Cinquefoil
Dwarf Red Rhodo
Red Vulcan Rhododendron
Himalayan Sweet Box
Skimmia (male and female)
Gold Flame Spirea
Midnight Wine Weigelia

#2 pot
#2 pot
#1 pot
#2 pot
#2 pot
#2 pot
#2 pot
#2 pot
#1 pot
#1 pot
#1 pot
#2 pot
#5 pot
#1 pot
#5 pot
#2 pot
#2 pot

900 o.c.
900 o.c.
450 o.c.
900 o.c
900 o.c
500 o.c
750 o.c.
800 o.c.
800 o.c.
600 o.c
650 o.c.
750 o.c
900 o.c
450 o.c.
900 o.c.
900 o.c.
750 o.c.

GROUND COVERS
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi VJ
48
Gaultheria shallon
Hypericum calycinum
30
Mahonia nervosa
Pachysandra terminalis

Vancouver Jade Kinnikinick
Salal
St. Johnswort
Longleaf Mahonia
Japanese Spurge

#1 pot
#1 pot
10cm pot
#1 pot
10cm pot

500 o.c
500 o.c
300 o.c
450 o.c
450 o.c

PERENNIALS AND GRASSES
Astilbe chinensis
Echinacea purpurea'Magnus'
Hemerocallis 'Happy Returns'
Hosta sieboldiana 'Elegans'
Rudbeckia fulgida 'Goldstrum'

Chinese Astilbe
Magnus Purple Coneflower
Happy Returns Daylily
Elegans Plantain Lily
Black-Eyed Susan

#1 pot
#1 pot
#1 pot
#1 pot
#1 pot

450 o.c
450 o.c
500 o.c
500 o.c
450 o.c

Bicycle Racks - 2 bike capacity
Staple or U shape, black powdercoat finish

#1 pot
#1 pot

#

DATE

1. 21 Nov.18

9'-1"
4'-2"
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Advisory Design Panel
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Rezoning / Development Permit

3. Mar 26.19

Rezoning / Development Permit

Top panel
3” aluminum slats 1” spacing
Rails and posts - 2” box section
Painted black

Lower panel
3” aluminum slats 1/4” spacing
Painted grey

Greenway
Landscape Architecture
2280 Park Crescent
Coquitlam BC V3J 6T4
T 604 461 9120
E paul@greenwayla.ca
gap - 4” to 6”

Paul Whitehead RBCSLA
Registered Landscape Architect #246

Concrete footing 28 MPa
250Øx 600 deep.
Slope top.

End Elevation
CLIENT

500o.c.
300 o.c

NOTES:
1) In case of discrepancy between plant numbers on this list and on the plan, the plan shall prevail.
2) All planting shall be in accordance with BCSLA/BCLNA Landscape Standard, latest edition.

9'-1"

1" = 1' - 0"

competent subgrade

Pennisetum alopecuroides 'Hameln' Hameln Fountain Grass
Stipa tenuissima
Mexican Feather Grass

All drawings remain the property of
Greenway Landscape Architecture.
Use for any purpose and reproduction
only by written consent.
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Low Metal Fence and Gate
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Post - Typical Section
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Appendix D
Public Consultation
Summary Report
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December 5, 2018

Corporation of the City of New Westminster
Development Services Department – Planning Division
511 Royal Avenue,
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9
Att.: Dilys Huang
RE: Public Consultation Report for 1209-1217 Eighth Ave Infill Townhouse Project
Dear Dilys,
On August 2, 2018, Canada West Development Ltd. applied for a Rezoning Application and a
Development Permit Application submitted for 1209, 1211, 1213, 1215, & 1217 Eighth Avenue.
As per our application we have proposed to construct a 22-Unit Ground-Oriented Infill
Townhouse complex on the subject site. The complex named Elina will consist of 20 ThreeStorey, 3-Bed, 2.5-Bath townhomes and 2 Two-Storey, 2-Bed, 1.5-Bath townhomes. A total of
22 resident parking stalls and 3 visitor parking stalls are proposed on site. Additionally a
common amenity green space of 866sqft will also be built inside the complex.
As part of our application process, we have held two public consultation events with the
following details:
EVENT 1: Public Consultation Open House
Date:
Thursday, November 22, 2018
Time:
6pm to 8pm (drop-in event)
Formal presentation at 6:45pm followed by Q&A session
Location:
Library of New Westminster Secondary School, 835 Eighth Street
Event Notification:
 Invitation Letter (see Appendix I) mailed to 196 Addresses provided by
the city of New Westminster.
 ¼ page newspaper ad from Nov 8 to Nov22 in New Westminster
RECORD (see Appendix II)
Event Material:
 Nine 24”x36” Display Boards
 Powerpoint Presentation
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Sign-in Sheet
Comment Form
Comment Box
Refreshments






Arash Haidari – Canada West Development Ltd.
Arman Haidari – Canada West Development Ltd.
Dasha Zubkova – Formwerks Architecture
Scott Zukiwsky – Liberty Construction

Project Staff:

EVENT 2: West End Residents’ Association (WERA) Meeting Presentation
Date:
Tuesday, November 27, 2018
Time:
7pm
Formal presentation followed by Q&A session
Location:
Unity in Action Church, 1630 Edinburgh Street
Event Notification:
 Invitation e-mails sent by WERA secretary to the members on Nov 5 &
Nov. 26 (see Appendix III)
 Announcement of the meeting by Canada West at Public Consultation
Open House
Event Material:
 Powerpoint Presentation
 Sign-in Sheet
 Comment Form
 Comment Box
Project Staff:
 Arash Haidari – Canada West Development Ltd.
 Arman Haidari – Canada West Development Ltd.
 Dasha Zubkova – Formwerks Architecture
 Andrew Cook – Formwerks Architecture
The following details the summary of feedback, comments, and Q&A across the two meetings:
1) Number of Attendees:
 Public Consultation Open House = 15 public attendees + 4 project staff + 1 city staff
 WERA Meeting
= 9 public attendees + 4 project staff + 1 city staff
2) Sign-in Sheet:
 At neither of the events did people fill the sign-in sheet despite multiple requests by
Canada West Development Staff.
3) Comments Forms:
 Public was notified of various ways to submit comments by Nov. 30 th (comment box,
email, or mail). However only one single comment form was received from the two
meetings (see Appendix IV).
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WREA Secretary Treasurer informed us via email that he was impressed with the
presentation and the project. See Appendix V for the email.

4) Summary of Event Participant Feedback, Comments, and Q&A Engagement
 One of the themes of the conversations with the participants was with respect to the
parking of construction equipment and various construction vehicles during the
construction of the project. Residents confessed they had not experienced a project of
this size in the neighborhood and that their experience with smaller projects has been
the operation of construction creates, while temporary, parking issues in the area. We
explained that our construction site is very large and that our trades and equipment
will be parked onsite during the construction given the size we have and that the
impact to local traffic and parking will be minimal.
 Multiple questions raised with regards to the length of construction. We provided
them with an approximate timeline and explained key factors that would impact the
schedule.
 Question was raised about having a sign with project contact info during construction.
We explained that there will be signs on the site as well as a site office and that there
will easy ways for them to raise any concerns during construction.
 Question was raised about construction hours and construction days. Our construction
staff member explained the details.
 Question was raised about recycling of demolition debris during construction. Our
construction staff explained that there will some salvage by previous owners first.
Second the hazardous material will be removed. Third the demolition crew will
demolish, separate and recycle whatever material that can be recycled. We also
explained that this ties into our Built Green initiative.
 Resident of 1219 Eighth Ave (immediate neighbor) raised concern about street
parking post construction. They were wondering if any action is taken to restrict street
parking on Eighth Ave. We explained that on street parking restriction falls within
city’s responsibility and has to be taken up with the city.
 Resident of 1219 also asked about fencing next to their property line and also asked
us about the process for the taking out of the tree next to their property should we be
required to take it out. We explained the process to them and ensured them that there
are methodologies for such tasks to ensure no damage is done to their property.
 Another two residents raised questions about lane traffic and number of off-site
parking stalls. We explained that densification will increase traffic, specially during
rush hours but that we have complied to the zoning by-law requirement with respect
to resident and visitor stalls. We also explained that we had scarified possible
additional on-site parking stalls in favor of common amenity area. We also explained
that we have provided 34 bike storage spaces to encourage other forms of
transportation.
 We spent significant portion of our presentation explaining the reduction of basement
FSR to 0. We specifically requested and asked for feedback. Participants
demonstrated no concern about the basement FSR reduction and were generally is
support of it.
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Question was raised about location of garbage area. We pointed to the location on site
plan.
Question was raised about availability of electric vehicle charging facilities. We
answered yes
Question was raised if we will have Air Conditioner in the units. The answer was no.
Question was asked if we will provide HRV inside the units. The answer was yes.
Question was raised about the price of end products. We declined to provide any
pricing information at this time.
Question was raised about pre-sales. We explained that there is a possibility that we
will do pre-sales and that the decision on that will be made at a later date.
Suggestion about looking into solar garden. It was discussed that will be something
between individual owners of the units and the power company to discuss.
Question was raised if sewer/storm pipes will run through the lane. We explained our
proposal is to run them through Eighth Ave.
Question was raised about the grade difference between Eighth Ave and the side
walk. We explained that is city property and we will not be changing the grade. Just
renewing the side walk and most likely gutter and curbs and asphalt on the street.
Question was raised about the definition of Ground Oriented Units. Our design staff
provided explanation.
Overall we received positive feedback from participants in regards to our site plan,
our common amenity area, our floor plans, our building design and elevations.
Our Built Green Gold initiative and compliance to Energy Step Code 3 received
positive feedback.

5) WERA Meeting Minutes
 See Appendix VI for the formal WERA meeting minutes issued by WERA Secretary
Treasurer.
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APPENDIX I
INVITATION LETTER MAILED TO 196
ADDRESSES PROVIED BY CITY OF NEW
WESTMISTER
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APPENDIX II
¼ page newspaper ad from Nov 8 to Nov22 in New
Westminster RECORD
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APPENDIX III
Invitation e-mails sent by WERA secretary to the
members on Nov 5 & Nov. 26
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APPENDIX IV
COMMENT FORMS SUBMITTED BY
PARTICIPANTS
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APPENDIX V
FEEDBACK EMAIL FROM WERA SECRETARY
TREASURER
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APPENDIX VI
FORMAL WERA MEETING MINUTES
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WERA General Meeting of November 27, 2018
http://www.mywestend.blogspot.com Email: mywestend@telus.net
Twitter: @WERANewWest
Meeting commenced: 19:02.
Chair: Elmer Rudolph; Recorder: Gavin McLeod
Number of attendees: 14
Presentation by Canada West General Manager Arash Haidari
ELINA Townhomes in New Westminster
Description : 22 Townhomes
Location
:1207-1217 8th Ave., New Westminster, BC
Est. Start
: Summer 2019
Est. Finish : Winter 2020/21
Unit Info: :
20x1236-1450sqft, 3-Level, 3 BDRM, 2.5 BATH, On Grade Parking, Crawl Space, Balcony, Private
Outdoor Yard
2x989-1038sqft, 2-Level, 2 BDRM, 1.5 BATH, On Grade Parking, Crawl Space, Roof Deck, Private
Outdoor Yard
22 townhomes
There will be off street parking for residents and guests as well as secure bicycle parking.
Project will be “Built Green Canada and BC level 3 Step Codc. Heating by baseboard electricity.
Pricing is not available at this time and no decision on presales.
Approval of minutes of previous meetings: Motion to approve minutes of September 25, 2018, moved
by Patty Holmes seconded by Margaret McBride, approved.
Additional Agenda Items: West End Dog Park, commercial vehicle checks in New Westminster.
Update on Stewardson Way Overpass: Gavin contacted Elena Farmer, project manager for the
overpass. Tenders were issued in October and a vendor has been chosen. Further information is not
available to the public, completion is required by March 2019.
Neighbourhood Traffic Advisory Committee: Frank Norman reported that the November 13th meeting
was cancelled. There was discussion about a new process for neighbourhoods to get speed bumps
installed in neighbourhoods.
ACTIBIPED: Mary Wilson reported that there are planned improvements for Skytrain stations including
the 22nd Street station. The city will also be working in the area Bus service from the station my be
difficult. Bay 10 at the New Westminster Skytrain station does not have a shelter due to the narrowness of
the sidewalk. There is a proposed pedestrian crossing for 11th and Royal, a heavily used truck route.
West End Off Leash Dog: : The official dog park is located close to the 22nd street station and is
surrounded by Stewardson Way and the Queensborough Bridge on and off ramps, it is also unattractive
with lots of gravel and very little vegetation. It was suggested that the lower part of Grimston park would
be a much better choice.
Commercial Vehicle Inspection Blitz: A two-day vehicle inspection blitz in New Westminster has
netted more than $19,000 in fines and $12,800 in bylaw tickets. The police department’s
commercial vehicle enforcement and traffic units led the vehicle inspection operation between
Oct. 2 and 4 in partnership with the provincial commercial vehicle safety and enforcement
branch. The goal was to make sure business vehicles travelling through the city are properly
maintained and safe, according to a police press release. In all, 314 vehicles were inspected,
and more than half had deficiencies that had to be repaired right away. Only 23 vehicles passed
inspection without any issues while 122 required minor repairs, according to the release.
Vehicles that were inspected included: cargo vans, pick-up trucks, small delivery vehicles and
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trades vehicles among other larger commercial vehicles. The New Westminster Police
Department is one of the very few police departments that maintain a dedicated team of
commercial vehicle inspectors, Officers observed a number of different issues, ranging from
minor things that could be repaired on site, to major issues which required the vehicle to be
towed. Officers focused on a number of mechanical components and driver qualifications
including brakes, tires, lights, steering, load security, driver licensing and driver fatigue.
Inspections included a quick visual check plus a look into the carrier’s history, Elmer suggested
that there should be a provincial program of inspection as it is obvious that there are problems.
A CBC Marketplace program revealed problems with commercial truck driver training across
Canada.
Election of Officers: The biannual election of officers was held.
President (incumbent Elmer Rudolph), Elmer stood down while nominations and election took
placed, temporarily replaced by Gavin McLeod
Nominations: Elmer Rudolph was nominated by Gavin McLeod
No other nominations. Elmer Rudolph accepted the nomination and was elected by acclamation.
Vice President (incumbent Frank Norman):
Nominations: Frank Norman was nominated, no other nominations. Frank Norman accepted the
nomination and was declared elected by acclamation.
Secretary Treasurer (incumbent Gavin McLeod)
Nominations: Gavin McLeod was nominated, no other nominations. Gavin McLeod accepted the
nomination and was declared elected by acclamation.
WERA Financial Report (Gavin McLeod): Gavin McLeod reported on the accounts as of October
2018
Annual Donation to Unity in Action Church (Elmer Rudolph): A motion was passed to increase
the donation from $50 to $75 to Unity in Action Church for use of the facility for one year.
M/S/Carried
Membership Dues Collection: The annual $2 membership fee was collected.
.
Meeting Adjourned: 21:03
Next Meeting: Tentatively scheduled for Tuesday January 22, 2018 at Unity in Action Church from 7 pm
to 9 pm.
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Appendix E
Draft Copy of March 19, 2019
Advisory Planning Commission
Meeting Minutes
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ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION
Tuesday, March 19, 2019 at 6:30 p.m.
Council Chambers

MINUTES
VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:
Christa MacArthur
- Chair/Community Member
Ken Bourdeau
- Vice-Chair/Community Member
Darlene Carty
- Community Member
Margaret Fairweather
- Community Member
Andrew Feltham
- Community Member
VOTING MEMBER REGRETS:
Rebecca Bateman
- Community Member
Stephen Beasley
- Community Member
Tobi May
- Community Member
Melinda Michael
- Community Member
GUESTS:
Arash Haidari
Andrew Cook
Paul Whitehead

- Canada West Development Ltd.
- Formwerks Architectural
- Greenway Landscape Architecture

STAFF:
Jackie Teed
Rupinder Basi
Dilys Huang
Carilyn Cook

- Manager, Planning
- Senior Planner
- Planning Technician
- Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m.
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1.0

HOUSEKEEPING

1.1

Orientation and Oaths of Office – Carilyn Cook, Committee Clerk
Carilyn Cook, Committee Clerk, briefly introduced herself and, after a short
roundtable introduction of Commission members, Ms. Cook commenced with her
presentation which included the role of advisory committees/commissions, the
terms of reference, meeting attendance and quorum, meeting conduct, City
policies & freedom of information, and, lastly, oaths of office.

Procedural note: Item 4.1 – Planning Policy Orientation was addressed at this time.
2.0

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA

2.1

There were no additions.

3.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

3.1

Adoption of the Minutes of Tuesday, January 15, 2019
To be adopted at the April 16, 2019 meeting of the Advisory Planning
Commission.

4.0

INFORMATION PRESENTATIONS

4.1

Planning Policy Orientation – Jackie Teed, Manager, Planning & Rupinder
Basi, Senior Planner
Ms. Teed and Mr. Basi provided a Planning Policy Orientation for Commission
members which included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Statutory Role of the Commission;
Terms of Reference;
Development Review Steps (simplified);
Scope of Review;
Meeting Format;
Key City Policy Documents to Consider;
Key Regional Policy Document to Consider;
Additional Land Use Policies; and,
Staff Roles

Procedural note: Item 6.1 – Appointment of Chair and Vice-Chair was addressed at this
time.
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5.0

REZONING

5.1

1209-1217 Eighth Avenue (REZ00158) – Dilys Huang, Planning Analyst
Dilys Huang, Planning Technician, summarized the staff report dated March 19,
2019, regarding a rezoning and development permit application for a 22 unit infill
housing project at 1209-1217 Eighth Avenue.
In response to questions from the Commission, staff provided the following
information:
• Infill housing covers a wide range of housing types including townhouses,
duplexes, triplexes, etc., which are built within an already existing
neighbourhood;
• The intention of the FSR split is to reduce the building bulk that is visible
above grade, ensuring that the structure is appropriate for the neighbourhood;
• A report will be going to Council with respect to the allocation of the voluntary
amenity contribution which will be used to address population growth within
the broader community;
• Public transportation in the area was reviewed by the City’s transportation
staff; however, a transportation study was not identified as a requirement;
• With respect to the house located at 1207 Eighth Street potentially becoming
an orphaned property, this is something that would be reviewed in the future.
Currently, the land use designation for this lot is different than the designation
for the subject sites;
• While property owners are always encouraged to work with each other with
respect to creating good parcel sizes, owners cannot be forced to sell their
properties. If there is a future development proposal that does not include the
1207 Eighth Avenue property, the applicant would need to demonstrate how it
could be developed on its own;
• It is the City’s practice to discourage orphan properties and to try to ensure that
boundaries work from a development perspective. Staff can follow up with the
policy planner to provide more background on this issue for Commission
members; and,
• Currently, the City is working on phase two of the Infill Housing Program
which looks at other housing forms that would also fall under the RGO
designation, specifically duplexes or triplexes. At the moment, infill
townhouses would be captured under the RGO designation as well; and,
• With respect to the OCP, the intent is to provide different housing options
taking into consideration various lot challenges, what the constraints are, etc.,
for each particular lot and which may dictate what types of housing can be
built on the site. Staff are monitoring the applications coming in with the goal
being to get a mix of different housing forms within the City.
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Andrew Cook of Formwerks Architectural and Paul Whitehead of Greenway
Landscape Architecture provided the Commission with a PowerPoint presentation
covering the following information:
•
•
•
•

The goal is to achieve a family-friendly development;
The project will have modern, clean lines, with a natural palette;
The massing will be tiered down to two floors near the single family house;
Parking will be accessed from the laneway with bike lockers and bike racks
also being provided;
• A courtyard in the middle of the development will provide a natural play
environment for children; and,
• Residents will have private outdoor space in the front and rear of their
dwellings.
In response to questions from the Commission, Messrs. Cook and Whitehead
provided the following information:
• The New West Design Panel did not address stepping down the units to the
east; however, there will be a slight recess in the roof on the eastside;
• Each unit will have access to bike locker space, located at the rear of the front
units;
• As the sidewalk along Eighth Avenue will be widened, it is imagined that
cyclists would walk their bikes to an appropriate riding area or use the
accessible road located to the east in order to avoid riding on Eighth Avenue
which is very busy, or the back lane which is also expected to be active with
vehicles.
In response to questions from the Commission, Mr. Arash Haidari of Canada
West Development Ltd. provided the following information:
• Discussions will be undertaken further along in the project with EVO or other
car-sharing companies for inclusion in the development’s promotional
marketing packages as a way to mitigate issues which may arise with increased
density in the area;
• Baseboard heating is currently being recommended by the energy consultant
who is working to assist in reaching the sustainability targets of both the
developer and the City; and,
• All residential parking stalls will be equipped with electric car charging
capabilities.
The Chair called three times for any speakers from the public and none came
forward.
The Commission made the following comments in regards to the proposed
development:
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• The overall composition is good and Formwerks Architectural has respected the
other dwelling with the stepping down aspect;
• The location is good with respect to the increased density and the parking being a
at the rear is appreciated;
• Twelfth Street and Eighth Avenue used to be a very vital part of the New
Westminster and it will be nice to see some of its vibrancy restored with this
project; and,
• The site for the project was well considered as it is near the park, schools, transit,
etc.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Advisory Planning Commission recommend that Council approve the
1209-1217 Eighth Avenue rezoning and development permit applications for a 22
unit infill townhouse project.
CARRIED
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
6.0

NEW BUSINESS

6.1

Appointment of Chair and Vice-Chair – Committee
MOVED AND SECONDED
THAT Christa MacArthur be elected as the Chair for the 2019 Advisory Planning
Commission term.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.

Procedural note: Ms. MacArthur assumed the Chair.
MOVED AND SECONDED
THAT Ken Bourdeau be elected as the Vice-Chair for the 2019 Advisory Planning
Commission term.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
Procedural note: Item 5.1 – Eighth Avenue (REZ00158) was addressed at this time.
7.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

7.1

There were no items.
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CORRESPONDENCE

8.1

There were no items.

9.0

NEXT MEETING
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Tuesday, April 16, 2019 in Council Chamber, City Hall.
10.0

ADJOURNMENT

ON MOTION, the meeting adjourned at 7:44 p.m.
Certified Correct,

Christa MacArthur
Chair

Carilyn Cook
Committee Clerk
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Appendix F
Engineering Services Memo
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

4/8/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

PAR01272

Item #:

25/2019

Subject:

825 McBride Boulevard: Development Inquiry for a Mixed Use
Retail/Residential Project - Preliminary Application Review

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Land Use and Planning Committee endorse the recommendations summarized
in the Feedback Section (Section 8) of this report and instruct staff to include
feedback from LUPC in the Pre-application letter to the applicant.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The applicant has submitted a Pre-Application Review (PAR) inquiry for a mixed use
residential and retail development entailing a 28 storey mixed use building and a four stor ey
residential building with a total of 280 units (including 28 below-market rental units) and
345.5 square metres (3,718.9 square feet) of retail commercial. The proposal would have a
total FSR of 4.75.
Should this PAR inquiry proceed to a formal application, the proponent would then need to
submit Rezoning and Development Permit applications in order to facilitate the proposed
development.
1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek preliminary feedback from the Land Use and Planning
Committee which would be included with staff comments in the resulting letter to the
applicant.
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2

2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan (OCP)
The subject site is designated as (RH) Residential – High Rise. As per the OCP, the purpose
of this designation is to “provide a mix of small to large sized multiple unit residential
buildings”. The forms anticipated include “townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses,
low rises, mid rises, and high rises. The proposed development would be consistent with the
intent of the RH designation.
2.2 Development Permit Area
The subject property is designated as part of the High Rise Residential Development Permit
Area (1.5). The general principle of this DPA designation is:
“Development in High Rise Residential Areas provides an opportunity for urban living that
is well connected, walkable, and well served by amenities. These areas provide a critically
important density and range of housing types which create active and inclusive
neighbourhoods.”
The objectives of this designation are:








Create neighbourhood connections
Establish well defined streets
Design appropriately scaled buildings
Activate building frontages
Integrate sustainable strategies
Enhance public realm
Promote safety and security

Should this proposal proceed to a formal application, a form and character review will be
undertaken as part of the DP process with input from the New Westminster Design Panel.
2.3 Zoning Bylaw
The existing zoning for the site is Local Commercial Districts (C-1). The intent of the C-1
zone is to “allow local pedestrian-oriented commercial uses”. The proposed development is
not consistent with this zoning as it proposes a high rise development with residential uses at
grade and would also exceed the maximum permitted height and density provisions allowed
within the C-1 zone. As a result, this proposal would require a Rezoning application.
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3

2.4 Family-Friendly Housing Bylaw and Design Guidelines
The proposal currently exceeds the requirements of the City’s Family-Friendly Housing
Bylaw for both two and three bedroom units within both the market strata and below-market
rental portions of the project. The proposal also includes ground-oriented housing, including
townhouses that would provide for housing choice within the development.
2.5 Affordable Housing
On December 10, 2018 Council endorsed a draft Inclusionary Housing Policy as the basis for
consultation with the public and stakeholders. This policy intends to increase the supply of
new affordable rental housing to meet New Westminster’s rental housing needs for low and
very low income households. The draft Inclusionary Housing Policy provides three options
for market condo development applicants, with the amount of inclusionary housing provided
ranging from 7.5% to 10% based on the level of affordability provided and the involvement
of outside funding sources such as BC Housing or CMHC.
Council has directed that the draft policy be used as an interim guide for negotiation with
new applications and those early in the application process.
2.7

Voluntary Amenity Contribution Policy

New Westminster accepts Voluntary Amenity Contributions (VACs) as part of development
proposals requesting an increase in development entitlements (e.g. additional density, land
use changes, variances resulting in a substantial increase in floor space that cannot be
achieved under existing zoning). The amenity contributions are intended to help fund the
capital investments required to accommodate a growing population and economy and are
evaluated according to the Guidelines for Staff Evaluation of Voluntary Amenity
Contributions.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context
The site consists of one rectangular parcel with frontages along McBride Boulevard and
Sangster Place which bounds both the north and east property line (see Location Map Appendix 1). The site slopes downward from north to south and east to west by
approximately 5 metres (16.4 feet). The lot currently contains an existing commercial
building (one storey height) leased by a number of businesses. Directly to the north of the
subject site mid-rise residential buildings ranging in height from six to seven storeys. To the
west of the site are McBride Boulevard and a commercial strip mall across the street. To the
south of the site is a McDonald’s Restaurant (two storeys in height) and a four storey multiunit residential building. To the east of the site are single-detached residential properties.
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4

4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Project Description
The proposal consists of two buildings with a combined gross floor area of 19,119.8 sq.m.
(205,802 sq.ft.). There would be a total of 280 residential units within both buildings
consisting of both market strata and affordable rental units.
The first building (Building 1) would be a 28 storey, mixed use high-rise with commercial
uses at grade along McBride Street, market residential uses at grade along Sangster Place
and strata residential above these. This building would contain 252 market strata residential
units and approximately 345.5 sq.m. (3,718.9 sq.ft.) of commercial. The uses permitted
within these commercial units would be based on those allowed within the C-1 zoning
(restaurants, cafes, retail, etc.).
The second building (Building 2) would be four storeys in height with ground-oriented rental
townhouse units and rental apartments at the upper levels. There would be a total of 28
below market rental housing units within Building 2 that would be secured through a housing
agreement and would need to be owned and operated by a non-profit housing provider.
Both buildings would be located on top of a common parkade and are also proposed to be
connected by a bridge that would extend from the podium of Building 1 to the rooftop
amenity area of Building 2 (see preliminary Project Drawings – Appendix 2). There would
be common indoor and outdoor amenity areas located on the fourth level (podium of
Building 1) and the rooftop of Building 2, connected by an overhead pedestrian bridge
connection.
Underground parking would be provided through a common parkade with vehicle access off
of Sangster Place near the northwest corner of the site and at the rear of the site through an
existing private statutory right-of-way that runs across the properties to the south and
connects to Eighth Avenue. The proposed off-street loading area would also be accessed
from the rear of the site. There would be a mid-block at-grade breezeway between both
Building 1 and Building 2 which would provide access into each building and pedestrian
connection between the rear driveway/right-of-way area and Sangster Place.
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4.2 Project Statistics:

Existing Site Area (gross)

Permitted/
Required under
C-1 Zoning
--

Site Frontage
(McBride Boulevard)
Avg. Lot Depth (Sangster Place)
Floor Space Ratio
Residential (Market Strata)
Residential (Below Market)
Commercial
Overall
Building Height

--0.78 FSR (Total Res. FSR)
0.78 FSR
1.56 FSR
9.14 metres
(30 feet) nor exceed two
storeys

Proposed
4,552.25 sq.m.
(49,000 sq.ft.)
42.6 metres
(139.8 feet)
106.63 metres
(349.8 feet)
4.17 FSR
0.55 FSR
0.04 FSR
4.76 FSR
High-rise
Building:
81.5 metres
(267.4 feet)
Four-storey Building:
11.08 metres
(36.4 feet)

Residential Units
Strata Market
Below-market Rental
Total
Unit Mix and Family-Friendly
Housing

51 Units (approx.)
Family Friendly Housing
Requirements (Rental)
2 & 3 BDR: 25% total
3 BDR: 5%

252 units
28 units (10% of units)
280 units
Below Market Rental
1 BDR: 14 (50%)
2 BDR: 10 (35.7%)
3 BDR: 4 (14.3%)

Family Friendly Housing
Requirements (Strata
Market)
2 & 3 BDR: 30%
3 BDR: 10%

Strata Market
STUDIO: 2 (0.8%)
1 BDR: 170 (67.5%)
2 BDR: 54 (21.4%)
3 BDR: 26 (10.3%)

Parking
Residential
Res. Visitor
Commercial
Total

358 spaces
56 spaces
7 spaces
421 spaces

154 spaces
44 spaces
7 spaces
205 spaces

Accessible Parking (incl.)

15 spaces

14 spaces
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Long-Term:
353 spaces
Short Term:
6 spaces
Commercial:
1 space
Residential:
1 space

5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Overall Evaluation
Staff recognizes that this is a substantial redevelopment site within the city and that the
proposed development would provide important benefits to the community, including the
provision of 28 below-market rental units, family-friendly housing units including groundoriented townhouses, neighbourhood-oriented commercial which opens up to a corner plaza,
and streetscape improvements along all frontages.
In evaluating development proposals, the City uses the principle of applying regulations,
policies and practices consistently and transparently. For the proposed development
scenarios, this includes evaluation of 1) consideration of density over and above the policy
expectations; 3) provision of affordable rental housing and 4) related waiver of portions of
voluntary amenity contributions. These considerations are summarized in the table below,
and further discussion provided in the sections below.
Required / Permitted
Required Approvals/
Amendments
Residential Density

0.78 FSR

Building Height

9.14 metres
(30 feet) (~2 storeys)

Affordable Housing

7 to 10% of units
depending on level of
affordability

Agenda Item 25/2019

Proposed
Rezoning
Housing Agreement
Development Permit
4.17 FSR (Strata Market)
0.55 FSR (Below-Market
Rental)
28 storeys (81.50 m. / 240.17
ft.) and 4 storeys (11.08 m. /
36.4 ft.)
28 below-market rental units
(to meet rental demand of
households earning between
$30,000 - $75,000 per year).
This amounts to 10% of units
provided in development
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To be determined as per VAC
Policy for Strata Market
Housing Portion

5.2 Consideration of Proposed Density
The application proposes 4.76 FSR total, which would be 3.2 FSR over the total estimated
base density for the site. In regards to residential density, the application proposes an
additional residential density of 3.94 FSR above existing zoning entitlements for residential
(0.78 FSR), of which 3.39 FSR would be market strata and 0.55 FSR would be below-market
rental residential. As part of a formal rezoning application, the provision of voluntary
amenity contributions would be discussed in relation to any increase in market strata
residential density above existing entitlements (excluding below-market rental unit density).
Staff estimates that such a VAC would be in the order of $8,305,500 based on Density Bonus
Phase 2 rates for the downtown as a reference ($50 x 166,110 sq.ft.). The VAC amount
would need to be further examined through a detailed economic analysis that would be
undertaken during the formal rezoning application. Consideration would be given to a waiver
for the provision of on-site amenities, such as affordable housing and public open space,
subject to City review. This waiver could amount to a potential reduction of approximately
30% of the VAC amount (based on portion of Density Bonus rates typically allocated to
affordable housing within Density Bonus Phase 2 areas). This would need to be further
examined through the economic analysis.
Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant that development at the proposed
density could be further explored, subject to a discussion regarding voluntary amenity
contributions for residential floor space requested above the base density, taking into
consideration provision of affordable housing units?
5.3 Provision of Affordable Housing Units
The proposal includes 28 below-market rental units which equates to 10% of the overall
number of units within the development. The below market rental units would be geared
towards those with household incomes ranging from $30,000 to $75,000. This is consistent
with the draft Inclusionary Housing Policy, which calls for a minimum of 10% of total units
to be below market (or 7.5% of units to be non-market).
The applicants are currently in discussions with BC Housing in regards to exploring funding
opportunities, and the potential non-profit housing providers that have been identified
through the City’s Request for Qualifications. Should this proposal proceed to a formal
application, a detailed business plan would need to be provided by the applicant
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demonstrating the financial viability of the project along with details on the affordable
housing component. This would be reviewed by staff through the rezoning application
process.
Does the LUPC support that staff continues to work with the applicant to develop the
affordable housing component of the proposal, including review of their further economic
analysis by the City’s economic consultant, and facilitating discussions with potential
affordable housing operators?
5.4 Building Height and Massing
The applicant is proposing to site the tower at the western side of the property, adjacent to
McBride Boulevard and the four storey building at the eastern side of the property, closest to
the single detached residences on Sangster Place. This would provide for a suitable height
transition between the subject site and the single detached residences. The tower has been
situated to allow for a building separation (consistent with DPA guidelines) between existing
buildings and future potential towers that may be located to the south of the site (minimum
27.0 metres / 90 feet), which would maximize view corridors, and minimize privacy and
shadow impacts on adjacent developments and public areas.
The floorplate of the proposed tower is 665.2 square metres (7,160 square feet) which is
below the maximum floorplate specified within guidelines (750 square metres / 8,072 s q.ft.).
The tower would be located on a four storey podium and would be set back along all edges.
Should a formal application be submitted, the design of the tower as it relates to the above
would be reviewed in further detail against Development Permit Area guidelines, with input
from the New Westminster Design Panel.
Illustrative elevations, a view analysis, and a shade analysis are included as part of the
application package in Appendix 2.
Does the LUPC support that staff continue working with the ap plicant on the proposed
approach for building height and massing with input from Council, City Committees, the
public, and staff?
5.5 Urban Design, Open Space and Amenity Space
The applicant proposes at-grade commercial uses along McBride Boulevard and groundoriented residential uses along Sangster Place as well as portions of the rear of the site. The
applicant has provided for setbacks along McBride Boulevard in order to allow for
commercial spill-out and a small plaza area at the corner of Sangster Place and McBride
Boulevard. The ground-oriented residential units would be setback from the street in order
to allow for private outdoor patio areas. There would be a mid-block at-grade breezeway
with a landscaped courtyard located between the two proposed buildings, accessed off of
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Sangster Place that would act as an exterior lobby area. There are also a number of private
and common entries into the site for residents in order to provide for more pedestrian
permeability into and through the site.
The applicants are proposing common outdoor amenities and useable open space at ground
level as well as on top of the podium for the high rise building and the rooftop of the four storey building. A play area, running track, urban agriculture plots, and adjacent indoor
multi-purpose and exercise rooms would be included.
Following the submission of a formal application, staff would work with the applicant to
ensure that all open space and amenity space meets design guideline principles and best
practice, with input from the New Westminster Design Panel.
Does the LUPC support that staff work with the applicant to further develop the urban
design concept proposed for the project including the proposed public plaza, common and
private outdoor amenity areas, with input from the New Westminster Design Panel?
5.6 Parking and Site Access
The site would be accessed from proposed driveways off of Sangster Place as well as from
the rear of the site via an existing private statutory right-of-way that connects to Eighth
Avenue. This right-of-way is currently being used by the existing strata residential building,
McDonald’s restaurant and gas station site that are all located to the south of the subject site.
Given the number of users, it will be important to examine the functioning of this right-ofway and how the additional proposed density would impact its use. Improvements may be
required, as determined through a Transportation Impact Assessment and further review.
The applicant proposes providing 205 of the 421 off-street parking spaces required by the
Zoning Bylaw. The applicant has indicated that they are willing to work with staff in regards
to exploring solutions, such as transportation demand management approaches to help
address parking demand, and provision of additional underground parking, as determined
through a Transportation Impact Assessment. The applicant proposed to provide long-term
and short-term bicycle parking in accordance with Zoning Bylaw requirements, two loading
spaces (one for commercial and one for residential) which exceeds Zoning Bylaw
requirements, and an on-site area for garbage/recycling pick-up as well as a turnaround area
for larger vehicles.
A Transportation Impact Assessment would also need to evaluate the traffic impacts of the
proposed development on the surrounding street network including on-site traffic
distribution, circulation, parking, and integration of access points to the surrounding
transportation network.
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Does the LUPC support that staff advise the applicant that fu rther evaluation of the traffic
impacts of the proposed development, including on the surrounding street network and on site traffic distribution, circulation, parking, and access be done through a Transportation
Impact Assessment provided as part of a formal application?
6. CONSULTATION
Should the proponent proceed with formal development applications for the site, they would
be required to undertake public engagement as per the City’s process for Rezoning and
Development Permit applications including an applicant-led Open House (minimum one
meeting) and a presentation to the Massey Victory Heights Residents Association. Review
by the New Westminster Design Panel and Advisory Planning Commission would also be
required.
7. REVIEW PROCESS
Feedback from the LUPC will be incorporated into a formal Pre-Application Review Letter
which would be provided to the applicant. The Pre-Application Review Letter would also
outline the application requirements from other City departments.
8. FEEDBACK FROM LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE (LUPC)
Staff seeks LUPC endorsement of the following recommendations:
1. That staff advise the applicant that development at the proposed density could be further
explored, subject to a discussion regarding voluntary amenity contributions f or
residential floor space requested above the estimated base density, taking into
consideration provision of affordable housing units.
2. That staff continue to work with the applicant to develop the affordable housing
component of the proposal, including review of their further economic analysis by the
City’s economic consultant, and facilitating discussions with potential affordable housing
operators.
3. That staff continue working with the applicant on the proposed approach for building
height and massing with input from Council, City Committees, the public, and staff.
4. That staff continue to work with the applicant to further develop the urban design concept
for the project including the proposed public plaza, common and private outdoor amenity
areas, with input from the New Westminster Design Panel.
5. That staff continue working with the applicant on further evaluating the traffic impacts of
the proposed development including on the surrounding street network and on -site traffic
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distribution, circulation, parking, and access, as determined through a Transportation
Impact Assessment to be provided as part of a formal application.
9. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The City has now initiated a project-based team approach for reviewing development
applications. Should the proponent submit formal development applications for either
scenario, a staff-led project team would then be assigned for reviewing this project consisting
of staff from Building, Planning, Engineering, and Parks and Recreation.
10. OPTIONS
The following options are offered for consideration of the LUPC:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee endorse the recommendations summarized
in the Feedback Section (Section 8) of this report and instruct staff to include feedback
from LUPC in the Pre-application letter to the applicant.
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix 1 - Location Map - 825 McBride Boulevard
Appendix 2 - Project Drawings - 825 McBride Boulevard
This report has been prepared by:
Rupinder Basi, Senior Planner
This report was reviewed by:
Jackie Teed, Manager of Planning

For:
Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services
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This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

4/8/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

PAR01341

Item #:

22/2019

Subject:

909 First Street: Rezoning and Development Permit for Infill
Townhouses - Preliminary Application Review

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee instruct staff to include the information
contained in this report, and any other feedback from LUPC and staff in the
preliminary application review letter to the applicant.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The applicant has submitted a preliminary application review (PAR) inquiry for a proposed
four unit townhouse development at 909 First Street. The development would replace an
existing single detached dwelling unit and have an overall Floor Space Ratio (FSR) of 1.0.
Should this PAR inquiry proceed to formal applications, Rezoning and Development Permit
applications would be required. Staff is seeking general feedback regarding the proposals
from the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC).
1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek preliminary feedback from the LUPC on the pre application review inquiry for the subject site.
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2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan
The subject property is designated (RGO) Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing,
which is described, in part, as follows:
Purpose: To allow a mix of ground oriented inﬁll housing forms which are
complementary to the existing neighbourhood character. Generally forms with a
higher number of units are expected to be located on larger properties. Units can be
attached, detached or a combination of the two.
Principal Forms and Uses: Single detached dwellings, single detached dwellings on a
compact lot, duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, townhouses,
rowhouses and other equivalent ground oriented housing forms. Lots with single
detached dwellings may also include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory
dwelling unit.
Complementary Uses: Home based businesses, small scale local commercial uses
(e.g. corner stores), small scale institutional uses (e.g. child care, care facilities),
utilities, transportation corridors, parks, open space, and community facilities.
Maximum Density: Low density multiple unit residential.
The proposed multi-unit residential building is consistent with the Official Community Plan
(OCP) land use designation and no OCP amendment would be required.
2.2 Development Permit Area
The subject property is located within the Ground Oriented Housing - Mainland (DPA 1.2),
which is designated in order to provide an opportunity for innovative infill housing forms.
This area is designated as a Development Permit Area with the following purposes:
 Establishment of objectives for the form and character of intensive residential
development,
 Protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity; and,
 Establishment of objectives to promote energy conservation.
While the development permit guidelines will be developed for ground oriented housing
forms, applications to develop infill townhouse and rowhouse properties located within DPA
1.2 must instead comply with the guidelines included in the Infill Townhouse (TH) and
Rowhouse (RH) multi-unit residential area, identified as Development Permit Area 1.3
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which is intended to provide ground oriented, attached, family friendly housing forms in
residential neighbourhoods, increasing housing choice.
Weblink to the DPA 1.2 design guidelines:
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/DPAs___1.2_Ground_Oriented_Ho using.
pdf
Weblink to the DPA 1.3 design guidelines:
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/DPAs___1.3_Infill_Townhouse_and_Ro
whouses.pdf
2.3 Zoning Bylaw
The subject site is currently zoned Duplex Districts (RT-1). The intent of this zone is to
allow two-family dwellings.
The applicant is proposing to rezone the subject site to Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse
Residential Districts (RT) to facilitate a four unit stratified townhouse development. The
intent of this district is to, in combination with the design guidelines for infill townhouse and
rowhouse within the Official Community Plan, allow infill townhouses and rowhouses
which integrate well into existing single detached residential neighbourhoods. The proposal
meets the intent of the RT district.
2.4 Family-Friendly Housing Policy
The proposed development has fewer than ten units and therefore is not subject to the
Family-Friendly Housing Policy requirements of the City; however, there are a minimum of
three bedrooms for each unit which is in keeping with the Policy.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context
The subject site is located within the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood, and has a gradual
increase in slope from south to north. The site has an existing single detached dwelling
(SDD) and detached accessory building located at the rear of the property close to the
existing lane. The site is approximately 851.3 sq.m. (9,163.9 sq.ft.) in area with an
approximate frontage of 21.15 m (69.39 ft.) and depth of 40.23 m (131.99 ft.).
The site is surrounded by houses on all sides except to the south, which is bounded by a Lane
across which is the City’s Electrical Department and Works Yard. The existing houses
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surrounding the subject site are predominantly one storey and could be replaced with houses
in excess of one storey when these properties are redeveloped.
A site context map is included in this report as Attachment 2.
4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Project Description
The proposal consists of a 846.6 sq.m. (9,114 sq.ft.) four unit, infill townhouse development
facing First Street (see Attachment 1 – Preliminary Project Drawings). Preliminary
drawings indicate that each of the proposed units would range from 204.3 sq.m. (2,200 sq.ft.)
to 213.6 sq.m. (2,300 sq.ft.), in two storeys plus a basement. The total FSR of the project
would be 1.0. Each unit would have private outdoor space at the rear of the building (i.e.
ground floor patio and second storey balcony, a semi-private front yard, and common
amenity space at the rear of the property). The vehicular access would be from the adjacent
lane with four carports and one open visitor space which would meet the off-street parking
requirements of the RT zoning district. Bicycle storage spaces and garbage/recycling area
would be provided adjacent to the parking.
The applicant has provided a design rationale for the preliminary application which is
attached as Attachment 3 to this report.
4.2 Project Statistics
Below is a table outlining the site statistics for the proposed townhouse development based
on the preliminary architectural design drawing submission.
Attributes
Site Area (gross)
Site Area (net) – with land
dedication)
Number of Units
Unit Area
Site Coverage
Floor Space Ratio (FSR)
Above Ground
Below Ground
Building Height
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Permitted/Required in the
RT zoning district
-

Proposed

-

4
689.9 sq.m. to 698 sq.m.
(2,265 sq.ft. to 2,292 sq.ft.)
34%
1.0
0.85
0.15
10.6 m (35 ft.)

40%
1.0
0.85
0.15

851.3 sq.m. (9,163.9 sq.ft.)
846.8 sq.m. (9,115.5 sq.ft.)
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1
4

4
1
4

4.3 m (14 ft.)
1.8 m (6 ft.)
7.6 m (25 ft.)

5.18 m (17 ft.)
1.8 m (6 ft.)
18.11 m (59.41 ft.)
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DISCUSSION

The following discussion is based on the information the preliminary drawings provided by
the applicant.
5.1 Development Permit Area Guidelines
The proposed site layout, building form, and architectural expression is generally consistent
with the Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse Design Guidelines. The building massing is
considered to be consistent with the character of the surrounding residential developments.
Though the units are long with only end windows for the central units, limiting light
penetration to the interior, the interior layout of room reasonably addresses this issue.
Skylights in the central units should be considered.
The applicant has provided a design rationale which is attached to this report as Attachment
3.
Should a formal rezoning and development permit application be submitted, the project
would undergo detailed review, at which time further feedback would be provided to the
applicant.
5.2 Open Space
The proposed development would include open space at the front and rear of the property.
The preliminary drawings indicate that the open space at the rear of the property would
account for 21.6% of the total net site area which is above the 10% requirement of the
Zoning Bylaw.
A landscape plan has not been provided and the proposed landscaping would be evaluated as
part of subsequent formal Rezoning, Development Permit, and Tree Permit applications.
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5.3 Off-Street Parking and Access
The off-street parking which would be accessed from the existing lane along the south side
of the property has been accepted by the Transportation Division.
5.4

Streetscape Improvements

First Street, which is classified as a local road, would require streetscape improvements such
as, but not limited to a new sidewalk, curb and gutter, street trees, street lighting, and
underground electrical and telecommunication servicing potentially including relocation of a
pole. The existing lane would also have to be reconstructed to City standards. A corner
truncation at the intersection of the lane and First Street would be also required, for visibility.
An Engineering Servicing Memorandum is attached as Attachment 4 to this report.
5.4 Tree Protection and Replacement
There are protected trees on the subject site that would need to be considered through a tree
permit application. Staff would work with the applicant to retain as many trees as possible
and ensure compliance with the Tree Bylaw requirements.
5.5 Adjacent Development Potential
The property located directly to the north of the subject site (911 First Street) is currently
zoned Duplex Districts (RT-1) and is a corner lot. There is an existing single detached
dwelling that was built in 1951 on the site. The current proposal does not include this
property. While the proposed development would render 911 First Street a ‘locked-in lot’ as
per the Zoning Bylaw, there are opportunities for this lot to be redeveloped under the (RGO)
Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing land use designation with the potential to
accommodate different forms of infill housing in the future. The lot size for 911 First Street
is identical to the lot size of the subject site; therefore, there is a possibility that a similar type
of development may occur at 911 First Street.
Staff would review the ‘locked-in lot’ zoning provision to determine if an amendment to the
zoning bylaw or a variance is required. This review would be completed as part of the
formal application review process.
6. CONSULTATION
Following the PAR stage, should the proponents decide to submit formal applications, they
would be required to undertake public consultation as part of the rezoning and development
permit application processes. Consultation includes a presentation to the Victory Heights
Residents Association, a community open house, presentations to the Advisory Planning
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Commission, reports to City Council, and a public hearing. Infill applications with four or
fewer units on a property (including laneway/carriage houses, duplex, triplex, and
quadraplexes) are not forwarded to the New Westminster Design Panel.
7. REVIEW PROCESS
Feedback from the LUPC and staff will be incorporated into a PAR letter that will be
forwarded to the applicant. Should the applicant decide to submit formal applications, the
proposed project will be reviewed in accordance with the City’s Rezoning and Development
Permit application review process.
8. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The City has a project team-based approach for reviewing development applications. A staffled project team has conducted an initial review of the proposal and will continue with a
more detailed review if the proponents proceed with submitting formal applications.
9. FEEDBACK FROM LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE
Staff is not seeking specific feedback in relation to this application.
10. OPTIONS
The following options are offered for consideration of the LUPC:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee instruct staff to include the information
contained in this report, and any other feedback from LUPC and staff in the
preliminary application review letter to the applicant.
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.
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Page 1 of 2

DESIGN SUMMARY for 909 FIRST STREET
PRELIMINARY APPLICATION 2019‐01‐24

The proposed development is in the Ground Oriented Housing intensive residential area, and consists of
a 9,164 ft² (851.36 m²) four‐dwelling, ground‐oriented rowhouse development facing First Street, and
bound by a 1 ½ storey house to the north, a lane and Works Yard to the south, and single‐family
residential dwellings to the east and west. Each of the four units would be approximately 2,300 ft² (213
m²) in area with three bedrooms and a den, and a flexible basement level. The building scale is
compatible with single, detached dwelling neighbours with two storeys at the north and two and one
half storeys to the south adjacent to the lane. No variances are proposed.
Character
. The building form is clearly residential, appropriate for the area, with ground‐oriented rowhouses at a
human scale and with definition of individual dwelling and entry.
. The architectural expression is both contemporary and respectful of historic West Coast homes in New
Westminster. The building’s modern form and re‐interpretation of common heritage features will make
it cohesive with the neighborhood. The subtle ‘heritage’ colours, contrasting features and overall earthy
tones will bring diversity to the street scape.
. The abundance of greenery and landscaping will provide an enjoyable connection with adjacent
streetscape, as well as privacy and enjoyment for the residents.
Form and Space
. The building mass and details relate to its context and uses, maintaining a human scale at the street
and creating a distinctive, yet respectful, form.
. The building has been designed in a rowhouse configuration to maintain a streetscape along the front
(First Street), and to allow private, semi‐private and common yard in the rear.
. The existing grading is respected so that the building is only two storeys adjacent to the residential
dwelling to the north, but steps to two and one half storeys to the land and facing the school works yard
across the lane. The overall height is well below the maximum allowed.
. The massing and visual lines relate to the single‐family home to the North, acting as a visual connector
between the adjacent residential buildings and the Works Yard to the south.
. Required setbacks are used to provide adequate separation between neighbours, support a
streetscape with transitions between varying front yard depths and to optimize the functional rear yard.
. The rear yard setback allows for a large communal space, to promote a healthy and environmentally‐
friendly lifestyle, and the required off‐street parking and service areas adjacent to the lane.
DENIS TURCO ARCHITECT INC.
710 ‐ 1 15 5 W. Pender St reet
Vancouver, British Columbia
Canada

V6E 2P4
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. Durable, long‐ lasting materials are proposed for the contemporary building forms combined with
primary roof shapes that clearly express individual units.
. Private open space at grade is provided for each unit at the rear and is adjacent to and directly
accessible from each unit.
. Shared, sunny open space is located in the rear yard to provide places for residents to play, garden and
recreate.
Entrance
. Townhouse entrances are defined with gates at the street, individual access paths, and distinguished
by the use of a strong entry door colour. They are unobstructed and visible from First Street.
Views, Shadows, and Ventilation
. All units overlook the street and the rear, thus promoting neighbourhood safety.
. The building mass is low, so it doesn’t create major shadows on neighbours or any other significant
element of the development.
. The size and placement of windows will provide views and natural air circulation for all units, while
positioned for high energy efficiency.
. The basement will be naturally bright and ventilated with the use of integrated light wells where
necessary because of finish grade.
. Balconies and patios are positioned to provide an extension of outdoor living and surveillance, but will
be screened and landscaped where necessary for privacy.
Vehicular Parking and Recycling/ Garbage
. Permeable surfaces and open, covered carports for residents are provided off the lane. Flat roofs are
used to minimize shade and shadowing.
. Screened and enclosed space for garbage and recycling containers will be provided for all units at a
central location at the rear of the property and screened from view using materials consistent with the
overall design. Access to the lane is provided for pick up days, which doubles as access to the rear of
each unit from the parking area.

DENIS TURCO ARCHITECT INC.
710 ‐ 1 15 5 W. Pender St reet
Vancouver, British Columbia
Canada

V6E 2P4
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Memorandum
To: Hardev Gill, Planning Technician
From: Christian Medurecan, Engineering Technologist
Subject:

Date: March 29, 2019
File: PRJ-008999

OFF-SITE WORKS AND SERVICES REQUIREMENTS FOR 909 FIRST STREET – PAR01341

We are responding to the application as referenced above dated January 31, 2019 for the
proposed 4 Unit Townhouse Development at 909 First Street.
Please be advised that staff have completed a high level pre-application review of the project
and identified the following details that will need to be addressed as part of this application:
1. The applicant shall, at a minimum, be aware of, and familiarize themselves with the
following documents and plans:
•
•
•
•

Subdivision and Development Control Bylaw
Tree Protection and Regulations Bylaw
Erosion and Sediment Control Bylaw
Master Transportation Plan

2. On-site storm sewer water management will be required to limit the post development flow
to pre-development flow. The on-site works shall be designed in accordance with the City’s
Integrated Storm Water Management Plan.
3. All site drainage works shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the City’s
Erosion and Sediment Control Bylaw 7754, 2016. The developer shall retain a qualified
professional to ensure that the design and implementation of the erosion and sediment
controls meet the requirements outlined in the Bylaw.
4. All existing trees are to be protected in accordance with the City’s Tree Protection and
Regulations Bylaw No. 7799, 2016 and any trees identified for removal will need to have a
permit approved and in place prior to removal.
5. Provision of any road dedications and statutory rights of way that may be required along all
frontages to meet the capacity, functionality and design objectives for all modes of travel of
the City including, but not necessarily limited to:
•

The City will be requiring a 3.0m x 3.0m truncation at the corner of First Street and the
Lane
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6. At the time of Demolition Permit Issuance, the applicant will be required to make a
payment of a flat fee in the amount of $5,500.00 plus GST for capping at the main, by the
City, of all existing sewer and water service connections not for reuse.
OFF-SITE WORKS AND SERVICES
7. Under the City of New Westminster Subdivision and Development Control Bylaw No. 7142,
2007 and amendments thereto, the developer for the above noted property is required to
enter into a Works and Services Agreement with the City addressing all off-site servicing
requirements. The off-site services will be identified during the detailed development
review and will be required prior to issuance of a building permit. These works could include
but may not be limited to the following generally described servicing:
ROAD WORKS
The subject site is bounded by First Street to the west and a Lane to the south. According to
the City’s Master Transportation Plan (MTP), First Street is classified as a local road.
First Street
7.1.

Reconstruction of the First Street frontage complete with new sidewalk, curb and
gutter, trees, landscaping (including drainage and irrigation), street lighting,
underground electrical and telecommunication servicing. First Street shall be
reconstructed up to road centerline based on the following minimums:
•

•

Reconstruction of the existing road structure shall be based on the analysis of a
Benkelman Beam Test, or other approved method, carried out on the existing
road which is to be upgraded. If the test results are proven satisfactory, the
minimum requirement shall be a mill and overlay
1.8m wide sidewalk clear of obstructions

Lane
7.2.

Reconstruction of the Lane frontage in its entirety complete with rollover curb and
gutter and underground electrical and telecommunication servicing. The Lane shall
be reconstructed based on the following minimums:
•

•

Reconstruction of the existing road structure shall be based on the analysis of a
Benkelman Beam Test, or other approved method, carried out on the existing
road which is to be upgraded. If the test results are proven satisfactory, the
minimum requirement shall be a mill and overlay
5.0m wide pavement width with full road structure, asphalt and rollover curb and
gutter
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Vehicular Site Access
7.3.

All proposed vehicular access for the development shall be from the Lane

UNDERGROUND UTILITIES
Sanitary
7.4.

Provision of an adequate single sanitary sewer service connection for the
development complete with a manhole or inspection chamber at property line. Size
and location to be determined by the developer’s consulting engineer and approved
by the City. Existing infrastructure which is undersized or not capable of handling the
post development flows shall be upgraded at the developer’s expense.
Storm

7.5.

Provision of an adequate single storm sewer service connection for the development
complete with a manhole or inspection chamber at property line. Size and location to
be determined by the developer’s consulting engineer and approved by the City.
Existing infrastructure which is undersized or not capable of handling the post
development flows shall be upgraded at the developer’s expense.
Water

7.6.

Provision of an adequate single water service connection for the development
satisfying the fire and domestic demands complete with a suitable water meter with
backflow protection. Size and location to be determined by the developer’s
consulting engineer and approved by the City. Existing infrastructure which is
undersized or not capable of handling the post development water demands must be
upgraded at the developer’s expense.
Electrical, Telecommunication and Gas

7.7.

All costs associated with the design and conversion of the existing overhead electrical
and telecommunication utilities on the roadways adjacent to the site with an
underground system for the development. Please contact Arne Hannula in the City
Electrical Operations Department at (604) 527-4531 for electrical and City
communication servicing details. Contact Telus and Shaw directly for
telecommunication servicing details

7.8.

City communication conduit shall be provided in accordance with the City’s intelligent
City Design requirements as it pertains to the Fiber Optic Network and Street Lighting
Design. For further information please contact Phil Kotyk, Fiber Network Operations
Manager at (604) 527-4641.
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All costs associated with the design and construction of gas servicing for the
development. Please contact Fortis BC directly for servicing details.

7.10. All third party utility construction drawings shall include the Civil Design Drawings
base plan and must be submitted to the City’s Engineering Services Division for
review and approval. The developer’s consulting engineer shall ensure that the
design of all third party utilities, including New Westminster Electrical, have been
coordinated with the Civil Design Drawings. Coordination of the drawings must be
completed prior to issuance of the Works and Services Agreement.
STREET LIGHTING
7.11. Roadway lighting for all street frontages shall be provided and upgraded for safety
and to produce accurate and comfortable night time visibility using energy efficient
lighting such as LED. Design of roadway lighting shall be in accordance with the City of
New Westminster Design Criteria Section 6 and the MMCD (Platinum Edition) Design
Guidelines Section 6.0 Roadway Lighting (for LED).
BOULEVARD TREES
7.12. The boulevards shall be prepared for Boulevard Trees complete with a 900mm, New
Westminster Planting Blend or approved equal, growing medium for the full width of
the boulevard, including drainage and irrigation. Boulevard landscaping and irrigation
shall be provided in suitable locations to the satisfaction of the Parks Department. If
adequate soil volume is not achievable, provision shall be made for soil cell
technology or any other approved method to achieve the specified soil volume. For
further information, please contact Jeff Case, Arboriculture Technician at (604) 6364319 or jwcase@newwestcity.ca.
7.13. Boulevard Trees will be selected and purchased by the Parks Department. The
developer shall be responsible for pick-up and or delivery of the trees as well as the
installation which is to occur under City supervision.
8. The preparation of detailed design drawings by a qualified Professional Engineer for the offsite works and services to the satisfaction of the City and in accordance with the City’s
Design Criteria, Supplemental Specification and Detail Drawings, and Master Municipal
Construction Documents. The engineering design drawings for the proposed works may
include the following plans:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road works
Storm drainage collection facilities
Sanitary sewer collection facilities
Water distribution facilities
Street lighting
Boulevard preparation for trees, irrigation and drainage
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Topographical and lot grading plans
Erosion and sediment control plans
Telecommunication servicing plans
Gas Facilities

10. Under the Works and Services Agreement with the City, the developer must address the
following requirements:
10.1. Employment and retention of a Professional Engineer to prepare and seal the design
drawings; to provide a Resident Engineer for inspection of all design and construction
related problems; to prepare, certify and seal “As Constructed” drawings, including
landscape & irrigation drawings and to certify that all materials supplied and works
performed conform to City standards as contained within the Subdivision and
Development Control Bylaw and/or the Master Municipal Construction Documents.
10.2. The developer will be required to post a security deposit for 120% of the estimated
construction cost of the off-site servicing works including GST. The security deposit
shall be in the form of an Irrevocable Letter of Credit or cash deposit. The security
deposit will be reduced once the off-site works are completed to the satisfaction of
the City less a 10% holdback. Upon issuance of a Certificate of Completion by the
City, the 10% security deposit will be held for a two year maintenance period.
11. The following payments and deposits shall be paid at the time of execution of the Works
and Services Agreement:
11.1. Payment to cover the cost of preparing the Works and Services Agreement, currently
$1,830.00 plus tax;
11.2. Payment of four percent (4%) of the estimated construction costs to cover
engineering and administrative costs incurred by the City;
11.3. Under the Works and Services Agreement the developer will be required to pay a
deposit $5000.00 to cover any charges for emergency works and signage.
11.4. Payment of a flat fee in the amount of $550.00 per tree for the selection and
purchase of Boulevard Trees as identified by the City. The developer shall be
responsible for pick-up and or delivery of the trees as well as the installation which is
to occur under City supervision.
11.5. Signing of a latecomer waiver clause.
12. Submission of any easement or right of way documents required by the City in relation to
the proposed development.
13. The following charges shall be paid at the time of Building Permit issuance:
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13.1. Payment of applicable Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage District (GVS&DD)
Development Cost Charges in accordance with Bylaw 187, 1996 and amendments.
13.2. Payment of applicable New Westminster Development Cost Charges in accordance
with Bylaw 7311, 2009 and amendments.
13.3. Payment of applicable School Site Acquisition charges in accordance with School
District #40 Capital Bylaw No. 2008-1.
13.4. Payment of applicable Regional Transportation Development Cost Charges in
accordance with Bylaw No. 124-2018.
The above noted information is provided as a preliminary review of the project application
which is intended to provide a very high level overview of the expected servicing requirements.
By accepting these preliminary comments the developer agrees to release, indemnify and save
the City harmless from any liability, cost or expense of any kind arising from further revisions,
changes or modifications.
Should you have any further questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me
directly at 604-636-4463.
Thank you,

Christian Medurecan, CTech, CPWI-2, BC-CESCL
Engineering Technologist
cc

J. Lowrie, Director, Engineering Services
E. Wat, Manager, Infrastructure Planning
C. Dobrescu, Utilities and Special Projects Engineer
G. Otieno, Infrastructure Engineer
L. Leblanc, Manager, Transportation
F. Jin, Transportation Technologist
E. Mashig, Manager, Horticulture and Parks and Open Space Planning
A. Hannula, Manager, Electrical Engineering Design & Planning
P. Kotyk, Manager, Fiber Networks Operations
J. Krevs, Building Official
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

4/8/2019

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

PAR01338

Item #:

23/2019

Subject:

45 East Eighth Avenue: Rezoning and Development Permit for Infill
Townhouses - Preliminary Application Review

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee instruct staff to include the information
contained in this report, and any other feedback from LUPC and staff in the
preliminary application review letter to the applicant.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The applicant has submitted a preliminary application review (PAR) inquiry for a proposed
four unit fee-simple rowhouse development at 45 East Eighth Avenue. The development
would replace an existing single detached dwelling unit and have an overall Floor Space
Ratio (FSR) of 0.89.
Should this PAR inquiry proceed to formal applications, Rezoning and Development Permit
applications would be required. Staff is seeking general feedback regarding the proposals
from the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC).
1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek preliminary feedback from the LUPC on the pre application review inquiry for the subject site.
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2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan
The subject property is designated (RGO) Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing,
which is described, in part, as follows:
Purpose: To allow a mix of ground oriented inﬁll housing forms which are
complementary to the existing neighbourhood character. Generally forms with a
higher number of units are expected to be located on larger properties. Units can be
attached, detached or a combination of the two.
Principal Forms and Uses: Single detached dwellings, single detached dwellings on a
compact lot, duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, townhouses,
rowhouses and other equivalent ground oriented housing forms. Lots with sing le
detached dwellings may also include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory
dwelling unit.
Complementary Uses: Home based businesses, small scale local commercial uses
(e.g. corner stores), small scale institutional uses (e.g. child care, care fa cilities),
utilities, transportation corridors, parks, open space, and community facilities.
Maximum Density: Low density multiple unit residential.
The proposed multi-unit residential building is consistent with the Official Community Plan
(OCP) land use designation.
2.2 Development Permit Area
The subject property is located within the Ground Oriented Housing - Mainland (DPA 1.2),
which is designated in order to provide an opportunity for innovative infill housing forms.
This area is designated as a Development Permit Area with the following purposes:
 Establishment of objectives for the form and character of intensive residential
development,
 Protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity; and,
 Establishment of objectives to promote energy conservation.
While the development permit guidelines will be developed for ground oriented housing
forms, applications to develop infill townhouse and rowhouse properties located within DPA
1.2 must instead comply with the guidelines included in the Infill Townhouse (TH) and
Rowhouse (RH) multi-unit residential area, identified as Development Permit Area 1.3
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which is intended to provide ground oriented, attached, family friendly housing forms in
residential neighbourhoods, increasing housing choice.
Weblink to the DPA 1.2 design guidelines:
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/DPAs___1.2_Ground_Oriented_Housing.
pdf
Weblink to the DPA 1.3 design guidelines:
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/DPAs___1.3_Infill_Townhouse_and_Ro
whouses.pdf
2.3 Zoning Bylaw
The subject site is currently zoned Single Detached Residential Districts (RS-1). The intent
of this district is to allow single detached dwellings, secondary suites, and laneway or
carriage houses in residential neighbourhoods.
The applicant is proposing to rezone the subject site to Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse
Residential Districts (RT) to facilitate a four unit rowhouse development. The intent of this
district is to, in combination with the design guidelines for infill townhouse and rowho use
within the Official Community Plan, allow infill townhouses and rowhouses which integrate
well into existing single detached residential neighbourhoods. The proposal meets the intent
of the RT district.
2.4 Family-Friendly Housing Policy
The proposed development has fewer than ten units and therefore is not subject to the
Family-Friendly Housing Policy requirements of the City; however, there are a minimum of
three bedrooms for each unit which is in keeping with the Policy.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context
The subject site is located within the Victory Heights neighbourhood and is an irregularly
shaped lot. The site fronts onto 45 East Eighth Avenue (a Collector Road) with an existing
single detached dwelling situated on it. The site is approximately 740.3 sq.m. (7,968.5 sq.ft.)
in area with an approximate 30.33 m (99.51 ft.) and depth of 27.91 m (91.57 ft.) and backs
onto an existing lane and city parkland. There is an existing city sewer statutory right of way
located along the south property line.
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The site is surrounded by single detached dwellings to the north and south. To the east is the
Justice Institute and to the west is city parkland. The existing house would have to be
demolished in order to facilitate the proposed four unit rowhouse development.
A site context map is included in this report as Attachment 2.
4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Project Description
The proposal consists of a 657.1 sq.m. (7,073.0 sq.ft.) multi-unit fee-simple rowhouse
building facing 45 East Eighth Avenue (see Attachment 1 – Preliminary Project Drawings).
Preliminary drawings indicate that each of the proposed four units would range from 160.7
sq.m. (1,732.6 sq.ft.) to 171.62 sq.m. (1,847.3 sq.ft.) in area and have a total floor space ratio
(FSR) of 0.9. The built-form would be two-storeys with a partial in-ground basement due to
the slope.
The vehicular access would be from the existing rear lane. The project would meet the
off-street parking and bike parking requirements of the proposed RT zoning district. Bicycle
storage spaces and garbage/recycling area would be provided at the rear of the property for
each unit.
The subject site would have to be subdivided into four lots (one lot for each unit) in order to
facilitate the proposed fee-simple configuration.
The applicant has provided a project summary letter for the preliminary application which is
attached as Attachment 3 to this report.
4.2 Project Statistics
Below is a table outlining the site statistics for the proposed rowhouse development bas ed on
the preliminary architectural design drawings submission.
Attributes
Site Area
Site Area (Net – with lane
dedication)
Building Area (gross)
Unit Size

Permitted/Required in the
RT zoning district
-

Proposed

-

657.1 sq.m. (7,073.0 sq.ft.)
160.7 sq.m. to 171.62 sq.m.
(1,732.6 sq.ft. to (1,847.3
sq.ft.)

-
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Floor Space Ratio (FSR)
Above Ground
Below Ground
Floor Space Ratio (FSR) –
after lane dedication
Above Ground
Below Ground
Building Height
Setbacks
Front (45 East Eighth Ave)
Side (east)
Site (west)
Rear
5.
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40%
0.9
0.75
0.15

37%
0.89
0.74
0.15

0.9
0.75
0.15
10.67 m (35 ft.)

0.90
0.74
0.152
9.6 m (31.5 ft.)

4.2 m (14 ft.)
1.8 m (6 ft.)
1.8 m (6 ft.)
7.6 m (25 ft.)

4.48 m (14.66 ft.)
2.3 m (7.5 ft.)
2 m (6.56 ft.)
8.84 m (29 ft.)

5

DISCUSSION

The following discussion is based on the information the preliminary drawings provided by
the applicant.
5.1 Development Permit Area Guidelines
The proposed site plan, form of building, and building color/material scheme is generally
consistent with the Infill Townhouse and Rowhouse Design Guidelines. The scale of the
building is considered to be consistent with the surrounding residential developments. The
preliminary project drawings indicate various window sizes for sunlight exposure along the
front and rear elevations of all four units as well as on the two outer units. By default, the
inner two units would not have windows on the side elevations; however, roof top patios
may reasonably address this issue. Additional work should be done to address the rear of the
property, which will be the main access to the site, including by pedestrians and vehicles,
and potential implications to the adjacent park.
Should a formal rezoning and development permit application be submitted, the project
would undergo detailed review, at which time further feedback would be provided to the
applicant.
The applicant has provided a design rationale which is attached to this report as
Attachment 3.
5.2 Open Space
The proposed development would include open space at the rear in the form of a patio on the
ground level for the outer two units. The inner two units would also include patio space at
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the rear and have upper level decks and roof top patios. There may be opportunities to
increase the usable open space, and better address the garbage/recycling area. As such, this
would be further examined through a more formal review process.
A landscape plan has not been provided and the proposed landscaping would be evaluated as
part of subsequent formal Rezoning, Development Permit, and Tree Permit applications.
5.3 Off-Street Parking and Access
The off-street parking which would be accessed from the existing lane along the south side
of the property has been accepted by the Transportation Division.
5.4

Streetscape Improvements

East Eighth Avenue, which is classified as a collector road, would require streetscape
improvements such as, but not limited to sidewalk, curb and gutter, street tre es, street
lighting, and underground electrical and telecommunication servicing. The existing lane at
the rear of the property would have to be constructed in accordance with the City’s design
criteria. A lane dedication would also be required.
A Statutory Right of Way for the sanitary sewer would also be required along the south
property line.
An Engineering Servicing Memorandum is attached as Attachment 4 to this report.
5.5

Tree Protection and Replacement

There are trees located along the north and south property lines and some vegetation on the
subject site. A tree survey would be required as part of the Tree Permit application required
with a formal rezoning and development permit application. Staff would work with the
applicant to retain as many trees as possible and ensure compliance with the Tree Bylaw
requirements.
6. CONSULTATION
Following the PAR stage, should the proponents decide to submit formal applications, they
would be required to undertake public consultation as part of the Rezoning and Development
Permit application processes. Consultation includes a presentation to the Victory Heights
Residents Association, a community open house, presentations to the Advisory Planning
Commission, reports to City Council, and a public hearing. Infill applications with four or
fewer units on a property (including laneway/carriage houses, duplex, triplex, and
quadraplexes) are not forwarded to the New Westminster Design Panel.
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7. REVIEW PROCESS
Any feedback from the LUPC, the information from this report, and feedback from staff will
be incorporated into a PAR letter that will be forwarded to the applicant. Should the
applicant decide to submit formal applications, the proposed project will be reviewed in
accordance with the City’s Rezoning and Development Permit application review process.
8. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The City has a project team-based approach for reviewing development applications.
A staff-led project team has conducted an initial review of the proposal and will continue
with a more detailed review if the proponents proceed with submitting formal applications.
9. FEEDBACK FROM LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE (LUPC)
Staff is not seeking specific feedback in relation to this application.
10. OPTIONS
The following options are offered for consideration of the LUPC:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee instruct staff to include the information
contained in this report, and any other feedback from LUPC and staff in the
preliminary application review letter to the applicant.
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1: Preliminary Project Drawings
2: Site Context Map
3: Project Summary Letter
4: Engineering Servicing Memorandum

This report has been prepared by:
Hardev Gill, Planning Technician
This report was reviewed by:
Jackie Teed, Manager of Planning
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This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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. JL NEW WESTMINSTER
Engineering Services

Memorandum
To: Hardev Gill, Planning Technician
From: Hardeep Maghera, Sr. Engineering Technologist
Subject:

Date: March 18, 2019
File: PRJ-008990

PRELIMINARY WORKS AND SERVICES REQUIREMENTS FOR 45 EAST EIGHTH
AVENUE-PAR01338

We are responding to your preliminary application as referenced above for the proposed Rezoning and
Development Permit circulated January 31, 2019.
A subdivision application will be required to create the four fee simple lots as shown on the plans. Please
be advised that staff have done a high level pre-application review of this project and identified the
following details that will need to be addressed as part of a subdivision application:
1. The dedication of a depth of 0.56 m strip along the site's laneway frontage is required to build a
standard 6.0 m wide lane.
2. The provision of a 1.5m utility statutory right of way along the west property line to support future
storm and sanitary separation.
3. Payment of a flat fee in the amount of $5, 000.00 plus GST for capping the mains, by the City, of all
service connections, not for reuse.
4. All site drainage works shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the City's Erosion and
Sediment Control Bylaw 7754, 2016. The developer shall retain a qualified professional to ensure that
the design and implementation of the erosion and sediment controls meets the requirements outlined
in the Bylaw.
5. Onsite storm sewer water management will be required to limit the post development flow to predevelopment flow. The onsite works shall be designed to incorporate green infrastructure and in
accordance with the City's Integrated Storm Water Management Plan.
6. All existing trees are to be protected in accordance with the City's Tree Protection and Regulation
Bylaw No. 7799, 2016 and any trees identified for removal will need to have a permit approved and
in place prior to removal.
7. Geotechnical consideration should be given to the constructability and phasing of the development
with respect to the proposed servicing. A geotechnical engineer's report will be required to identify
and address off-site preparation requirements for the satisfactory performance of all roads sidewalks,
underground utilities and other off-site servicing improvements. At the completion of the site
preparation the geotechnical engineer will be required to certify the off-site works and services can be
built within the tolerances outlined in the Master Municipal Specifications and the Subdivision and
Development Control Bylaw for the designated design life of the infrastructure.
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OFFSITE WORKS AND SERVICES
8. Under the City of New Westminster Subdivision and Development Control Bylaw No. 7142, 2007
and amendments thereto, the developer for the above noted property is also required to enter into a
Works and Services Agreement with the City addressing off-site servicing requirements prior to
subdivision approval. The off-site services shall include, but are not necessarily limited to the
following:
ROADWORKS
The subject site is bounded by East Eighth Avenue to the south and an established 4.88 m wide lane
to the north. According to the City's Official Community Plan, East Eighth Avenue is designated as
a collector road.
East Eighth Avenue
9.1. Construction of the East Eighth Avenue road frontage to a collector road standard complete
with new curb and gutter, sidewalk, trees, landscaping (including irrigation), street furniture,
street lighting, underground electrical and telecommunication servicing. East Eighth Avenue
shall be constructed from curb to property line based on the following minimums:
•
•

Cash in lieu contribution for full depth repaving of the curb lane along the development
frontage. Pavement depth for cash in lieu calculation to be in accordance with the City's
Design Criteria.
Provide a 1.8m sidewalk clear of obstructions separated from the curb with a 2.0m
boulevard complete with trees and irrigation.

Lane
9.2. Construction of the full width of the lane frontage to lane standard complete with new
pavement, curb and gutter. Pavement design with be in accordance with the City's Design
Criteria.
Driveway Access
9.3.

Driveway access for the site shall be from the lane. Exact location and dimensions will be
proposed by the developer's consulting engineer for City approval.

UNDERGROUND UTILITIES
Sanitary
9.4.

Doc #1350734

Provision of an adequate single sanitary sewer service connection for each lot complete with
an inspection chamber at property line. Size and location to be determined by the developer's
consulting engineer and approved by the City. Existing infrastructure which is undersized or
not capable of handling the post development flows shall be upgraded at the developer's
expense.
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Storm
9.5.

Provision of an adequate single storm sewer service connection for each lot complete with an
inspection chamber at property line. Size and location to be determined by the developer's
consulting engineer and approved by the City. Existing infrastructure which is undersized or
not capable of handling the post development flows shall be upgraded at the developer's
expense.

Water
9.6.

Provision of an adequate single water service connection for each lot satisfying the fire and
domestic demands. Size and location to be determined by the developer's consulting engineer
and approved by the City. Existing 50mm water service in the lane will most likely need
upgrading in order to support the post development water demands, upgrades will be at the
developer's expense. The water meter is to be supplied by the City and a cash deposit
payment will be required.

Electrical, Telecommunications and Gas
9.7.

The developer is responsible to contact telecommunication and gas companies directly
regarding the provision of their services for the proposed development as necessary, noting
all works will need to be underground and completed at the developer's expense. We
recommend that this consultation be made as soon as possible to establish requirements and
avoid conflicts. Third party utility construction drawings, approved by the utility company,
must be submitted to Engineering Services for review. The developer's consulting engineer is
to coordinate all third party utilities and electrical plans with the civil detail design plans prior
to the City's approval.

9.8.

All costs associated with the design and replacement of the existing overhead electrical and
telecommunication utilities on the roadways adjacent to the site with an underground system
with servicing for the development. For further information please contact Ame Hannula in
the City Electrical Operations Department at (604) 527-4531 for electrical servicing details.
Contact Telus or Shaw directly for telecommunication details.

9.9.

City communication conduit shall be provided in a joint trench with street lighting in
accordance with the City's Intelligent City Design requirements as it pertains to the Fiber
Optic Network and Street Lighting Design. For further information please contact Phil Kotyk,
Fiber Network Operations Manager at (604) 527-4641.

Streetlighting
9.10. Roadway lighting for all street frontages shall be provided for safety and to produce accurate
and comfortable night time visibility using energy efficient lighting such as LED. Design of
roadway lighting shall be in accordance with the City of New Westminster Design Criteria
Section 6 and the MMCD (Platinum Edition) Design Guidelines Section 6.0 Roadway
Lighting (for LED).
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Boulevard Trees
9.11. The boulevards shall be prepared for street trees complete with an 900mm deep "blended"
growing medium for the full width of the boulevard, including drainage and irrigation. Parks
Department will supply and install street trees at the developer's cost. Boulevard landscaping
and irrigation shall be provided in suitable locations to the satisfaction of the Parks
Department. If adequate soil volume is not achievable, provision shall be made for soil cell
technology or any other approved method to achieve the specified soil volume. For further
information, please contact Erika Mashig, Park Horticulture & Open Space Planning
Manager at 604-527-4530.
9. The preparation of detailed design drawings by a qualified Professional Engineer for the off-site
works and services to the satisfaction of the City and in accordance with the City's Design Criteria,
Supplemental Specification and Detail Drawings, and Master Municipal Construction Documents.
The engineering design drawings for the proposed works may include the following plans:
Road works
Storm drainage collection facilities
Sanitaiy sewer collection facilities
Water distribution facilities
Street lighting
Street trees, landscaping
Topographical and lot grading plans
Erosion and sediment control plans
Electrical power supply and distribution facilities
Telecommunication facilities
Gas facilities
10. Employment and retention of a Professional Engineer to prepare and seal the design drawings; to
provide a Resident Engineer for inspection of all design and construction related problems; to
prepare, certify and seal "As-Constructed" drawings, including landscape & irrigation drawings and
to certify that all materials supplied and works performed conform to City standards as contained
within the Subdivision and Development Control Bylaw and/or the Master Municipal Construction
Documents; and
11. The developer will be required to post a security deposit for 120% of the estimated construction cost
of the offsite servicing works including GST. The security deposit shall be in the form of an
Irrevocable Letter of Credit or cash deposit. The security deposit will be reduced once the off-site
works are completed to the satisfaction of the City less a 10% holdback. Upon issuance of a
Certificate of Completion by the City, the 10% security deposit will be held for a two year
maintenance period.
12. The following payments and deposits shall be paid at the time of execution of the Works and Services
Agreement:

12.1. Payment to cover the cost of preparing the Works and Services Agreement, currently
$1,830.00 plus tax.
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12.2. Payment of four percent (4%) of the estimated construction costs to cover engineering and
administrative costs incurred by the City.
12.3. Under the Works and Services Agreement the developer will be required to pay a deposit
$5000.00 to cover any charges for emergency works and signage.
12.4. Submission of any easement or right of way documents required by the City in relation to the
proposed development.
12.5. Signing of a latecomer waiver clause.
13. Payment of applicable Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage District (GVS&DD) Development
Cost Charges in accordance with Bylaw 187,1996 prior to subdivision approval.
14. Payment of applicable New Westminster Development Cost Charges in accordance with Bylaw 7311,
2009 and amendments prior to subdivision approval.
15. Payment of applicable School Site Acquisition charges in accordance with School District #40
Capital Bylaw No. 2008-1 prior to subdivision approval.
The above noted information is provided as a preliminary review of the project application which is
intended to provide a very high level overview of the expected servicing requirements. As the project
evolves and additional details are provided there may be further revisions, changes or modifications to
these servicing requirements. By accepting these preliminary comments the developer agrees to release,
indemnify and save the City harmless from any liability, cost or expense of any kind arising from further
revisions, changes or modifications.
If you have questions, please contact me at 604-527-4545 or hmaghera@newwestcity.ca.
Regards,

irdeep Maghera, AScT
Sr. Engineering Technologist
cc

J. Lowrie, Director of Engineering Services
E. Wat, Manager Infrastructure Planning
C. Dobrescu, Utilities and Special Projects Engineer
L. Leblanc, Manager Transportation
F. Jin, Transportation Technologist
E. Mashig, Manager, Park Horticulture & Open Space Planning
A. Hannula, Manager, Electrical Engineering Design & Planning
J. Krevs, Senior Plan Reviewer
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